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ABSTRACT

Parallel operations on the amplitude envelope of a single-channel or multiple-channel electronic instrument or vocal signal may be used to control rich layered audio signal processing and/or audio synthesis environments. The controllable layered audio signal processing and audio synthesis environments may comprise dedicated or shared processor and synthesis elements, respectively, though use of pre-mixing and merging operations. Detection operations performed on the envelope of an applied audio signal may include level detection operations, rate sign (i.e., level increasing versus decreasing) detection operations, and rate magnitude detection operations. These operations may control rich layered audio signal processing environments and/or audio synthesis environments directly, while other embodiments may incorporate the use of state machines in the control chain. The applied audio signal may be pre-processed by signal processing before application to envelope detection, and combinations of such envelopes may be used. Hysteretic effects may be invoked across increasing and decreasing variation in envelope parameters.
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### Level Setting Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;0&quot;-1</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>max</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp/</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td>ramp\</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Behavior Summary of Above Level Setting Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Gain</th>
<th>Behavior as Envelope Amplitude Increase</th>
<th>Behavior as Envelope Amplitude Decreases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processor 1</td>
<td>Always on</td>
<td>Always on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processor 2</td>
<td>Off, ramps up beginning at level 2 reaching Max at level 4</td>
<td>Max, ramp down beginning at level 6 reaching Off at level 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processor 3</td>
<td>Off, ramps up beginning at level 3 reaching Max at level 7</td>
<td>Max, ramp down beginning at level 6 reaching Off at level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processor 4</td>
<td>Off, ramps up beginning at level 5 reaching Max at level 6</td>
<td>Max, ramp down beginning at level 6 reaching Off at level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processor 5</td>
<td>Ramps up beginning at level 0 reaching Max at level 7</td>
<td>Max, ramps down at level 6 ramping down to level 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processor 6</td>
<td>Max, ramps down at level 1 reaching Off at level 7</td>
<td>Off, ramps up beginning at level 6 reaching Max at level 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processor 7</td>
<td>Off, ramps up beginning level 1 to Max at level 4, ramp down beginning at level 5 to Off at level 7</td>
<td>Off, ramps up beginning level 6 to Max at level 3, ramps down beginning at level 2 reaching off at level 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ENVELOPE-CONTROLLED DYNAMIC LAYERING OF AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSING AND SYNTHESIS FOR MUSIC APPLICATIONS
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of Invention

[0003] The invention relates to musical instrument performance systems and environments, and in particular to the combination of novel instrument entities built from synergistic arrangements of traditional and novel instrument elements, and the interconnection of these instrument entities utilizing generalized interface entities to signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities built from synergistic combinations of traditional and novel architectures, processes, and methodologies. The systems and methods herein are intended to make possible a new generation of musical instrument products with enhanced capabilities and sounds, new semiotic-oriented performance capabilities, and rich composition and recording environments.

[0004] 2. Background

[0005] There has been considerable advancement in music technology in the last several decades, but recent innovations driven by mass-market forces have narrowed the range of possibilities for commercially available instruments and the ways in which new recorded and performed music are being explored. Audio samples of diverse instruments, advanced signal processing power, improved fidelity, the MIDI control interface, sequencers, and music workstations are important assets but, together with the ways synthesizers, signal processing systems, and instrument controllers have come to be designed, the channel of innovation is focused on a relatively narrow conceptual range that will consume as much rework and refinement as can be allotted. A few modern outlier innovations have appeared, such as the Roland COSM signal processing methods, Yamaha VL1 model-based synthesis methods, and Buchla’s and Starr Switch alternative MIDI controllers, but due to the focused drive of the mainstream these exceptions are largely orphaned in their application.

[0006] What is needed is some reach into the souls (rather than make samples) of deep non-Western and Western instruments, a recasting of the now institutionalized signal processing chains, adaptations of new classes of applicable physical phenomenon, extensions as to the types and forms of meaningful human control, and, in the context of performance, a deeper integration of visual and audio environments.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In accordance with some embodiments, parallel operations on the amplitude envelope of a single-channel or multiple-channel electronic instrument or vocal signal may be used to control rich layered audio signal processing and/or audio synthesis environments. The controllable layered audio signal processing and audio synthesis environments may comprise dedicated or shared processor and synthesis elements, respectively, though use of pre-mixing and merging operations. Detection operations performed on the envelope of an applied audio signal may include level detection operations, rate sign (i.e., level increasing versus decreasing) detection operations, and rate magnitude detection operations. These operations may control rich layered audio signal processing environments and/or audio synthesis environments directly, while other embodiments may incorporate the use of state machines in the control chain. The applied audio signal may be pre-processed by signal processing before application to envelope detection, and combinations of such envelopes may be used. Hysteric effects may be invoked across increasing and decreasing variation in envelope parameters.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The above and other aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent upon consideration of the following description of preferred embodiments taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing figures, wherein:

[0009] FIG. 1 shows a general overview of the invention;

[0010] FIG. 2 shows examples of internal interconnections among the functional grouping elements within an instance of a signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity, all shown in FIG. 1;

[0011] FIGS. 3A-3C show an example of a proximate keyboard array;

[0012] FIG. 4 shows an example of an instrument-mounted miniature keyboard configuration employing one miniature keyboard, in particular an adapted Indian sitar with many additional example instrument elements;

[0013] FIG. 5 shows an example of an instrument-mounted miniature keyboard configuration employing two miniature keyboards, in particular an adapted electric guitar with many additional example instrument elements;

[0014] FIGS. 6A-6B illustrate an arrangement where a dedicated continuous or near-continuous sensor is attached to each key so as to instantaneously measure the displacement of the attached key;

[0015] FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate an arrangement by which programmable tactile feedback can be applied to a key, either in conjunction or without a continuous or near-continuous sensor to measure key displacement;

[0016] FIG. 8 illustrates a shared scanning arrangement supporting a plurality of any of keyboards, strum-pad, buttons, switches, etc.;

[0017] FIG. 9 illustrates an example method for realizing a flexible generalized strum-pad element and associated stored program control;

[0018] FIG. 10 shows an example implementation of both generalized and specific control signals derived from panel controls, actuators, and sensors using MIDI;
FIG. 11 shows an example of how two independent contact points can be independently discerned, or the dimensional-width of a single contact point can be discerned, for a resistance null/contact controller with a single conductive contact plate or wire and one or more resistive elements whose resistance per unit length is a fixed constant through each resistive element;

FIG. 12 shows an example implementation of both generalized and specific control signals derived from electrical contact touch-pads employing MIDI messages as the output control signal format;

FIG. 13 shows how a pressure-sensor array touch-pad can be combined with image processing to assign parameterized interpretations to measured pressure gradients and output those parameters as control signals;

FIG. 14 illustrates the positioning and networking of pressure sensing and processing “mini-array” chips in both larger contiguous structures and in isolated use on instrument keys, instrument fingerboards, and instrument bodies;

FIG. 15 illustrates the pressure profiles for a number of example hand contacts with a pressure-sensor array;

FIG. 16 illustrates how six degrees of freedom can be recovered from the contact of a single finger;

FIG. 17 illustrates the regions of vowel sounds associated with particular resonant frequency combinations in vowel sound production;

FIG. 18 illustrates an example two-dimensional timbre space in traditional instrument orchestration;

FIG. 19 shows an example of keys from a traditional Western keyboard fitted with multiple uniformly-sized pressure-sensing and processing “mini-array” chips;

FIG. 20 shows electromagnetic, Hall-effect, piezo, and optical pickup methods for deriving separate audio signals for each vibrating element of a multiple vibrating element instrument entity;

FIG. 21 shows how an off-bridge buzz-plate can be combined with a piezo bridge sensor in replacement of a gradient buzz-bridge so as to permit the use of non-ferromagnetic strings;

FIG. 22 shows the basic idea of controlled feedback as used in recent contemporary music;

FIG. 23 shows an example implementation of a simple approach for replacing acoustic excitation of a vibrating element with electromagnetic excitation;

FIG. 24 shows various combinations of piezo and electromagnetic vibrating element pickups and exciters for separately controllable excitation of each vibrating element;

FIG. 25 shows adding signal processing for spectral and amplitude control of electromagnetic excitation;

FIG. 26 shows multiple vibrational elements with common electromagnetic excitation;

FIG. 27 illustrates examples of single, double, and quadruple touch-pad instruments with pads of various sizes and supplemental instrument elements;

FIG. 28 illustrates some enhanced foot-pedal arrangements which permit simultaneous single-foot adjustment of a plurality of continuous range parameters for use with floor controllers;

FIG. 29 shows some example layouts involving 2 geometric regions for a moderate number of foot operated controllers and 4 geometric regions for a larger number of foot operated controllers;

FIG. 30 shows an example large-scale arrangement of two impact sensors and/or touch pads for executing one-handed drum-rolls and deriving large amounts of control information;

FIG. 31 shows an example of an enhanced autoharp implementation as provided for in the invention;

FIG. 32 shows how the autoharp arrangement of FIG. 31 can be adjusted to replace its chord button array and associated strum-pads with a keyboard and one or more strum-pads positioned over the keyboard;

FIG. 33 shows an example Koto implementation provided for in accordance with the invention;

FIG. 34 shows an example Mbira implementation provided for in accordance with the invention;

FIG. 35 shows an example electric guitar implementation in accordance with the invention based on a Gibson model ES-335 guitar; the invention’s enhancements shown can be added on as modules, added collectively, or built-in;

FIG. 36 shows an example of an adapted European arch-lute with a mix of single strings and double string pairs;

FIG. 37 shows an example pedal steel guitar adaptation as provided for by the invention;

FIG. 38 shows an example flat-necked instrument with a five string section emulating a sitar string arrangement and several additional strings used for bass or other accompaniment;

FIG. 39 shows an example multiple-pitch sympathetic/twang resonator using banks of short audio delays with high resonances tuned to each selected pitch, each followed by a dedicated low-speed sweeping flanger with moderate resonance, a dedicated low-speed sweeping flanger with moderate resonance, and a low-speed auto-panner;

FIG. 40 shows an example adapted Chinese Pipa as provided for by the invention featuring a keyboard, strum-pad, touch-pad, slider array, switch array, and impact sensors;

FIG. 41 shows another example adapted Chinese Pipa as provided for by the invention featuring a bass string array, a harp string array, and impact sensors;

FIG. 42 shows a bow fitted with sensors to gather information from the hand, bow hairs, and bow motion;

FIG. 43 shows adaptations of a flute and recorder layout with pressure sensors replacing key sites, air turbulence measurements, and air pressure average measurements as provided for in the invention;
FIG. 44 shows how an optical pickup may be created for a suspended gong; this technique may also be used for many other types of metallophones;

FIG. 45 shows example gong arrays as part of a one-hand or two-hand percussion instrument stand;

FIG. 46 illustrates spatial arrays of electrodes which may be used for measurement, as well as control, in two-dimensional and three-dimensional configurations;

FIG. 47 shows an arrangement where evolving chemical patterns in the dish of FIG. 46 are illuminated with light sources and visually monitored by an overhead camera for any one or more of control extraction, visual display, or visual recording;

FIG. 48 illustrates example optical measurements of photonic phenomena in applicable materials which may be converted to electrical signals and an example electro-acoustic measurement of photo-induced acoustic phenomena in applicable materials;

FIG. 49 shows how generalized interfaces can be built in whole or via separable parts which may be used selectively as needed or appropriate;

FIG. 50 shows multiple vibrational elements with multi-channel transducers applied directly to stereo or multi-channel mix-down;

FIG. 51 shows multiple vibrational elements with multi-channel transducers and individual signal processing prior to mixing;

FIG. 52 shows addition of a control signal extraction element to the arrangement of FIG. 51;

FIG. 53 shows partial mix-downs of vibrating element signals fed to a number of signal processors and straight-through paths in route to subsequent mix-down;

FIG. 54 shows a switch matrix assigning signals from vibrating elements to a number of signal processors for route to subsequent mix-down;

FIG. 55 shows a more flexible method for providing signal processors with vibrating element signals and other signal processor outputs via switch matrix, and additional partial mix-downs by replacing said switch matrix with a mixer;

FIG. 56 shows configuration control of signal processors, mixers, and switch matrix, and synthesizer interfaces via logic circuitry and/or microprocessing;

FIG. 57 shows a very general combined environment for multi-channel signal processing, mixing, excitation, and program control of overall configuration;

FIG. 58 shows a stereo-input, stereo output configuration of two monaural flange and/or chorus elements wherein the unaltered signal of each input channel is combined with a delay-modulated signal from the opposite channel;

FIG. 59 illustrates a combination of a spatialized effect, two distortion elements, and a stereo (N=M=2) cross-channel modulated delay;

FIG. 60 illustrates examples of inhomogeneous layered signal processing which may be used as shown, with selected omissions, or as an archetype for similar constructions;

FIG. 61 illustrates an example of a generalized hysteresis model construction as provided for by the invention;

FIG. 62 shows an example implementation of a cross-product octave chain particularly suited to low cost implementation with logic chips or simple DSP program loops;

FIG. 63 illustrates an example flexible control and configuration hierarchy for control signal and stored program handling and organization;

FIG. 64 shows an example method for the generation of control signals from fundamental and overtone information in a signal from a vibrating element of fixed known pitch;

FIG. 65 shows combining and/or processing fundamental and overtone information obtained from a vibrating element signal prior to parameter extraction;

FIG. 66 shows an example implementation of an adaptive method for tracking overtones for a variable-pitch vibrating element with known overtone series;

FIG. 67 illustrates an example approach wherein a plurality of LCWs with features as prescribed by the invention may be implemented;

FIG. 68 illustrates traditional stage lighting elements including over-heads, far-throw, foot, back, floor;

FIG. 69 illustrates example instrument lighting;

FIG. 70 illustrates example rotating speaker emulation light sculptures;

FIG. 71 illustrates light pyramid arrays and light columns arrays;

FIG. 72 illustrates stage video projection arrangements;

FIG. 73a shows an exemplary simple layered signal processing for a single channel audio signal;

FIG. 73b shows an exemplary simple layered signal processing for a multichannel audio signal;

FIG. 73c shows an exemplary simple layered signal processing for a multichannel audio signal involving the sharing of signal processors via channel input mixing;

FIG. 73d shows an exemplary generalized environment supporting simple layered signal processing for a multichannel audio signal;

FIG. 74a shows an example of layered sound synthesis driven by a single channel note control signal via a channel input mixing matrix;

FIG. 74b shows an example of layered sound synthesis driven by a multichannel note control signal;

FIG. 74c shows an example of layered sound synthesis driven by a multichannel audio signal involving the sharing of the sound synthesis elements via channel input merging;

FIG. 74d shows an exemplary generalized environment supporting layered sound synthesis driven by a multichannel note control signal involving sharing of the
sound synthesis elements via channel input merging via a channel input merging matrix;

[0089] FIG. 75a shows exemplary instantaneous time-varying velocity and amplitude response points for the onset “attack” portion of a given incoming audio signal;

[0090] FIG. 75b shows additional techniques for measuring and responding to nonlinear attack curves;

[0091] FIG. 76a shows a longer duration view of the envelope of an exemplary instrument or vocal audio signal, wherein the full extent of the attack portion of the envelope is shown, along with “decay,” “sustain,” and “release” portions;

[0092] FIG. 76b shows another exemplary instrument or vocal audio signal which has one or more “swells” in the sustain portion of the instrument or vocal audio signal;

[0093] FIG. 76c shows another exemplary instrument or vocal audio signal where the peak of the attack portion is considerably lower in amplitude than subsequent amplitude “swells” in the sustain portion of the instrument or vocal audio signal;

[0094] FIG. 77a comprises a table listing simple exemplary instructions for varying individual signal processor output gains in response to increasing and decreasing input audio signal amplitudes;

[0095] FIG. 77b comprises a table summarizing the behavior of each signal processor output gain as a function of response to increasing and decreasing input audio signal amplitudes for the table of FIG. 77a;

[0096] FIG. 77c shows a graphical depiction of the behavior of each signal processor output gain as a function of response to increasing and decreasing input audio signal amplitudes for the table of FIG. 77a;

[0097] FIG. 78 shows an exemplary extension of the concepts of FIGS. 77a-77c employing an open-format data structure rather than a fixed-structure table, which supports a wider range of control possibilities;

[0098] FIG. 79 shows a user interface editing and stored program control environment compatible with the data structures of FIG. 77a, FIG. 78, or other implementations;

[0099] FIG. 80 shows the incorporation of rate magnitude detections along with level detections in controlling the operation of control signal creation for layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments;

[0100] FIG. 81 shows rate detections together with level detections as inputs to combinational logic controlling a state machine which, along with level detections control the operation of control signal creation for layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments;

[0101] FIG. 82a shows an exemplary configuration where an audio signal source drives a layered signal processing environment and a layered audio synthesis environment under the control of an envelope-driven controller;

[0102] FIG. 82b shows an exemplary variation of FIG. 82a where the envelope-driven controller is driven by a pre-processed version of the audio signal source, where a dedicated signal processor is used to create the pre-processed audio signal;

[0103] FIG. 82c shows an exemplary variation of FIG. 82b where the envelope-driven controller is driven by a pre-processed version of the audio signal source, and where a signal processor from the layered signal processing environment is used to create the pre-processed audio signal;

[0104] FIG. 82d shows a combination of the structures FIGS. 82a-82c;

[0105] FIG. 83a shows an exemplary variation on the configuration of FIG. 82a where an equalization stage is shared for both the layered signal processing environment and the envelope-driven controller; such an arrangement would be replicated in part or in whole in a system supporting multichannel audio input signals;

[0106] FIG. 83b shows a variation on the exemplary configuration of FIG. 83a where separate equalization is provided for each of the layered signal processing environment and the envelope-driven controller;

[0107] FIG. 84a shows an embodiment of the invention where the envelope-driven controller is in a separate physical enclosure and is designed to work with conventional instrument audio and MIDI interfaces of external equipment, including an external fan-out box; and

[0108] FIG. 84b shows a variation of FIG. 84a where the loop-through function also includes an internal fan-out function.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0109] 1 Overview

[0110] In the following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying drawing figures which form a part hereof, and which show by way of illustration specific embodiments of the invention. It is to be understood by those of ordinary skill in this technological field that other embodiments may be utilized, and structural, electrical, as well as procedural changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention.

[0111] The invention relates to a collection of instruments (adapted, electronic, or combined), generalized instrument electrical interfaces, control signal extraction and manipulation systems, musical synthesis modules, layered audio signal processing, lighting control, light sculptures, instrument lighting effects, video control, and video display. The resulting rich sonic and visual environment can be used for live performances, recorded audio and video production, and composition.

[0112] FIG. 1 shows a general overview of the invention which, at its highest level, consists of one or more instances of instrument entities 100, generalized interface entities 110, and signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120. It is understood that the invention provides for the possibility of several instances of each of these entities. For example, several instruments 100 may be supported (adapted guitar, adapted sitar, adapted autoharp, touch-pad/slider/switch controller, etc.) by each 110/120 system; further, for each collection of plurality of instruments 100 and signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120, there may be both full-feature interface cables or simplified reduced-feature cables implementing versions of the generalized interface 110; finally, for each collection of instruments 100 and generalized interface entities 110 there may be various
versions of signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120 (small performance systems, large performance systems, studio recording-oriented or composition-oriented systems, etc.).

[0113] 1.1 Instrument Overview

[0114] In more detail, each instrument entity 100 in general internally consists of one or more elements. The elements fall into two broad categories, namely those that produce audio-frequency signals and those that instead produce only control signals. Of these, it is also possible to derive control signals from the audio-frequency signals (reflecting pitch, amplitude, relative harmonic content, etc.). Control signals, regardless of their origin, in general are used to control the processing, replay, or synthesis of audio-frequency signals; however, the control signals can also be used to control lighting, video, special effects, etc.

[0115] Referring to FIG. 1, the instrument 100 may contain internal power sources (such as batteries, large-value capacitors, etc.) and/or power regulation elements 101. Next the control signal sources that may be included within an instrument entity 100 may be of a traditional technology or nature, such as knobs, keys, switches, touch-pads, sliders, buttons, sensors, etc.; these will be termed electronic interface elements 102. In addition, it is also possible to generate control signals from more exotic processes such as chemical oscillators, chemical chaos, photoacoustic, environmental sensors, etc. These will be termed alternative control signal elements 103. The audio-frequency signal sources that may be included within an instrument also broadly fall into two classes. One class is that of traditional vibrating elements (strings, tyres, surfaces, solid volumes, air columns, etc.) whose mechanical audio-frequency vibrations can be electrically sensed via electromagnetic, photo-electric, piezo, Hall-effect, or other types of sensors or transducers. In many cases it is possible to excite these mechanically vibrating elements by electronic means (magnetic fields, piezo transducers, etc.) or electronically controlled methods (motorized bowing, solenoid strikers, etc.) This first class of audio-frequency signals sources will be termed sensed/excited vibrating elements 104. In addition, it is also possible to generate audio-frequency signals from more exotic processes such as chemical oscillators, chemical chaos, photoacoustic, environmental sensors, etc. These will be termed alternative control signal elements 105. Finally, the instrument may also contain various additional video, lighting, and special effect elements 106.

[0116] 1.2 Generalized Interface Overview

[0117] Again referring to FIG. 1, the invention provides for both instrument entities 100 and signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120 to be fitted with compatible electrical interfaces, termed generalized instrument interfaces or (more concisely, generalized interfaces) 110, which can exchange any of the following:

[0118] incoming electrical power (111)

[0119] outgoing control signals from switches, controls, keyboards, sensors, etc., typically in the form of MIDI messages but which may also involve contact closure or other formats (112)

[0120] control signals to lights, pyrotechnics, or other special effect elements within and/or attached to the instruments, said signals being either in the form of MIDI messages, contact closure, or other formats (113)

[0121] outgoing audio signals from individual audio-frequency elements or groups of audio-frequency elements within the instruments (114)

[0122] incoming excitation signals directed to individual audio-frequency elements or groups of audio-frequency elements within the instruments (115)

[0123] outgoing video signals (such as NTSC, PAL, SECAM) or image signals sent from the instrument (116)

[0124] incoming video signals (such as NTSC, PAL, SECAM) or image signals sent to the instrument for purposes such as display or as part of a visually controlled instrument (117)

[0125] The interfaces may be realized by one or more of any of connectors, cables, fibers, radio links, wireless optical links, etc.

[0126] 1.3 Signal Routing, Processing, and Synthesis Overview

[0127] Referring to FIG. 1, the invention provides for one or more signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120. These entities first route and process received audio-frequency, control, and video signals. Additionally, these entities 120 may extract control signals from received audio-frequency and video signals, perhaps under the direction of selected control signals. Finally, these entities 120 may also synthesize audio-frequency, control, and video signals, typically under the direction of selected control signals.

[0128] Again referring to FIG. 1, the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120 internally may include:

[0129] power supplies 121 for both internal and instrument powering

[0130] control signal routing 122 for interconnecting control signal sources with control signal destinations

[0131] control signal processing 123 for instantaneous control signal transformations (such as inversions) and inter-operations (such as averaging, adding, multiplication, etc.) audio signal routing 124 for interconnecting audio signal sources with audio signal destinations

[0132] audio signal processing 125 for (typically real-time) transformations, typically under real-time control via selected control signals

[0133] video signal routing 126 for interconnecting video signal sources with audio signal destinations, typically under real-time control via selected control signals video signal processing 127 for (typically real-time) video signal transformations, potentially under real-time control via selected control signals

[0134] control signal extraction 128a for the derivation of (typically real-time) control signals from audio or video signals, potentially under real-time control via selected control signals
control signal synthesis 128b for the internal creation of time-varying control signals (such as low-frequency control oscillators, envelop generators, slew limiters, etc.), potentially under real-time control via selected control signals

audio signal synthesis 129a, typically under the direction of selected control signals, and typically as per conventional music synthesizer hardware and software

video signal synthesis 129b, typically under the direction of selected control signals.

program storage 130 for storing configuration programs and event sequences

In FIG. 1 it is understood that the elements 121 through 130 represent functional groupings and not necessarily hardware-centralized or software-centralized sub-systems.

FIG. 2 shows examples of internal interconnections among the functional grouping elements 121 through 130 within an instance of a signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120. In FIG. 2, as before, it is understood that the elements 121 through 130 represent functional groupings and not necessarily hardware-centralized or software-centralized subsystems.

In the example interconnections, power is distributed throughout via functional fan-outs 131; here it is understood that there many be many decentralized power supplies for the individual subsystems comprising or implementing elements 122-130. Program store information is also distributed throughout via paths 132 (associated with specific subsystems of elements 122-129) and/or path 133 to the control signal routing element 122; typically both methods are used as portions of the program control may be stored within individual elements 122-129 and portions may reside within one or more centralized program store subsystems (such as MidiTemp model MP-88, Digital Music Corporation model MX-8, controlling PC, etc.), comprising 130.

1.4 Remaining Document Overview

With this overview complete, the remainder of the discussion is organized as follows. The next four Sections concern instruments 100. First, a number of instrument element and instrument subsystems are described. Two subsequent sections then describe a large number of example instruments that are perfected through applicable combinations and arrangements of the aforementioned instrument elements and subsystems of elements; the first of these sections purely electronic controllers while the second addresses adaptations of conventional instruments with special attention paid to specific nuances and opportunities within those instruments. Following this, some alternative audio and control signal sources are then considered.

Next the general instrument interface 110 is then considered in additional detail. A subsequent section then addresses the signal processing, and synthesis entities 120. A final section provides a few example envisioned applications of the invention.

2 Instrument Elements and Instrument Subsystems

The invention includes a number of electronically interlaced instruments used by one or more performers.

These instruments involve either pure electronic interfaces arranged to form an instrument, vibrating elements which typically are in arrangements adapted from existing instruments, exotic electrically-monitored oscillatory elements (such as chemical oscillators), electronic or numerical chaotic models used as sources, or combinations of these laid out in an artistically operative and ergonomic fashion. Vibrating elements within an instrument may also be made to vibrate via electronically controlled or induced excitation from magnetic field, piezo electromechanical, or other electronically-driven or electronically-controlled excitation.

In general an instrument consists of one or more instrument elements which may be of one or more differing types or classes. These instrument elements may be thought of as subsystems within the instrument. For example, a 6-string guitar has six vibrating strings; each string is an example of a vibrating element. A single electromagnetic or piezo pickup may be used to amplify the entire group of six strings. The guitar may also have separate electromagnetic or piezo pickups for each string, as is commonly done for adding a MIDI interface to an existing electric guitar. This example guitar then simultaneously has six vibrating elements, one group-pickup subsystem, and six single-string pickup subsystems. The guitar may be further enhanced with MIDI-command issuing controls, such as knobs, switches, joysticks, touch-pads, motion/position sensors, etc.; these represent an additional subsystem. A reduced-size musical keyboard may be added to the guitar, representing yet another subsystem.

Specific classes of instrument elements and/or instrument subsystems are described in the subsections that follow.

2.1 Electronic Interface Instrument Elements and Subsystems

This class of instrument elements and instrument subsystems do not create audio frequency phenomenon directly but are rather used to control one or more music synthesizers, audio mixers, and/or signal processing functions.

2.1.1 Proximate, miniature, and Superimposed Keyboards

Standard western keyboards found on pianos, harpsichords, organs, and synthesizers are widely used as a human interface for electronic musical instruments. Some instruments, such as organs and harpsichords, have traditionally (for centuries) included two or more such keyboards to allow the instrument player to rapidly select among two or more timbres or ranges. The spacing of the keyboards is almost without exception found to be far enough apart that a hand must be committed uniquely to a given keyboard for the moments that the keys are played. This is due to the fact that the bulk of apparatus under the keyboards, keyboard frame, etc. prevented the keyboards from being mounted very close together, re-enforced by the fact that music has been composed for playing at most one keyboard with a given hand (although in virtuoso pieces a given hand may
very rapidly jump among keyboards. One aspect of the invention expands the usage of traditional keyboards by removing this limitation via various means.

[0154] 2.1.1.1 Proximate Keyboard Arrays

[0155] One method of implementation is to mount a plurality of keyboards close enough together that one hand can, to degrees determined by mechanical details, simultaneously play notes on two or more traditional keyboards. There are three methods for increasing the workable proximity of groups of keyboards:

[0156] reduce the vertical separation of the keyboards

[0157] overhang the ends of the white keys on a higher keyboard over the backs of the white and black keys of a lower keyboard

[0158] reduce the physical length of the keys

[0159] Many modern electronic keyboards have very shallow mechanisms and frames. It is therefore quite straightforward to mount two or more commonly available electronic keyboards employing either or both of the first two methods. With some overhang and (vertically or horizontally) shallow enough mechanisms, it becomes possible to play notes on both keyboards simultaneously. In nominal configurations the thumb-to-pinky reach is nearly the same across both keyboards. Clearly some finger configurations are difficult or impossible across the two keyboards, but there are also limitations in conventional keyboards that are incorporated in the development of established fingering technique and respected in keyboard music composition; similar minor technique development and compositional respect extensions can be developed for such proximate keyboard arrays.

[0160] Without reducing the size of the keyboards a single hand can even make invaluable use of three keyboards within a confined range; simple example is to add back-up notes of the same pitch or differing octaves. However, two hands may use the two-keyboard playing techniques to make avid use of a three, four, or more proximate keyboard array.

[0161] FIGS. 3A-3C show an example of a proximate keyboard array. In this example, three keyboards 301, 302, 303 are arranged in an overhanging staircase arrangement. Three views are shown: a side view 300 (FIG. 3A), a top view with hidden key areas suggested by dashed lines 310a (FIG. 3B), and the side view of 300 reoriented as an orthogonal projection 310b of the top view 310a (FIG. 3C). The separation distances 305a, 305b between the tops of the keys of a given keyboard and the bottoms of the keys of a keyboard overhanging it should be minimized and in the limit are just slightly larger than the maximum travel distance of the overhanging key. The depth of the overhang 304a, 304b is set in the balance between the trade-off of maximizing desired accessibility to the back of an overhanging key and minimizing the separation distance between the edges of the keys of two adjacent proximate keyboards. It is noted that any of the keyboards used here may be either of a standard variety or any of the more advanced keyboards described later (miniature, superimposed, multi-parameter keys, pressure-sensor array, etc.). It is also noted that this technique may be applied to other types of keyboards with applicable types of key geometry.

[0162] 2.1.1.2 Miniature Keyboards

[0163] If the depth of the keyboard is reduced, the span of a given hand is increased further. This may be done by making the keys relatively shorter, forming a stubby keyboard, or by shrinking the size of the entire keyboard in all dimensions. Such miniature keyboards are commonly found on consumer electronic keyboards and keyboard instruments made for children.

[0164] Clearly a proximate keyboard array can be created from miniaturized keyboards. The range of the fingers within and across individual component keyboards may be greatly increased in this fashion, albeit with a perhaps somewhat compromised tradition and technique.

[0165] An additional, and particularly valuable role for the proximate capabilities of such miniature keyboards is to mount them, as a component, on an instrument with other components so as to form a more complex instrument where free fingers can operate two or more such components simultaneously. As a simple example, a guitarist using a thumb-pick or classical guitar technique can easily use free fingers to play chords, bass lines, melodies, etc. on a miniature keyboard attached to a guitar.

[0166] FIG. 4 shows an example of an instrument-mounted miniature keyboard configuration employing one miniature keyboard 421, in particular an adapted Indian Sitar 400 with many additional example instrument elements which will be described later.

[0167] FIG. 5 shows an example of an instrument-mounted miniature keyboard configuration employing two miniature keyboards, in particular an adapted electric guitar 500 with many additional example instrument elements which will be described later. Here note the two keyboards 521a, 521b are proximate enough to allow both keyboards and the guitar strings to be played simultaneously.

[0168] Clearly these methods of miniature keyboard attachment(s) can be applied to other instruments (Sitar, Pipa, Saz, pedal steel guitar, plucked string bass, etc.) as well as being used to create entirely new types of instruments and controllers as will be discussed herein.

[0169] 2.1.1.3 Superimposed Keyboards

[0170] It is also possible to make contact-closure keys with multiple contact sets that actuate at increasing depths of key depression. Such keyboards may or may not have tactile feedback as to each level of actuation. Pratt-Read manufactured a “double-touch” keyboard for use in home console organs which closed one set of contacts with a noticeable restoring pressure at about half of the possible key-displacement which persisted through full key displacement where another contact set closed at the end of key travel. Also, many “velocity sense” keyboards are realized by SPDT switches actuated with each key; here the beginning of key travel opens a pair of contacts and the end of key travel closes a second set of contacts, but with mid-travel tactile feedback.

[0171] In either case, there are one contact closure event at partial key travel and two events at full key travel. These events can be interpreted as superimposed keyboards. One example interpretation is that the first event triggers one synthesizer voice and the second event triggers a second voice; in this manner keys struck with partial displacement
sound with only one voice but those struck with full displacement sound both voices. Another example is for a first voice to be triggered at partial displacement but turned off at full displacement. If the first voice has a long attack, it would be drowned out by the second voice, or in short duration serve as acceptable transient ornamentation (for example, mimicing a “key click” or “air turbulence chill”), this arrangement effectively resulting in a partial key displacement sounding only the first voice and a full key displacement sounding only the second voice. Note in either arrangement, a fluctuation of the applied key pressure can vary which voices continue to sound (in the first arrangement, the second voice will go on and off with the first voice held; in the second arrangement, the first and second voices will alternate being on or off in a mutually exclusive fashion).

[0172] As the superposition of keyboard principal proves useful in this two-level setting, it is natural to consider further extensions of this approach to more levels and additional interpretations. In the limit, a keyboard could have a continuous sensor (such as a potentiometer, magnetic or optical gradient, etc.) or near-continuous sensor (such as a binary encoded control) attached to each key. FIGS. 6A-B illustrates an arrangement where a dedicated continuous or near-continuous sensor is attached to each key so as to instantaneously measure the displacement of the attached key. In such an arrangement external electronics would define quantized displacement thresholds to which various superimposed keyboard interpretations would be assigned.

[0173] As a first bonus, it is also noted that this same continuous or near-continuous key-displacement sensor arrangement can be used in other operational modes to provide other very valuable expressive functions, for example volume or timber control or velocity contour tracking, as well as will be described in a later section.

[0174] In practice, the two-level superimposed keyboard provides the player with tactile feedback as to what point of travel the key had passed in the form of a noticeable change in resistive restoring pressure. For a more generalized system as described above and illustrated in FIGS. 6A-6B, there may be applications where such tactile feedback is not especially necessary, for example in triggering additional synthesizer voices to create an increasing gradient of richness as the key is pressed further and further. In other circumstances, particularly if there are only a few levels implemented, tactile feedback may indeed be desirable, particularly that with discernible discrete steps matching the trigger-level quantization points in key travel.

[0175] Highly flexible programmable tactile feedback can be imposed separately on each key by a dedicated solenoid, motor, pneumatic, fluid, or other means. Less flexible yet still somewhat programmable tactile feedback could also be had by means of an electrically adjustable global mechanical arrangement serving all keys in a keyboard, for example engaging additional sets of springs or pliable rubber pressure-resisting cones. FIGS. 7A-B illustrate an arrangement by which programmable tactile feedback can be applied to a key, either in conjunction with or without a continuous or near-continuous sensor to measure key displacement. Without key position information, an electronically-controlled restoring force element with built-in levels of key pressure resistance (for example, by means of a sequence of spatially distributed electromagnetic coils that can be switched on at configuration time to create additional levels of force past specific displacement depths) could be used. With key displacement information, a simple dedicated solenoid, motor, pneumatic, fluid, or other means can be made to have its restoring force vary over the key travel in a highly flexible manner. Since key travel can be fast, the transient response of the tactile feedback system must typically have a fast rise time and be free of overshoot. If electromagnetic or electric field means are used to provide key displacement resistance, care must be made to shield these elements to as to not create electromagnetic transients that could leak into nearby electronics or music instrument pickups.

[0176] Finally, it is pointed out that as an additional bonus, the above arrangement is also capable of synthesizing different types of mechanical so-called keyboard “actions”, for example the “feel” of various types of piano manufacture keys versus harpsichord keys, etc. Thus the development of a keyboard with per-key continuous or near-continuous displacement measurements and programmable key-displacement resistance can provide an extraordinary level of enhancements to conventional keyboards. This can be enhanced significantly with the addition of pressure sensing arrays on each key as will be described later.

[0177] 2.1.1.4 Shared Scanning Electronics

[0178] In arrangements with multiple keyboards, superimposed keyboards, or related input devices (such as the strum-pads discussed below) the keyboard-scanning electronic hardware can be in many cases largely shared across pluralities of these keyboard contacts and/or related input devices. For example, a common microprocessor could be used to generate common multiplexing address for a group of contacts or sensors across several keyboards and the status of individual contacts would then be serially polled or transferred in parallel. FIG. 8 illustrates a shared scanning arrangement supporting a plurality of any of keyboards, strum-pad, buttons, switches, etc.

[0179] 2.1.2 Strum-Pads

[0180] A few early music synthesizers replaced a conventional keyboard with a low-activation pressure membrane switch array laid out to resemble a keyboard. One could freely tap or easily drag fingers over the membrane switch array without the overhead and potential injury involved in more deeply operative conventional keyboards. Because of the lack of conventional keyboard action and technique, such keyboards rapidly lost their appeal. More recently, the Suzuki “Omnichord” product, designed to mimic an autoharp, provided a low-activation pressure membrane switch array, called a “strum-pad,” laid out to mimic the strummed-string array of an autoharp; as a selected chord button is activated various notes associated with the chord are assigned to the various membrane switches so that a finger sweeping over the strum-pad produces an arpeggiated chord in a way suggestive of strumming a traditional autoharp. The Omnichord strum-pads are hard-wired to repeat notes multiple times and the note assignment software permits only fixed chord selections with preassigned arpeggio note sequences.

[0181] The invention includes an important element to create or expand instruments through a generalized adaptation of these ideas.
a more generalized strum-pad element with the following attributes:

- low activation-pressure proximate switches
- linear arrangement (although others are useful)
- no hard-wired note repeats
- visual and/or small tactile markings to the player
- compact physical size
- simultaneous multiple switch activation without perceivable interaction
- generalized note event information that can be assigned interpretation under program control
- more generalized strum-pad interpretation software and hardware with the following stored program attributes and assignments which can be rapidly altered during playing:
- assignment to selected melodic notes, percussive events, lighting or special effect events, etc.
- arpeggio pattern select
- note-repeats added as desired and in the manner desired
- issuance of note, outgoing program change, and/or other control signals at the initial activation of each stored program (to sound a background chord, activate lights, etc.) with or without activity on the strum-pad
- selection and rapid change of specific programmable attributes and assignments via button or foot-switch control.

The resulting element can, for example, be attached to a guitar pick-guard and used in conjunction with footswitches and/or finger-activated buttons to select stored program interpretations. Free fingers can then, while freely playing the guitar as normal, “strum” or tap arpeggios, trigger percussion devices, trigger lighting or special effect events, etc.

FIG. 9 illustrates an example method for realizing a flexible generalized strum-pad element and associated stored program control. In this example implementation, the strum-pad switches can be electrically wired to a simple conventional MIDI keyboard interface so that each consecutive switch triggers a consecutive MIDI note event. The note event stream is then directed to a MIDI message processor which can, under program control, reassign each incoming note event a potentially new MIDI note number and MIDI channel, or perhaps a null operation to create “safety” or “dead” zones. From here individual MIDI channels can be directed to a variety of destinations: various synthesizer voice channels, lighting systems, special effect systems, etc. Additional control possibilities can be further realized by translating note events into other types of MIDI events, as described later, or into non-MIDI control signals.

It is also possible to add note-velocity and/or “key-pressure”/“after-touch”/“channel-pressure” control to the strum-pad by placing a velocity sensor (such as a piezo element) and/or pressure-sensor under it and feeding the resulting signal(s) to the MIDI keyboard interface as would be done in a conventional MIDI keyboard realizing these features with such sensors. It is also possible to supplement, or replace altogether, each membrane switch with a pressure-sensor, thus creating a pressure-sensor array. Such an array can be used to implement note-velocity and/or “key-pressure”/“after-touch”/“channel-pressure” control, but can also be used for a great many other purposes, particularly when implemented in a two-dimensional array, as described later.

2.1.3 Panel Controls, Actuators, Sensors

Expressive control can be enhanced considerably by attaching one or more of any various additional panel controls, actuators, and sensors to any electronic instrument.

Applicable types of panel controls include potentiometers (knob, slider, etc.), joysticks, panel switches, panel buttons, etc. Panel controls may be distributed in isolated spots, in small groups, or in arrays.

Applicable actuators can include limit switches, magnetic switches, mercury switches, optical detectors, piezo or other impact detectors, etc. Actuators may be attached or associated with moveable parts of instruments (such as guitar vibrato “whammy” bars, harp tuning levers, autoharp string-damper bars, etc.). Additionally, actuators may be affiliated with the instrument as a whole, detecting rapid jarring of the instrument etc. Further, actuators may also be provided in isolated spots of the instrument, such as velocity-sensitive tap-actuators for percussion event-triggers and “body blows” to the instrument, as abstracted from for examples: ancient Chinese Pipa, centuries old Flamenco guitar, and recent Jimi Hendrix/Adrian Belue (borderline to actual guitar abuse) techniques.

Applicable sensors can include pressure, motion (velocity, acceleration, etc.), position (optical, magnetic or electric field, electromagnetic standing wave, acoustic standing wave, etc.), impact (such as piezo sensors used with electronic drum pads), tension, strain, torsion, light, temperature, etc. Position sensors may be used to measure the position of a physical element of an instrument (such as a damper bar or pitch-modulating lever) or the absolute position of the instrument itself. Tension sensors may be used, for example, to measure modulated string tension as on a Koto or electric guitar; such string tension controllers need not even involve sounding strings—for example a small Koto string and bridge arrangement may be used strictly as an electronic control provided to the player in the form of a familiar Koto string format.

In general these panel controls, actuators, and sensors can be configured to provide a range of either continuous or discrete-step control voltages. In some cases additional electronics or subsequent software transformations may be necessary to re-contour/redistribute the control voltage over the full range of the controls, actuators, and/or sensors. In some cases, multiple transformations may be made available under selectable or stored program control. In any case, the resulting control voltages may then be treated as generalized control signals which are presented to the generalized interface 110. Alternatively, some of the control voltages may be used for specialized control signals, such as setting values for note-velocity, after-touch, etc.
FIG. 10 shows an example implementation of both generalized and specific control signals derived from panel controls 1001.1-1001.4, actuators 1002.1-1002.2, and sensors 1003.1-1003.5 as provided for by the invention. The panel controls 1001.1-1001.4, actuators 1002.1-1002.2, and sensors 1003.1-1003.5 may or may not be provided with appropriate interface electronics, respectively 1011.1-1011.4, 1012.1-1012.2, and 1013.1-1013.5 which deliver signals to a control signal formatter 1050 which issues control signals 1051. These control signals may be of various formats, for example MIDI.

2.1.4 Null/Contact Touch-Pads

Distinguished from panel controls and sensors considered above are what will be termed null/contact touch pads. This is a class of contact-position sensing devices that normally are in a null state unless touched and produce a control signal when touched whose signal value corresponds to typically one unique position on the touch-pad. Internal position sensing mechanisms may be resistive, capacitive, optical, standing wave, etc. Examples of these devices include one-dimensional-sensing ribbon controllers found on early Muse synthesizers, two-dimensional-sensing pads such as the early Kawala pad and more modern mini-pads found on some lap-top computers, and two-dimensional-sensing see-through touch-screens often employed in public computer kiosks. As a music controller these devices are attractive in that they can very easily capture very expressive finger nuances as does a violin fingerboard or Koto bridge/string arrangement but not limit them to controlling only pitch. Two-dimensional versions of these devices also permit the use of spatial metaphors and notions of “musical finger-painting.”

The null condition, when the pad is untouched, requires and/or provides the opportunity for special handling. Some example ways to handle the untouched condition include:

- sample-hold (hold values issued last time sensor was touched, as does a joystick)
- bias (issue maximal-range value, minimal-range value, or other value)
- touch-detect on another channel (i.e., a separate out-of-band “gate” channel).

Example uses for these devices as controller elements within the context of the invention include any one or more of the following:

- issuance of melodic or percussion note events
- pitch, amplitude, timbre, and location (i.e., panning, etc.) modulations
- lighting and/or special effects control
- general MIDI CC control signals.

Additional enhancements can be added to the adaptation of null/contact touch pad controllers as instrument elements. A first enhancement is, as discussed above for strum-pad elements, the addition of velocity and/or pressure sensing. This can be done via global impact and/or pressure-sensors in the same manner as described for the strum-pads. An extreme of this is implementation of the null/contact touch pad controller as a pressure-sensor array; this special case and its many possibilities are described later. On the simpler extreme, a null/contact touch pad together with such a global velocity and/or pressure-sensor can act as a rich metaphor for a drum head, gong surface, cymbal surface, etc. and as such may be played with fingers, whole hands, cushioned beaters, or sticks.

A second enhancement is the ability to either discern each dimensional-width of a single contact area or, alternatively, independently discern two independent contact points in certain types of null/contact controllers. FIG. 11 shows an example of how two independent contact points can be independently discerned, or the dimensional-width of a single contact point can be discerned, for a resistance null/contact controller with a single conductive contact plate (as with the Kawala pad product) or wire (as in some types of ribbon controller products) and one or more resistive elements whose resistance per unit length is a fixed constant through each resistive element. It is understood that a one-dimensional null/contact touch pad typically has one such resistive element while a two-dimensional null/contact touch pad typically has two such resistive elements that operate independently in each direction.

Referring to FIG. 11, a constant current source can be applied to the resistive element as a whole, developing a fixed voltage across the entire resistive element. When any portion of the resistive element is contacted by either a non-trivial contiguous width and/or multiple points of contact, part of the resistive element is shorted out, thus reducing the overall width-to-end resistance of the resistive element. Because of the constant current source, the voltage developed across the entire resistive element drops by an amount equal to the portion of the resistance that is shorted out.

The value of the voltage drop then equals a value in proportion to the distance separating the extremes of the wide and/or multiple contact points. By subtracting the actual voltage across the entire resistive element from the value this voltage is normally, a control voltage proportional to distance separating the extremes of the wide and/or multiple contact points is generated. Simultaneously, the voltage difference between that of the contact plate/wire and that of the end of the resistive element closest to an extremal contact point is still proportional to the distance from said end to said extremal contact point. Using at most simple op-amp summing and/or differential amplifiers, a number of potential control voltages can be derived; for example one or more of these six continuously-valued signals:

- value of distance difference between extremal contact points (or “width”; as described above via constant current source, nominal reference voltage, and differential amplifier)
- center of a non-trivial-width region (obtained by simple averaging, i.e., sum with gain of \( \frac{1}{2} \))
- value of distance difference between one end of the resistive element and the closest extremal contact point (simple differential amplifier)
- value of distance difference between the other end of the resistive element and the other extremal contact point (sum above voltage with “width” voltage with appropriate sign).
Further, through use of simple threshold comparators, specific thresholds of shorted resistive element can be deemed to be, for example, any of a single point contact, a recognized contact region width, two points of contact, etc., producing corresponding discrete-valued control signals. The detection of a width can be treated as a contact event for a second parameter analogous to the single contact detection event described at the beginning. Some example usage of these various continuous and discrete signals are:

existence of widths or multiple contact points may be used to trigger events or timbre changes

degree of widths may be used to control degrees of modulation or timbre changes

independent measurement of each extremal contact point from the same end of the resistive element can be used to independently control two parameters. In the simplest form, one parameter is always larger than another; in more complex implementations, the trajectories of each contact point can be tracked (using a differentiator and controlled parameter assignment switch); as long as they never simultaneously touch, either parameter can vary be larger or smaller than the other.

It is understood that analogous approaches may be applied to other null/contact touch pad technologies such as capacitive or optical.

A third possible enhancement is that of employing a touch-screen instance of null/contact touch pad and position it over a video display. In this case the video display signal may be created either within an instrument entity 100, within the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120, or from external sources such as stage cameras, attached computers, etc. The video display could for example provide dynamically assigned labels, abstract spatial cues, spatial gradients, line-of-site cues for fixed or motor-controlled lighting, etc. which would be valuable for use in conjunction with the adapted null/contact touch pad controller.

These various methods of adapted null/contact touch pad elements can be used stand-alone or arranged in arrays (as in a percussion controller). In addition, they can be used as a component or addendum to instruments featuring other types of instrument elements. FIG. 12 shows an example implementation of both generalized and specific control signals derived from electrical contact touch-pads employing MIDI messages as the output control signal format.

2.1.5 Pressure-Sensor Array Touch-Pads

The invention provides for the selective inclusion of considerably advanced expressive control of electronic musical processes through use of a pressure-sensor array arranged as a touch-pad together with associated image processing. As with the null/contact controller, these pressure-sensor array touch-pads may be used stand-alone, organized into an array of such pads, and/or used as a component and/or addendum to instruments employing other types of instrument elements.

It is noted that the inventor’s original vision of the below described pressure-sensor array touch-pad was for applications not only in music but also for computer data entry, computer simulation environments, and real-time machine control, applications to which the below described pressure-sensor array touch-pad clearly can also apply.

A pressure-sensor array touch-pad of appropriate sensitivity range, appropriate “pixel” resolution, and appropriate physical size is capable of measuring pressure gradients of many parts of the flexibly-rich human hand or foot simultaneously. FIG. 13 shows how a pressure-sensor array touch-pad can be combined with image processing to assign parameterized interpretations to measured pressure gradients and output those parameters as control signals.

The pressure-sensor “pixels” 1300 of a pressure-sensor array touch-pad 1301 are interfaced to a data acquisition stage 1302. The interfacing method may be fully parallel but in practice may be advantageously scanned at a sufficiently high rate to give good dynamic response to rapidly changing human touch gestures. To avoid the need for a buffer amplifier for each pressure-sensor pixel 1300, electrical design may carefully balance parasitic capacitance of the scanned array with the electrical characteristics of the sensors and the scan rates; electrical scanning frequencies can be reduced by partitioning the entire array into distinct parts that are scanned in parallel so as to increase the tolerance for address settling times and other limiting processes. Alternatively, the pressure-sensor array 1301 may be fabricated in such a way that buffer amplifier arrays can be inexpensively attached to the sensor array 1301, or the sensors 1300 may be such that each contains its own buffer amplifier; under these conditions, design restrictions on scanning can be relaxed and operate at higher speeds. Although the pressure-sensors may be likely analog in nature, a further enhancement would be to use digital-output pressure-sensor elements or sub-arrays. A particularly useful example of sensor sub-arrays is presented in a few paragraphs.

The data acquisition stage 1302 looks for sensor pixel pressure measurement values that exceed a low-level noise-rejection/deformity-rejection threshold. The sufficiently high pressure value of each such sensor pixel 1300 is noted along with the relative physical location of that pixel (known via the pixel address). This noted information may be stored “raw” for later processing and/or may be subjected to simple boundary tests and then folded into appropriate running calculations as will be described below. In general, the pressure values and addresses of sufficiently high pressure value pixels are presented to a sequence of processing functions which may be performed on the noted information:

contiguous regions of sufficiently high pressure values are defined (a number of simple run-time adjacency tests can be used; many are known—see for example [Ronne; Viberg; Shaperio; Hara])

the full collection of region boundaries are subjected to classification tests; in cases a given contiguous region may be split into a plurality of tangent or co-bordered independently recognized regions

various parameters are derived from each independent region, for example geometric center, center of pressure, average pressure, total size, angle-of-rotation-from-reference for non-round
regions, second-order and higher-order geometric moments, second-order and higher-order pressure moments, etc.

[0241] assignment of these parameters to the role of specific control signals (note events, control parameters, etc.) which are then output to the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120; for example, this may be done in the form of MIDI messages.

[0242] Because of the number processes involved in such a pipeline, it is advantageous to follow a data acquisition stage 1302 with one or more additional processing stages 1303. Of the four example processing functions listed above, the first three fall in the character of image processing. It is also possible to do a considerable amount of the image processing steps actually within the data acquisition step, namely any of simple adjacency tests and folding selected address and pressure measurement information into running sums or other running pre-calculations later used to derive aforementioned parameters. The latter method can be greatly advantageous as it can significantly collapses the amount of data to be stored.

[0243] Regardless of whether portions of the image processing are done within or beyond the data acquisition stage, there are various hardware implementations possible. One hardware approach would involve very simple front-end scanned data acquisition hardware and a single high-throughput microprocessor/signal-processor chip. Alternatively, an expanded data acquisition stage may be implemented in high-performance dedicated function hardware and this would be connected to a lower performance processor chip. A third, particularly advantageous implementation would be to implement a small pressure-sensor array together with data equitation and a small processor into a single low-profile chip package that can be laid as tiles in a nearly seamless larger array. Such “mini-array” chips have additional value as they can readily be put on instrument keys (as described below), instrument fingerboards, instrument bodies, etc. In such an implementation all image processing could in fact be done via straightforward partitions into message-passing distributed algorithms.

[0244] One or more individual chips could direct output parameter streams to an output processor which would organize and/or assign parameters to output control channels, perhaps in MIDI format, perhaps in a programmable manner under selectable stored program control. A tiled macro array of such “sensor mini-array” chips could be networks by a tapped passive bus, one- or two-dimensional mode active bus daisy-chain, a potentially expandable star-wired centralized message passing chip or subsystem, or other means.

[0245] Creating a large surface from such “tile chips” will aid in the serviceability of the surface. Since these chips can be used as tiles to build a variety of shapes, it is therefore possible to leverage a significant manufacturing economy-of-scale as to minimize cost and justify more extensive feature development. Advanced seating and connector technologies, as used in lap-tops and other high-performance miniature consumer electronics, can be used to minimize the separation between adjacent chip “tiles” and resultant irregularities in the tiled-surface smoothness. A tiled implementation may also include a thin rugged flexible protective film that separates the sensor chips from the outside world. FIG. 14 illustrates the positioning and networking of pressure sensing and processing “mini-array” chips in both larger contiguous structures and in isolated use on instrument keys, instrument fingerboards, and instrument bodies.

[0246] With the perfection of a translucent pressure-sensor array, it further becomes possible for translucent pressure-sensor arrays to be laid atop aligned visual displays such as LCDs, florescent, plasma, CRTs, etc. as was discussed above for null/contact touch-pads.

[0247] The displays can be used to label areas of the sensor array, illustrate gradients, etc. Note that in the “tile chip” implementation, monochrome or color display areas may indeed be built into each chip.

[0248] Returning now to the concept of a pressure-sensor array touch-pad large enough for hand-operation: examples of hand contact that may be recognized, example methods for how these may be translated into control parameters, and examples of how these all may be used are now described. In the below the hand is used throughout as an example, but it is understood that the foot or even other body regions, animal regions, objects, or physical phenomena can replace the role of the hand in these illustrative examples.

[0249] FIG. 15 illustrates the pressure profiles for a number of example hand contacts with a pressure-sensor array. In the case 1500 of a finger’s end, pressure on the touch pad pressure-sensor array can be limited to the finger tip, resulting in a spatial pressure distribution profile 1501; this shape does not change much as a function of pressure. Alternatively, the finger can contact the pad with its flat region, resulting in light pressure profiles 1502 which are smaller in size than heavier pressure profiles 1503. In the case 1504 where the entire finger touches the pad, a three-segment pattern (1504a, 1504b, 1504c) will result under many conditions; under light pressure a two segment pattern (1504b or 1504c missing) could result. In all but the lightest pressures the thumb makes a somewhat discernible shape 1505 as do the wrist 1506, cuff 1507, and palm 1508; at light pressures these patterns thin and can also break into disconnected regions. Whole hand patterns such as the fist 1511 and flat hand 1512 have more complex shapes. In the case of the fist 1511, a degree of curl can be discerned from the relative geometry and separation of sub-regions (here depicted, as an example, as 1511a, 1511b, and 1511c). In the case of the whole flat hand 1500, there can be two or more sub-regions which may be in fact joined (as within 1512c) and/or disconnected (as an example, as 1512a and 1512b are); the whole hand also affords individual measurement of separation “angles” among the digits and thumb (1513a, 1513b, 1513c, 1513d) which can easily be varied by the user.

[0250] Relatively simple pattern recognition software can be used to discern these and other hand contact patterns which will be termed “postures.” The pattern recognition working together with simple image processing may, further, derive a very large number of independent control parameters which are easily manipulated by the operating user. In many cases it may be advantageous to train a system to the particulars of a specific person’s hand(s) and/or specific postures. In other situations the system may be designed to be fully adaptive and adjust the a persons hand automatically. In practice, for the widest range of control and accuracy, both training and ongoing adaptation may be
useful. Further, the recognized postures described thus far may be combined in sequence with specific dynamic variations among them (such as a finger flick, double-tap, etc.) and as such may be also recognized and thus treated as an additional type of recognized pattern; such sequential dynamics among postures will be termed “gestures.” The admission of gestures further allows for the derivation of additional patterns such as the degree or rate of variation within one or more of the gesture dynamics. Finally, the recognized existence and/or derived parameters from postures and gestures may be assigned to specific ongoing control signal formats and ranges. Any training information and/or control signal assignment information may be stored and recalled for one or more players via stored program control.

[0251] For each recognized pattern, the amount of information that can be derived as parameters is in general very high. For the human hand or foot, there are, typically, artifacts such shape variation due to elastic tissue deformation that permit recovery of up to all six degrees of freedom allowed in an object’s orientation in 3-space.

[0252] FIG. 16 illustrates how six degrees of freedom can be recovered from the contact of a single finger. In the drawing, the finger 1600 makes contact with the touch-pad 1601 with its end segment at a point on the touch-pad surface determined by coordinates 1611 and 1612 (these would be, for example, left/right for 1611 and forward/backward for 1612). Fixing this point of contact, the finger 1600 is also capable of rotational twisting along its length 1613 as well as rocking back and forth 1614. The entire finger can also be pivoted with motion 1615 about the contact point defined by coordinates 1611 and 1612. These are all clearly independently controlled actions, and yet it is still possible in any configuration of these thus far five degrees of freedom, to vary the overall pressure 1616 applied to the contact point. Simple practice, if it is even needed, allows the latter overall pressure 1616 to be independently fixed or varied by the human operator as other parameters are adjusted.

[0253] In general other and more complex hand contacts, such as use of two fingers, the whole hand, etc. forfeit some of these example degrees of freedom but often introduce others. For example, in the quite constrained case of a whole hand posture, the fingers and thumb can exert pressure independently (5 parameters), the finger and thumb separation angles can be varied (4 parameters), the finger ends 1504a can exert pressure independently from the middle 1504b and inner 1504c segments (4 parameters), the palm can independently vary its applied pressure (1 parameter) while independently tilting/rocking in two directions (3 parameters) and the thumb can curl (1 parameter), yielding 17 instantaneously and simultaneously measurable parameters which are independently adjustable per hand. Complex contact postures may also be viewed as, or decomposed into, component sub-postures (for example here, as flat-finger contact, palm contact, and thumb contact) which would them derive parameters from each posture independently. For such complex contact postures, recognition as a larger compound posture which may then be decomposed allows for the opportunity to decouple and/or renormalize the parameter extraction in recognition of the special affairs associated with and constraints imposed by specific complex contact postures.

[0254] It is noted that the derived parameters may be pre-processed for specific uses. One example of this would be the quantization of a parameter into two or more discrete steps; these could for example be sequentially interpreted as sequential notes of a scale or melody. Another example would be that of warping a parameter range as measured to one with a more musically expressive layout.

[0255] Next examples of the rich metaphorical aspects of interacting with the pressure-sensor array touch-pad are illustrated. In many cases there may be one or more natural geometric metaphor(s) applicable, such as associating left-right position, left-right twisting, or left-right rotation with stereo panning, or in associating overall pressure with volume or spectral complexity. In more abstract cases, there may be pairs of parameters that go together—here, for example with a finger end, it may be natural to associate one parameter pair with (left/right and forward/backward) contact position and another parameter pair with (left/right and forward/ backward) twisting/rocking. In this latter example there is available potential added structure in the metaphor by viewing the twisting/rocking plane as being superimposed over the position plane. The superposition aspect of the metaphor can be viewed as an index, or as an input-plane/output-plane distinction for a two-input/two-output transformation, or as two separated processes which may be caused to converge or morph according to additional overall pressure, or in conjunction with a dihedral angle of intersection between two independent processes, etc.

[0256] Next, examples of the rich syntactical aspects of interacting with the pressure-sensor array touch-pad are illustrated. Some instruments have particular hand postures naturally associated with their playing, particularly hand drums and especially Persian and Indian hand drums (such as the tabla/baya bols, dumeck, etc.). It is natural then to recognize these classical hand-contact postures and derive control parameters that match and/or transcend how a classical player would use these hand positions to evoke and control sound from the instrument. Further, some postures could be recognized either in isolation or in gestural-context as being ones associated with (or assigned to) percussion effects while remaining postures may be associated with accompanying melodies or sound textures.

[0257] As an additional syntactic aspect, specific hand postures and/or gestures may mapped to specific selected assignments of control signals in ways affiliated with specific purposes. For example, finger ends may be used for one collection of sound synthesis parameters, thumb for a second potentially partially overlapping collection of sound synthesis parameters, flat fingers for a third partially-overlapping collection, wrist for a fourth, and cusp for a fifth, and fist for a sixth. In this case it may be natural to move the hand through certain connected sequences of motions; for example: little finger end, still in contact, dropping to flat-finger contact, then dropping to either palm directly or first to cusp and then to palm, then moving to wrist, all never breaking contact with the touch-pad. Such permissible sequences of postures that can be executed sequentially without breaking contact with the touch-pad will be termed “continuous grammars.” Under these circumstances it is useful to set up parameter assignments, and potentially associated context-sensitive parameter renormalizations, that work in the context of selected (or all available) continuous grammars. For example, as the hand contact
evolves as being recognized as one posture and then another, parameters may be smoothly handed-over in interpretation from one posture to another without abrupt changes, while abandoned parameters either hold their last value to return to a default value (instantly or via a controlled envelope).

[0258] Now a number of example applications of the pressure-sensor array touch-pad are provided. A natural start for a first example is that of the Indian tabla and bayan; here the traditional bols are recognized and used to control synthesized or sample-playback sound generation. The produced sound can be authentic or transcend the classical instrument.

[0259] Additional posture and gesture recognition can be added in either sound generation style to expand the available sounds and/or control additional signal processing such as location modulation, muffling or peaking filtering, reverb, sustain, instrument pitch, etc. Considering hand drums more generally it is noted that whole-hand slaps are commonly used in the technique but that the spread of the fingers in the hand slap or hand after-touch of the drum head typically provide no usable control. With the system described above, details of at least four parameters of finger spread and even more on whole-hand posture in whole-hand slaps and ongoing after-touch pressing may be used for extensive timbre variation.

[0260] Next, examples are given as to how derived parameters may be used to control musical processes and lighting control, effectively allowing one to “fingerpaint” with sound and/or light. There are a large number of ways in which six parameters of synthesizer “voices” may be controlled with one finger. One possible example of a mapping is to use all six parameters to control prominent features of a single synthesizer voice:

- [0261] left/right position: pitch
- [0262] in/out position: volume
- [0263] left/right twist: waveform morphing dimension 1 (“duty cycle,” even-harmonic content, etc.)
- [0264] in/out rock: waveform morphing dimension 2 (“waveform curvature,” odd-harmonic content, etc.)
- [0265] rotation: stereo pan
- [0266] overall pressure: filter opening

[0267] Another example is that of controlling two voices with one finger:

- [0268] left/right position: pitch of voice 1
- [0269] in/out position: pitch of voice 2
- [0270] left/right twist: pan or filter opening of voice 1
- [0271] in/out rock: pan or filter opening of voice 2
- [0272] rotation: relative volume balance of voice pair
- [0273] overall pressure: total volume of voice pair

[0274] By assigning pitch to an aspect of physical contact that is geometrically large (i.e., position on the pad), it is possible to get a great deal of accuracy in pitch control. In potentially typically cases where pitch choices are to be associated with traditional scales, the pitch control parameter may be quantized into discrete steps and each step assigned to a note in a scale or melody. At the point of contact within a selected quantization interval, a small “vibrato” neighborhood may then be defined so that wiggling the finger position is mapped to a vibrato-range pitch variation (as on a violin string).

[0275] If the spatially-quantized positions are mapped to notes in a melody, it is possible to set up mappings for several musical phrases or in fact an entire melodic line start-to-finish. In the latter circumstance, it may be desirable to either “page” the pitch assignments to give up one of the position parameters for sound control or instead use it for laying out the melody geometrically as per a sheet of music; here the spatial quantization may be uniformly spaced or under limited degrees be proportional to the pitch duration of the associated note. The sheet-music layout is particularly interesting because it allows the performer to concentrate extreme dexterity in the timbre and timing expression of a melody without having to devote very much effort or attention to the selection of pitch value. The resulting allocation shift of performer attention is very valuable as the amount of expression and variations in timbre are often what distinguish a spellbinding performance from a run-of-the-mill performance.

[0276] Although purist musicians may scoff at the release from pitch selection struggles endemic in musical instruments over the centuries, they are also known to spend thousand of dollars on finest-instruments that allow additional nuances of expression and spend many, many years of their lives making pitch selection efforts nearly as subconscious as this instrument approach does. This class of instrument controller, then, allows those years of skill development to be devoted directly to perfecting advanced degrees of musical expression, potentially higher than may be achieved with conventional human life spans, traditional real-time instruments, and orchestra-conductor protocol.

[0277] Leaving higher callings in music for the moment, it is also possible to use the pressure-sensor array touch-pad for lighting control, particularly multi-channel lighting and/or motor-controlled (any one or more of pan, tilt, zoom, gel, pattern-gel orientation, etc.) lighting. In multiple-light control situations, regions of the pad may be quantized into cells, each associated with a particular light and parameters within the region, controlling any of: light, brightness, position, zoom, gel, gel-pattern-orientation, etc. What can be especially interesting in performance is to combine music process control with lighting control. Some postures, gestures, or pad-regions may be exclusively devoted to only music control or only lighting control parameters, but other postures, gestures, or pad-regions may be set up to intermingle and share parameter assignments between music and lights.

[0278] It is also known to be possible and valuable to use the aforementioned pressure-sensor array touch-pad, implicitly containing its associated data acquisition, processing, and assignment elements, for many, many non-musical applications such as general machine control and computer workstation control. One example of machine control is in robotics: here a finger might be used to control a hazardous material robot hand as follows:

- [0279] left/right position: left/right hand position
- [0280] in/out position: in/out hand position
in/out: rock: up/down hand position
rotation: hand grip approach angle overall pressure: grip strength
left/right: twist: gesture to lock or release current grip from pressure control

A computer workstation example may involve a graphical Computer-Aided Design application currently requiring intensive mouse manipulation of parameters one or two at a time:

left/right position: left/right position of a selected symbol in a 2-D CAD drawing
in/out position: up/down position of a selected symbol in 2-D CAD drawing
left/right twist: symbol selection left/right motion through 2-D pallet
in/out rock: symbol selection—up/down motion through 2-D pallet
rotation: rotation of selected symbol in the drawing
overall pressure: sizing by steps
tap of additional finger: lock selection into drawing or unlock for changes
tap of thumb: undo
palm: toggle between add new object and select existing object

Clearly a symbol can be richly interactively selected and installed or edited in moments as opposed to tens to hundreds of seconds as is required by mouse manipulation of parameters one or two at a time and the necessary mode-changes needed to change the mouse action interpretation.

2.1.6 Multi-Parameter Instrument Keys

The famous multiple tape-loop Mellotron product had keys which served to a rough extent as per-note volume controls, allowing valuable relative voice level variations. Robert Moog patented a key with a two-dimensional touch sensor on a keyboard key surface. The present invention allows for the synergistic combination of these technologies so as to create a three-parameter controlling key particularly suited to vowel-choir synthesis and other applications, next extends this to include more arbitrary instrument keys (such as those on a woodwind, and finally develops multi-parameter sensing keys further by incorporation of the aforementioned pressure-sensor array touch-pad on each key.

When voice choirs are used as instrumentation rather than the deliverer of libretto, the principal parameters are typically the vowel sound used and the relative amplitude of each vocal line. If these parameters were to be controlled by a keyboard, and for the moment if unisons of two or more vocal lines were excluded (unisons will in fact be handled later), each vocal line would be at a different pitch from the others. This allows at any particular instant specific keys on a keyboard to be uniquely associated with one vocal line apiece. As with the now somewhat traditional Mellotron, the displacement of key sounding the note of a particular vocal line then may be used to control the volume of that vocal line. By incorporating a two-dimensional touch-pad controller to each key, it is also possible to select and in fact vary the vowel sound. In phonetics and vocal pedagogy it is well known [Appelman, Winckel] that the quality of the vowel is largely determined by the frequencies of resonances produce by the vocal cavity. In fact, the full range of realistic vowel sounds may be created by passing simple sawtooth or narrow-width pulse oscillator waveforms into a pair of band emphasis filters, the vowel sounds varying as the filter emphasis frequencies are varied. FIG. 17, adapted from Winckel, illustrates the regions of vowel sounds associated with particular resonant frequency combinations in vowel sound production. Clearly there are two dimensions, then, which control vowel quality at this level of approximation, and further the surface of the key may be viewed as a metaphor for the plot of FIG. 17. Further details of effective choir synthesis and variations upon it are discussed later, but the synergistic value of the two-dimensional touch-pad key surface and key displacement as sources of control signals for choir synthesis is clearly established. In fact, this three-parameter per individual synthesizer “voice” may be very valuable in at least two additional situations.

In a first of these additional situations, it is first noted that in traditional multiple-instrument orchestration, the principal parameters are volume and timbre. Using the aforementioned three-parameter key arrangement, key displacement may again be used for per-note volume control, leaving the remaining two dimensions for timbre control. Wessel and others have shown empirically that continuous multidimensional “timbre spaces” are useful organizations for analyzing and executing orchestration aspects of timbre assignment. Often two-dimensional timbre spaces offer a more than rich enough environment to be very useful. FIG. 18, adapted from Wessel, illustrates some example two-dimensional timbre spaces from traditional instrument orchestration. Again, a metaphor may be made between these two-dimensional graphs and the two-dimensional touch-pad key surface. The implementation on the synthesis side may be implemented by methods as simple as volume cross-fading of sampled traditional instruments (and/or synthesized sounds) to methods as sophisticated as morphable numeric instrument models.

The second additional situation also pertains to so-called model-based synthesis (as employed in the Yamaha VL1) but over a lesser range of timbre variation, in fact a range typically within the scope associated with a single instrument rather than a multi-instrument orchestration environment. Model-based synthesis typically has an abundance of parameters and a dearth of effective methods for controlling them. Selected parameters, in fact, are controlled with global control interfaces such as a wheel, joystick, or breath controller. Because of the need for associating parameter control with each note, rather than a group of notes, the best model-based synthesis engines then have been monophonic (i.e., only producing one note at a time). The invention’s provision of a keyboard with the availability of three parameters tied specifically and independently to each key is an ideal solution to a polyphonic model-based synthesis instrument.

It is noted that choir synthesis, dynamic timbre-space-based orchestration, and polyphonic model-based synthesis instruments require the synergistic combination of key displacement and key surface touch-pad, while the said
combination also is fully capable of implementing Moog’s original vision for two-dimensional synthesis control (filter parameters, oscillator waveforms, etc.) and as an alternative implementation to MIDI keyboard channel pressure which typically requires each active key to be fully displaced.

[0301] The invention also provides for the application control discussed above to be enhanced yet further by placing a pressure-sensor array touch-pad on each key. In the limit, this would allow each key to derive up to six parameters for each point of contact on a key and even multiple points of contact (i.e., more than one finger) per key. Although custom pressure-sensor array touch-pads could be crafted for the keys, it is advantageous to employ the aforementioned pressure sensing and processing “mini-array” chips. In fact, applications to key surfaces could be used to dictate the canonical dimensions of the chips, for example the width of the top surface of a black key and a length that is a least common multiple of a black key surface length and a white key surface length.

[0302] FIG. 19 shows an example of keys from a traditional Western keyboard fitted with multiple uniformly-sized pressure-sensing and processing “mini-array” chips. These chips may be interconnected using the networking features described earlier. Alternatively, special pressure-sensing and processing “mini-array” keys may be made without the chip as a tilting sub-component; these would be networked in the same fashion. As to how the uniformly-sized pressure-sensing and processing “mini-array” chips could be applied to the keys, FIG. 19 first shows the collection of key shapes 1900 used to make a conventional Western keyboard. There are five types of white key shapes (1901-1905) and one black key shape 1900 used, although the black key 1900 may have a taper leading from its widest base area 1906 to a narrower top area 1906' of 0.25” wide by 2” deep, another example black key has a lesser taper with a top surface 1906' having a 0.3125” wide by 2” deep. As one example, a sensor size of 0.25” wide by 0.58” deep could be placed on the six keys 1901-1906 according to the arrangement of 1910. As another example, a sensor size of 0.25” wide by 0.75” deep could be placed on the six keys 1901-1906 according to the arrangement of 1920. As a third example, a sensor size of 0.75” deep could be placed on the six keys 1901-1906 according to the arrangement of 1930.

[0303] A point not discussed yet—though relevant to all the controllers—is one that is especially relevant to all forms of multi-parameter touch-sensing keys: that is the perceptual trade-off between note duration and the perception of timbre detail. In short duration notes the ear is not able to gather much information about the timbre of the note, while in long notes the ear typically examines the timbre, as well as any inherent harmonic animation therein, in considerable detail and becomes easily turned away when there is no variation, or easily learned predictable variation, in harmonic content over time. The multi-parameter touch-sensing keyboard is thus well-targeted for this phenomenon in hearing. On rapid notes multi-parameter touch-sensing keys may actually be played with increasing degrees of timbre-control arbitrariness, while longer notes may be played with a great deal of timbre and amplitude variation. Although two degrees of freedom afford by the Moog key is helpful in adding per-voice expression for long-duration notes, the three degrees of freedom provided by the aforementioned techniques in practice seems to be a minimal control-dimensionality threshold for useful musical expression. A venture to why two parameters are not enough could start with the fact that there is great importance in relative volume variation between voices—and this leaves only one parameter then for timbre variation which quickly bores the ear; adding another dimension allows for more sophisticated temporal interplays and variations over time in timbre qualities. Empirical support for this is seen in the fact that discussions of “timbre space” and “sound color” in the literature devote a minimum of two-dimensions to timbre. A venture as to why the interplay of two timbre dimensions itself is a minimal control-dimensionality threshold for timbre could resort to an abstraction of FIG. 17: human hearing is attuned to speech which is in turn a sequence of phonemes—each phoneme, roughly, is a vowel sound modulated in time according to some consonant aspects and supplemented by, loosely, “percussive” effects in other consonant aspects. With respect to timbre in phonemes, the ability of human hearing to follow and distinguish vowels and their modulation (including diphthongs) is largely centered on essentially independent variation in the two formats. Thus, it could be postulated that amplitude variation together with two-dimensional timbre variation engages the speech center of the brain in a full and natural way. As with speech, words and phonemes spoken quickly cannot be discerned with nearly as much expression as words and phonemes spoken in long duration can, and in long duration phonemes the ear is pleased with expressive fluctuations in timbre and amplitude.

[0304] Finally, as to the handling of unisons (and the related problem of melodic line pitch crossings of uncommon timbre), in usual practice (and prior to the invention) these are typically addressed by use of multiple keyboards or by a split of keyboard ranges into independently interpreted zones. The addition of proximate keyboards and superimposed keyboards as afforded by the invention significantly enhances the practical extent to which and ease by which unisons and melodic line pitch crossings may be handled. As a simple example, if all melodic lines have timbre ranges that lie in a common range, and unisons sharing the same timbre unisons may be naturally handled by superimposed keyboard aspect of the invention push the key deeper, or harder, for two (or sequentially, three, four, etc.) notes in unison all following the same timbre control. More generally, proximate keyboards may be used to partition the notes that may be played with one hand between two, and in some cases three, distinct keyboards; this freely allows the player, in all but some pathological cases, to independently control unisons and melodic line pitch crossings without constraint as to relative timbre differences.

[0305] 2.1.7 Video Cameras and Other Optically-Controlled Sensors

[0306] Video cameras and other optically-controlled sensors may also be used as control elements within an instrument 100. As with other instrument elements, video cameras and other optically-controlled sensors may be used stand-alone, in arrays, or as component/appendix to other instruments. Video cameras are especially interesting as control-
lers because of available image processing, image recognition, and image motion tracking utilities which have been developed for manufacturing inspection, medicine, and motion-video compression together with the ability to actually display a real-time image in recording or performance.

[0307] 2.1.7.1 Non-Video Optically-Controlled Sensors

[0308] So as to devote most of the discussion to video, the case of simple non-video optically-controlled sensors is first considered. A simple example is a set of photo-detectors which are used to discretely trigger one or more note, lighting, or special effect events. For example, a light-harp without strings may trigger notes, potentially together with selected stage lights and artificial fog blasts, as the fingers interrupt light beams directed towards the photo-detectors. Another example is that of a stage area with an array of light beams directed towards an associated first group of photo-detectors: the beams to individual photo-detectors of this first group may be interrupted, or redirected by means of reflective surfaces to a second group of photo-detectors, by dancers, actors, or musicians in choreographed movement; the various deactivations and activations of photo-detectors, respectively, may trigger one or more of: note, lighting, events, or special effects. It is noted that a later described aspect of the invention provides for the generation of an event base on the detection of predefined sequences of events; here then certain note phrases or paths through the stage installation would trigger additional events such as fog blasts illuminated by selected colors of light which are distinguished by the pattern detected.

[0309] A more sophisticated use of simple non-video optically-controlled sensors is to continuously control one or more of sound, lighting, or special effect parameters; here the photo-detection is not one of on/off on a relatively narrow band but rather continuous intensity variation of a continuously wider light beam. The light intensity directed at a photo-detector may be varied by means of varying the percentage of light interruption by the parts of the human body, clothing, artificial fog clouds affected by a performer, or other translucent, light-reflective or light-refractive objects manipulated by a performer.

[0310] In the above, the source light may exist in an environment of performance stage lighting or other illumination. To limit interference on the instrument, light sources may be any one or more of frequency-modulated, selected-wavelength operation, or minimum-intensity operation (via inexpensive low-power lasers) methods. Alternatively, or in addition, a photo-detector may be provided with an optically-directional shroud to limit interfering ambient light.

[0311] It is also possible to actually use stage lights as light sources for photo-detection as an aspect of the invention. For example, a spotlight beam may be directed, via light-reflective or light-refractive elements operated by performers, on to one or more photo-detectors operating in either discrete-trigger or continuous-variation modes.

[0312] Finally, it is possible for the photo-detectors to be color sensitive. This may be done any number of ways, ranging from putting color filters over photo-detectors to using color electronic cameras and simple image processing to derive average measured color. Should a camera be used for color or other photo-detection roles, photo-detector sites may actually be fiber optic paths that lead to a centralized camera element. Light color directed to the photo-detectors may be varied by performers by means of filters, prisms, or other manipulable translucent, reflective, of refractive objects.

[0313] 2.1.7.2 Video Cameras

[0314] Video cameras may be attached to an instrument for showing close-up of the performer’s playing. The video close-up feed may be displayed on monitors during a performance or recorded, and as discussed later, potentially involving other video sources and potentially with or without special effects. For movable instruments, such as guitars, woodwinds, etc. this can create an interesting visual effect as the instrument profile will be firmly fixed in the video image while the ambient visual background will move as the performer moves the instrument. These visual effects seem to work best with instruments that have sufficient physical inertia and/or which are supported by straps; instruments subject to significant undamped motion, such as flutes, may actually have so much background motion that the image is uncomfortable to watch.

[0315] Video cameras, be they attached to an instrument or not, may also be used as instrument elements by processing the video image signals to degrees that range from simple average image brightness calculation through pattern recognition to image interpretation. In a simple example, the luminance signal for each video frame or interface-field (i.e., only the odd or only even lines) may be sent to an integrator element followed by a sample-hold element; the integrator may be further enhanced to not integrate during retrace intervals. The result gives the average brightness of the processed image. Adding two such additional integrator/hold elements and feeding the three the red/green/blue decomposition of a color video signal makes an image-averaged color detector. In these ways the same camera that produces performance and/or recording video images may be used as a non-video optical sensor in the manners described earlier. This primitive capability, then, may allow a performer to tilt or rotate the instrument 100 position so as to include stage lights or background images of particular brightness and/or colors, direct or impede incoming light with the hand or objects, cover the lens, etc., and in so doing trigger and/or continuously control sound, lighting, or special effect events. The latter may occur when the video image is being displayed and/or recorded or with the video signal used solely in an instrument mode.

[0316] Far more valuable is the use of the spatial capture aspects of a video camera. A simple example of this would be to split the image into “sub-image cells” (i.e., half, quarters, etc. of the entire video image) using various means and again deriving average luminance and/or color information from each of the cells. For small numbers of cells this may be done with analog electronics: sync detectors trigger one-shots that gate specific integrate/hold circuits for specific intervals of horizontal scan lines in specific vertical regions of the image. Digital methods may also be used, for example: reading the image into a frame buffer which is then analyzed in the retrace interval for the next frame, doing running calculations on the video signal as the fields are scanned, etc. Digital methods will typically scale to higher resolutions and more complex functionalities and thus in many cases may be preferred. Digital methods may be implemented with special dedicated hardware or standard
personal computers fitted with standard video capture and MIDI interface cards, etc. Such personal computer implementations may implement a number of image processing, parameter derivation, and control signal assignments in a flow virtually identical to that of FIG. 13. These functions may be done in software run on the personal computer or in part or in whole by dedicated hardware boards or peripherals (for functions such as video acquisition, pattern recognition, etc.)

[0317] With the ability to process images at higher resolutions and in more complex ways, it becomes possible to use video in increasingly valuable ways as an instrument element. By correlating higher resolution image area measurements, it becomes possible to recognize patterns and shapes and derive parameters from them in real-time. In fact, the same image processing software structures used in pressure-sensor array touch-pads, or even exact portions of software itself, may also be used to process video images in real-time, replacing pressure pixel information with, for example, luminance pixel information. These algorithms may be enhanced further by exploiting available color information as well. The shapes recognized and some of the parameters derived from them are likely to have a somewhat different quality: the 3D-projected-to-2D nature of camera images, gradients of luminance created by shadows and reflections, as well as the types and (potentially) ranges of shapes to be recognized typically differ significantly from those discussed in the pressure-sensor array touch-pad context. Nevertheless, similar software structures may be used to great value. Specific types of shapes and patterns—such as written characters, particular gradients in brightness or color, separation distances between bars and/or bar widths—may be particularly useful variations from those shapes and patterns discussed in the context of pressure-sensor array touch-pads.

[0318] Next to be discussed are examples of how video cameras supplemented with these capabilities may be used to trigger events and/or continuously control sound, light, and special effects.

[0319] A first example is that of recognizing the human hand posture, position, and proximity to the camera in 3-space. Simple hand orientation and posture geometry may be used to create specific control signals. In a more advanced implementation, dynamic gestures may be recognized. These two capabilities give the system, with sufficient software, the ability to recognize a few if not many verbal hand signals; with yet more enhancements, potentially including the ability to recognize the roles of two hands with respect to the human body, the recognition capabilities could include, for example, formal ASL as well as particular dance postures. The ability to recognize postures of hand, hand/arm, hand/arm/body, etc. allows hands, dance, “conducting” (not necessarily restricted to formal conducting gestures), etc. to be used directly for the control of sound, lighting, and special effects.

[0320] In another class of examples, video cameras may recognize, and derive parameters from, characters and/or patterns available on a stage. Such characters and/or patterns may be brought before the camera, exposed and obfuscated from the camera; the camera may be turned towards the characters and/or patterns, etc., resulting in derived parameters and issued control signals. Stage cameras may also be used to recognize and track the location and some aspects of body orientation and posture of performers, deriving parameters and issuing control signals from these as well.

[0321] In each of the above examples, it is noted that the use of two or more cameras, either in stereoscopic layout similar to those of human eyes or in an orthogonal layout (i.e., forward facing camera and overhead camera covering the same 3-space region), may be used to resolve 3D-to-2D projection singularities in the pattern and shape recognition and processing.

[0322] As a third class of example, recent developments have allowed for the recognition of human facial expressions from video images and even degrees of lip reading. These recognition and parameter derivation methods may also be adapted in the invention to provide the ability for the human face to be used as a controller for sound, lighting, and special effects. Simplified systems can be created to recognize and parameterize a few selected expressions or to recognize and measure geometric variations in specific areas of the face.

[0323] From a formal, traditional music perspective, much of the above may appear to be gimmicky with meaningful application at best in avant garde installations or modern play products. In one response to this, directed on hand posture capture, it is noted that the hand in 3-space is clearly the most physically expressive aspect of the human body and is used to control almost all musical instruments but by very restricted geometric means. Freeing the hand to move unrestricted allows considerably more expression to be captured. Further then, as a fourth example, advances in cost reductions for video cameras and signal processing can make it possible for an array of cameras to be devoted to a traditional instrument controller, such as a keyboard, drum head, or flute key array (as well as, for example, a pressure-sensor array touch-pad) so as to capture hand expressions that cannot otherwise be cost-effectively captured from the instrument controller.

[0324] Final, a brief preliminary discussion is provided here on the significant role of video in compositional and performance semiotics. For many years music, dance, art, film, plays, literature, poetry, linguistics, and other fields have come under study and compositional methods involving common abstractions or “signs” that lie within and among their works and idioms. More will be said later about the invention as a whole as an environment for more significantly exploiting semiotics as a compositional and performance tool. However, video cameras used as an instrument element, either with or without the video stream being displayed or recorded, offer a special role in the creation of semiotic elements because they may be used to link visual symbols of object and body to sound, lighting, and special effects which in turn may have assigned and/or intrinsic semiotic content.

[0325] 2.1.8 Singing and Speech Detection, Recognition, and Parameterization

[0326] Speech recognition systems have become increasingly accurate and inexpensive. These technologies can, in many valuable ways, be adapted to also recognize sung words and/or phonemes. Recognized words or phonemes may be used to trigger any of sound, lighting, or special effect events, while existing pitch detection and amplitude
following technologies (as found, for example, in the early Roland CP-40 product or in the more modern MidiVox SynchroVoice product) may be used to derive continuous control signals. In addition, inter-event timers may be used to measure individual word and/or phoneme duration.

[0327] These singing and speech recognition capabilities together with their parameterization also have significant potential value in the aforementioned creation of semiotic elements because they can be used to link verbal linguistic events and expression to sound, lighting, and special effects which in turn may have assigned and/or intrinsic semiotic content.

[0328] 2.1.9 Air Pressure, Air Flow, and Air Turbulence Sensors and Transducers

[0329] Air flow, or "breath," controllers for musical instruments are known and have been employed in electronic woodwind-like controllers. It is a provision of the invention to include these along with air pressure and air turbulence sensors and transducers as elements of an instrument entity 100. In particular, air pressure-sensors can be attached to air bladders to form a particular kind of pressure or squeezing controller. Air pressure-sensors can also be introduced into a wind instrument interior in an instrument where subsonic variations in ambient pressure occur as the instrument is played.

[0330] Traditional wind instrument players often invoke air turbulence effects, such as transient "chiffs", tongue trills, overblowing, etc. Air turbulence is then also a candidate control interface for use in an electronic instrument entity 100. Air turbulence sensors may be crafted in various ways, including by means of signal processing the output of any one or more of air flow and/or air pressure-sensors. A simple example would be to define a high-pass cut-off frequency for air flow and/or air pressure variations and another (higher) low-pass cut-off frequency for the lowest musical "pitched" frequencies; the energy in the remaining band of frequencies would be a crude measure of air turbulence. In a more sophisticated implementation, an array of air pressure-sensors can be distributed throughout a wind tube and sensor-array signal processing techniques can be used to separate turbulence signals from environmental acoustic noise, standing waves in the tube, etc.

[0331] 2.1.10 Clothing, Jewelry, Skin, and Muscle Sensors

[0332] Sensors on the human body have been used in some dance performances to control sounds. The invention provides a generalization of this for synergistic use in conjunction with others of its aspects.

[0333] Sensors may be attached to the human body by means of clothing, jewelry, straps, adhesive pads, etc. These sensors can be of a variety of types: position, motion, optical, skin resistance, muscle activity, etc. and may be used to capture body position, posture, activity, environment, etc. and convert these into control signals used to control sound, lighting, and special effects. Sequences of control signals can also be interpreted as gestures by recognition systems which in turn can be used to generate yet other control signals. Interfaces to the sensors, taken collectively as an instrument entity 100, to one or more signal routing, processing and synthesis entities 120, may be done by means of radio, wireless optical, fiber optic cable, electrical cable, or combinations or sequences of these.

[0334] Although the sensors described here taken as an instrument entity 100 may be used in isolation, there is particular synergistic value in using these in conjunction with other instrument entities in a performance or recording situation. For example, a particular body motion or gesture (such as raising an arm, swinging a hand, jumping, etc.) may have significant artistic value at a critical moment but not be captured by another instrument entity. As another example, in recording sketches during a composition phase, particular body motions or gestures can be used to call attention to specific aspects of the sketch for future review.

[0335] 2.1.11 Stage Environment and Macro-Environment Sensors

[0336] Sensors other than optical can be distributed on a stage and/or on component installations on the stage (for example staircases, risers, scaffolds, sculptures, props, etc.). Sensors can also be used to measure larger environments ranging from audience activity to outdoor meteorology. The sensors can include proximity, position, motion, weight, temperature, humidity, etc. and can be used to create control signals. As a result, these arrangements can be formalized into an instrument entity 100.

[0337] Examples of such usage include human proximity and/or interaction with props or sculptures, tracking of artificial fog cloud migration across a stage, detecting the location of performers on staircases or risers, detecting audience motion activity, characterizing room-internal and room-external meteorology (such as wind speed, wind direction, rainfall, wind and/or rainfall noise, etc.) to bring it into an aspect of the performance.

[0338] 2.2 Vibrating-Element Instrument Elements and Subsystems

[0339] 2.2.1 Single-Channel Audio Signal Handling

[0340] The invention provides for the inclusion of traditional group (or "composite") audio signals such as a group pickup serving all strings on a traditional electric guitar. These can be treated as a peer to any of the multi-channel audio signals or of special significance because of its timbre, functionality, or traditional use. As will be illustrated in the discussion of layered signal processing, such a signal can be processed so as to create the subtle or dominate backdrop against which processed multi-channel signals are superimposed. In some situations, multi-channel signals on the instrument may be combined to create a single channel audio output, as in the case where individual piezo bridge pickups are only one of a plurality of multi-channel signal sources on an instrument; simple full or partial mix-downs may be provided for use when such multi-channel sources are not featured in a multi-channel manner so as to conserve channel usage on the generalized interface 110. This can be particularly valuable in complex instruments with many arrays of vibrating elements such as those in FIGS. 4-5 and many others to be discussed.

[0341] 2.2.2 Multi-Channel Audio Signal Handling

[0342] The use of various types of musically-oriented signal processing with electronic stringed instruments has been common in popular music almost as long as there have been electronic stringed instruments. Typically a single pickup is used to capture audio signals from all vibrating elements on the instrument (although there may be a plu-
rality of such group pickups on a given instrument so as to obtain different selections of timbre).

[0343] The invention provides for the use of multi-channel electric transducer arrangements, by which each vibrating element (string, tyne, membrane, etc.) of an electronic instrument with multiple vibrating elements is provided with an independent isolated electrical output, and dedicated signal processing can be applied to the signal of each vibrating element or incomplete combinations thereof, to achieve significantly important musical functions—all done in a way where the same interfaces, multi-channel signal routing and processing, and internal instrument electronics can be reused across a variety of instruments.

[0344] Multi-channel vibrating element pickup arrangements, by which each vibrating element (string, tyne, membrane, etc.) of an electronic instrument with multiple vibrating elements is provided with an independent isolated electrical output, have been commercially available but in largely hidden forms, most commonly used in synthesizer interfaces for guitars. Beyond such synthesizer interfaces, and the recent Roland VG-1 product discussed later, the usage of such multi-channel vibrating element pickups has been limited to roles in volume equalization and imaging in a stereo sound field on only a very few electric guitars models. Such musically-oriented signal processing is only known to have been applied to the summed mixture of all vibrating elements of the instrument, not for individual or sub-groups of the vibrating elements of the instrument.

[0345] Conventional signal processing can be used on each vibrating element signal to create “generalized pedal steel guitars” (augmenting or replacing mechanical pedal tuning changers), instantly retunable guitars (augmenting or replacing mechanical tuning changers such as the Hip-shot “Trilogy”), multi-modal Indian sitars (where drone and sympathetic strings can be electronically retuned while playing, allowing a more robust mix between Eastern and Western tonality in musical form), spatially animated instruments where individual vibrating element sounds are location modulated within a stereophonic or other spatial sound field, and mixed timbre instruments where different processing methods are applied to each string.

[0346] Standard pickup elements available to implement individual pickups for each vibrating element include piezo contact elements, installed on a bridge acoustically isolated from other vibrating elements, and non-contacting coil-based electromagnetic pickup elements. Optical pickup products have also been devised, and a coilless Hall-effect pickup method has been taught as U.S. Pat. No. 4,182,213. Both optical and Hall-effect methods do not involve contact with the vibrating element. FIG. 20 shows electromagnetic, Hall-effect, piezo, and optical pickup methods for deriving separate audio signals for each vibrating element of a multiple vibrating element instrument entity. Electromagnetic coils and Hall-effect elements require the string material to be ferromagnetic while piezo and optical methods do not.

[0347] It is noted that a pickup localized for individual vibrating element must by its nature have small geometry. For the pickup technologies not involving contact with the string (e.g., electromagnetic coils, Hall effect, and optical) multiple small pickups can be aligned along a vibrating element’s length, the resulting multi-channel signal may be handled with multi-channel signal processing, selected by a switch, selectively mixed/morphed, etc. to obtain a range of tones. In one implementation the selection, mixing, morphing of the pickup signals, and hence the resulting output tone, may be operated by control signals.

[0348] It is noted that excessive magnetic fields from a large number of magnetic pickups may make a low-mass vibrating element such as a thin string vibration go inharmonic. Although this should be a design consideration with a number of pickups, it can also be used to produce special effects. The invention thus provides that one or more electromagnetic coils, which may or may not otherwise double as pickups, be used to issue localized DC magnetic fields of varying intensity for inducing inharmonic effects on one or more selected strings, most advantageously under control signal control. The coils may create the DC magnetic fields themselves or instead cause a permanent magnet to vary its distance to the vibrating element via solenoid structures.

[0349] The sloped bridges of sitars and other twang/buzzing stringed Indian instruments have not to date lent themselves to individual piezo bridge structures. This is not impossible; the invention provides for individual miniature sloped bridges, one for each string, to be embedded with its own piezo pickup element. Such bridges can also be used with non-string vibrating elements, such as bars and tyres, to create new types of sounds. This method can also be adapted to the very gradual and softer sloped body contact of certain African harps whose strings buzz against a typically animal fur-covered harp body. Alternatively, FIG. 21 shows how an off-bridge buzz-plate, such as those provided by Bixas to simulate a fretless based sound with a conventional fretted bass, may be combined with a piezo bridge sensor in replacement of a gradient buzz-bridge so as to permit the use of non ferromagnetic strings.

[0350] 2.2.3 Vibrating Element Excitation

[0351] The use of “controlled (acoustic) feedback” with electronic stringed instruments has been in common use in popular music since at least 1960’s. It has been possible to replace the acoustic excitation of string resonance with electromagnetic excitation (as embodied by the Eect Sound E-bow) for some time, but only for one string at a time and via hand-held mechanically operated apparatus. The practice of electromagnetic excitation in non-stringed musical instruments with vibrating elements is not currently known.

[0352] The invention presents a system using electromagnetic excitation of the vibrating elements of an electronic instrument to produce controlled feedback relationships with signal processing control of the feedback characteristics, typically hands-free as desired, with either standard parts (for inexpensive mass manufacture and retrofit) or more specialized parts (to provide additional features).

[0353] FIG. 22 shows the basic idea of controlled feedback as used in recent contemporary music circa 1960. A vibrating element 2201 within the instrument is coupled (by electromagnetic, optical, or mechanical means) to an electro-acoustic transducer 2202 (electromagnetic, optical, Hall-effect, piezo, etc.) which converts the vibration to an electrical signal 2203. The electrical signal 2203 is applied to a power amplifier 2204 which drives a loudspeaker 2205 which is acoustically coupled 2206 (by means of air, mounting apparatus, etc.) to the vibrating element 2201. This creates a
feedback arrangement allowing vibrations of specific frequencies to resonate within the resulting closed-loop system. By exciting or damping the vibrations of the vibrating element 2201, changing the characteristics of the frequency and/or phase response of the speaker's power amplifier 2204, and/or changing the characteristics of the means of acoustic coupling 2206 (as in changing the distance between the vibrating element 2201 and speaker 2205), the "controlled feedback" methods used in popular music are obtained. Note, however, that the required acoustic coupling characteristics are affected by factors such as volume level (typically this must be relatively high), speaker/room geometry, room acoustics, and other difficult to control factors that can often be unpredictable liabilities.

[0354] The invention provides for an approach to replacing the acoustic excitation component of this process with electromagnetic excitation. FIG. 23 shows an example implementation of simple approach for replacing acoustic excitation of a vibrating element with electromagnetic excitation. In this case the vibrating element 2201 must be ferromagnetic, although the transducer need not use ferromagnetic means itself. Here, rather, the acoustic coupling 2206 is replaced by electromagnetic coupling 2209, produced by an electromagnetic coil 2208 with an internal magnet or other magnetic bias that replaces the speaker 2205. Without this nominal magnetic field, the string will be excited with a full-wave rectification as the ferromagnetic string is drawn to the coil regardless of the direction of current flow. In this configuration, the power amplifier must now match the coil's electrical drive requirements which can differ from the speaker's, hence the speaker's power amplifier 2204 is replaced by the coil's power amplifier 2207. A signal output 2210 for subsequent amplification and signal processing can be taken off at the transducer. (In particular, this output arrangement 2210 differs from the Heet Sound E-bow where no such output is provided or relevant for that product). The result is a system that provides a comparable arrangement to that of FIG. 22 without the requirements of high volume level, speaker/room geometry, room acoustics, and other liabilities of acoustic coupling.

[0355] It is also noted that as piezo elements both convert vibrations into alternating current signals and, reciprocally, convert alternating current signals into mechanical vibrations, a piezo group element bridge pickup can be used, in lieu of a coil, either as the audio signal pickup or as a mechanical drive exciting element. Further, the signal pickup can also be optical or Hall effect. If both the signal and drive elements are electromagnetic (coils or Hall for signal pickup, coil for drive) undesirable magnetic coupling, not unlike that of an electric transformer, can occur. This effect may be minimized if said signal and drive elements are sufficiently separated and/or shielded or otherwise localized (for example, with a two-coil/oppo-site-magnet arrangement.

[0356] FIG. 24 shows various combinations of piezo and electromagnetic vibrating element pickups and exciters for separately controllable excitation of each vibrating element. In one arrangement, the string 2400 suspended over the bridge 2401 is electromagnetically coupled to two electromagnetic coil pairs 2411 and 2412. Each coil pair is in a standard "hambuckling" arrangement with complementary magnet pole directions 2413a, 2413b and complementary winding directions 2414a, 2414b so as to significantly localize the magnetic coupling region about the coil. Here either coil may be used as the signal source or as the driver. The source coil can also be replaced with an optical or Hall-effect pickup. In a piezo-based arrangement, the string 2400 is in contact with a piezo pickup element 2421 on the bridge 2401, and the string 2400 is magnetically coupled with an electromagnetic coil pair 2422. Here either the coil pair or the piezo may serve as the driver and the other serve as the signal source. In cases where the piezo element acts as the driver, the electromagnetic signal source element may be replaced with a Hall effect or optical technology pickup.

[0357] It is noted that the invention provides for the above discussions to apply equivalently should the signal source and driver elements serve an individual vibrating element or a group of vibrating elements. The invention also provides for the case where either the signal source or driver is a single element unit while the other is a group element unit; such configurations are easily supported by the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120 (referring to FIG. 1). In particular the invention provides for the case where a multiple vibrating element instrument has at least one of the following: individual source and individual excitation, group source and group excitation, individual source and group excitation, and/or group source and individual excitation.

[0358] Since the driving element (coil or bridge piezo) may be mounted in permanent relation to the vibrating element, it is possible to replace conventional means of altering the acoustic coupling with electronic signal processing means 2211. FIG. 25 shows adding signal processing for spectral and amplitude control of electromagnetic excitation. For example, fixed or adaptive equalizers can be used to alter the frequency and phase response of the signal/vibration/transducer loop, permitting additional control over which vibrational harmonic(s) are emphasized in the feedback. Attenuation can be used to vary the degree of feedback. Delay can be used to alter the attack characteristics of the resonance behavior. Dynamic compressors and expanders can be used to vary the case and dynamics of the resonance behavior. Many interesting special effects are possible, such as using pitch-shifters alone or in combination with delays to transfer energy between vibrational modes. In the case of a drive coil, a pitch shifter or octave divider (such as an inexpensive toggle flip-flop) may be used to create a drive signal that is an octave lower than the string signal and thus eliminate the need for a magnet in the drive coil. The invention provides for any driver electronics and/or signal processing to be any of the following: internal to the instrument, mounted on the outside of the instrument as an add-on module, remotely located off the instrument (particularly in the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 100), or any combination thereof.

[0359] In most electronic instruments, a single pickup serves many if not all the featured vibrating elements. The invention provides for the approaches discussed thus to also be applied to such instruments using conventional components. FIG. 26 shows an example arrangement involving multiple vibrating elements served with a group pickup and which are also subjected to common electromagnetic excitation using conventional guitar pickup components. (In the example of FIG. 26 it is understood that signal processing 2211 may be introduced or omitted from the feedback loop as appropriate or desired and that a group piezo bridge may,
in some constructions, serve as a driving element in place of the pickup coil). A plurality of vibrating elements 2201.1-2201.n share a common group pickup transducer 2202 and a common electromagnetic coil 2208. This arrangement is very simple to implement and very useful musically for traditional electric guitarists. A simple prototype can be made using an electric guitar with two humbucking-pickups (such as a Gibson ES-335). The rear pickup can be used as the transducer 2202 and the front pickup as the coil 2208 (the humbucking pickups assist in decoupling the coils, decreasing a parasitic “transformer” effect). Almost any power amplifier of sufficiently high enough current or voltage drive, (for example, even a Fender Bassman tube guitar amplifier) can be used as the coil’s power amplifier 2207, directly driving the coil (despite the impedance mismatch) from the amplifier speaker output connector.

3 Example Electronic Controller Instruments

3.1 Touch-Pad Array

Touch pad instrument elements, such as null/contact types and pressure-sensor array types described earlier, can be used in isolation or arrays to create electronic controller instruments. The touch-pads (or the touch-pads) may be advantageously supplemented with panel controls such as push buttons, sliders, knobs as well as impact sensors for velocity-controlled triggering of percussion or pitched note events. In the case of null/contact touch-pads, impact and/or pressure-sensors can be added to the back of the pad and the pad suspended in such a way that it can be used as an electronic drum head. If one or more of the touch-pads is transparent (as in the case of a null/contact touch screen overlay) one or more video, graphics, or alphanumeric displays may be placed under a given pad or group of pads.

FIG. 27 illustrates examples of single, double, and quadruple touch-pad instruments with pads of various sizes and supplemental instrument elements. A single touch-pad could serve as the central element of such an instrument, potentially supplemented with panel controls such as push buttons, sliders, knobs as well as impact sensors. In FIG. 27, a transparent pad superimposed over a video, graphics, or one or more alphanumeric displays is assumed, and specifically shown is a pad of overlay graphics cues being displayed for the player. Two large sensors can be put side by side to emulate the left-hand/right-hand layout of many hand drum arrangements such as tabla/baya, congaz, etc. This is particularly suitable for pressure-sensor array touch-pad elements where a larger pad area (for example 8 to 12 inches square) could be advantageous for detailed control. Because of the extensive capabilities of either type of touch-pad element provided for in the invention, this arrangement is by no means limited to percussion applications but rather easily serves as a far more general purpose left-hand/right-hand multi-parameter controller. In variants of this arrangement that are intended specifically for tabla/baya emulation, the relative size of the two pads and angle of placement with respect to the floor can be arranged to match that expected by an experienced tabla player. Instruments involving arrays of larger numbers of touch-pads can also be valuable. Here it may be advantageous to make the pads smaller so that the fingers of a single hand can touch two or more pads simultaneously.

3.2 Foot Controllers

With the extensive real-time control capabilities provided for in the invention, foot controllers can be especially valuable. They can select preset configurations at various points in a control hierarchy, issue notes or chords, control timbre, alter lighting, invoke special effects, etc. In general a commercially available floor controller typically includes a plurality of momentary action foot-switches, and various visual status indicators such as LEDs over momentary action foot-switches and a master status (and programming) display. Many such products also include provisions for rocker foot pedals to control continuous parameters, either via external connection (with the Digitone PM 10 and Digital Music “Ground Control” products) or internally (as with the ART X-15 product). With the exception of the Digitone PM 10, the control assignment and organization capabilities of these controller products have historically been quite limited, and as all the products seem aimed largely at issuing MIDI program change commands, the number of foot-switches has been small. Further, the rocker foot pedals control only one parameter at a time.

The invention provides for extensive elaboration over these products by supporting any of multi-dimensional rocker pedals, arbitrary control signal assignment, control signal assignment organized by selectable pages, separate alphanumeric function display for each foot control (switches and pedals), pause operations, and real-time event play-back capabilities.

The traditional way to control volume on an electronic keyboard instrument is by a means of a rocking floor-level foot-pedal. More recently such pedals have been used to generate continuous-range control signals such as MIDI messages, though allowing the control of only one continuous-range parameter at a time. Many years ago a number of “volume/tone” foot pedal products were available, though none appear available at this writing. These products offered a rocker capability devoted to controlling instrument volume supplemented with a left-right twist capability devoted to the control of instrument tone. Such arrangements may be used to double the number of foot controllable parameters that can be controlled in roughly the same physical layout area together with the bonus of allowing a foot to control two continuous-range parameters at once.

FIG. 28 illustrates some enhanced foot-pedal arrangements which permit simultaneous single-foot adjustment of a plurality of continuous range parameters for use with floor controllers. The use of rocking foot-pedals to control two continuous-range parameters at once may be enhanced by using one or more side-mounted spring-levers. Side-mounted momentary-action switches have been used on rocker foot-pedals for mode control (products by Ernie Ball and Soliton), but side-mounted spring-levers are particularly advantageous for continuous range parameters that have a specific nominal value. For example, these can be used in conjunction with pitch-shifters to modulate pitch as do the foot and knee levers of a pedal steel guitar, or in complementary pairs to emulate the action of a synthesizer modulation wheel or an electric guitar vibrato “whammy bar.” In FIG. 28, one or more side-mounted spring-levers 2803, 2804 may mount on either the base 2801 or rocker plate 2802 of a foot-pedal. A spring lever may directly operate a slide, geared, pulleyed, etc., potentiometer, an optical sensor, magnetic sensor, pressure-sensor, etc. to produce an electrical signal. If two side-mounted spring-levers 2803, 2804 are positioned on opposite sides of the
pedal, two mutually-exclusive parameter adjustments can be realized (as found in pedal steel knee-lever pairs and in the action of a synthesizer modulation wheel or an electric guitar vibrato whammy bar). It is also possible to mount a springed center-return synthesizer modulation wheel 2805 at the far end of the rocker plate if the arrangement and materials used forego breakage in heavy usage situations.

[0369] Further, it is possible to add a third control continuous-range adjustment capability on the rocker pedal by measuring the length-axis rotation of the foot: this could be done by various methods. As one example, a two-dimensional “volume/tone” foot pedal with control motions up-down 2810a and twisting 2810b may be modified to permit length-axis rotation of the foot 2810c and measure it with a potentiometer or sensor. Another method would involve putting at least two pressure-sensors 2813 on the twist plate 2812 of a non-modified two-dimensional foot pedal 2811 and deriving a control signal from these. A third way would be to mount a springed center-return synthesizer modulation wheel at the far end of the twist plate if the arrangement and materials used forego breakage in heavy usage situations. Other methods can be used for multi-dimensional foot controllers, such as the null/contact touch-pad and pressure sensor array touch-pad elements discussed earlier which can be adapted for foot operation.

[0370] The invention provides for arbitrary assignment of control signals to specific foot-switches, foot-pedals, and other foot controllers. As an example, one or more MIDI messages could be assigned to each foot-switch, foot-pedal, or other foot controller as is largely done in the Digitech PMC-10 and with other functionality as the custom message construction and hierarchical ganing provided by, for example, the Peavey PC-1600 slider/button controller. A particularly valuable additional function would be that of issuing continuous controller messages that oppose the basic control signal value: for example, in MIDI messages where “Continuous Controller” control values lie in the range 0 to 127, a continuous foot-pedal position causes a first control signal to be issued with value of “x”, it is also possible to enable the subsequent transmission of a second separate control signal to be issued essentially simultaneously with a value determined by the algebraic relation “127−x”; such complementary signals may be used for many purposes, for example prorating an audio mix between two sources, prorating modulation indices among two synthesizer voices, etc.

[0371] Stored program memory may be used to retain these assignments. In this situation it is advantageous to allow for multiple stored program selections to be recalled, thus allowing for multiple assignment sets for each foot-switch, foot-pedal, etc. Each assignment set could be thought of as a “page.” Pages could be copied as a whole and edited. These capabilities would be similar to those of the Digitech PMC-10 and Peavey PC-1600 products. However, because of the number of controller assignments and the diversity of possibilities it is desirable to add physically adjacent to each foot controller an alpha-numeric display indicating the current assignment and status of that controller: in particular, for each given selected page, each controller display may show one or more of the currently assigned function, the current value(s) transmitted or last-transmitted, any additional identifying information such as short-hand names or relationships with other controllers, etc. LEDs may be provided for quick reference as to which foot-switch and which continuous foot controller (pedal, touch-pad, etc.) were last operated; as an enhancement these LEDs could be bi-color and of the two LEDs fit at a given instant (one for last foot-switch used, the other for continuous controller used), one color (i.e., green) could be used to indicate to overall last operation while a second color (i.e., red) would be used to illuminate the remaining lit LED.

[0372] The operation of a foot-switch may be assigned, under stored program control, to issue one or more simultaneous control signals, or short burst of contiguously-sequential control signals such as a group of MIDI messages. These control signal events may occur on the depression of the foot-switch, its release, or both. The foot switch may also be configured to operate in a toggle mode using a divide-by-two counter and messages can be issued on each toggle transition. These useful features can be found on, for example the Digitech PMC-10, but a number of useful enhancements are provided for by the invention. One enhancement would be to allow any specific pedal to independently operate in a generalization of toggle mode to permit a round robin selection of 3 or more states (for example “off,” “slow,” “medium,” “fast”). Another enhancement is to allow a more complicated state transition map involving a group of foot-switches. Yet another enhancement is to permit timed events to be issued. The simplest of these would be timed pause operations between control signal events, while a more enhanced implementation would permit real-time control event play-back capabilities to be assigned to a foot-switch. Each real-time event sequences could include not only note sequences but also trajectories of continuous parameters (for example, exponential transients or linear ramps). Further, the invention provides for the issuance of the same selection of possible control signal options upon incoming or outgoing page-change events during a stored memory page change.

[0373] Finally, larger foot controller assemblies with appropriate organizational and ergonomic layout are advantageously provided for by the invention. Among the factors here are overall ergonomic operation, putting some foot controlled elements closer to the user for fast or intimate use with others farther away for background or occasional use, and an overall physical and operational organizational hierarchy. In implementing such hierarchies, each full stored program page can involve one or more sub-pages which also be used as a part of other full stored program page. Although such a sub-page can in general be assigned to any foot operated control element, it typically would be useful to confine each sub-page to a pre-defined reusable geometric region in the overall foot controller layout. Further, the invention provides for sub-pages to be changes within an active full page.

[0374] FIG. 29 shows some example layouts involving 2 geometric regions for a moderate number of foot operated controllers 2920 and 4 geometric regions for a larger number of foot operated controllers 2940. The smaller arrangement 2920 features a rocker pedal with two side-mount spring controllers 2903 and two rock/twist pedals 2900 as well as two geometric regions—one proximate 2921, another remote 2922—of foot-switches 2905. Each foot-switch and pedal is provided with an alpha-numeric display 2906 and a last-operation indicating LED 2907. The larger arrangement 2940 features an advantageous layout of two proximate
geometric regions 2941, 2942 of foot-switches, two increasingly remote geometric regions 2943, 2944 of foot-switches, one proximate rock/twist pedal 2900, remote pedals of rocker only 2901, single side spring lever 2902, and double side spring lever 2903, as well as a foot or toe operated touch-pad 2904. Each foot operated controller is also provided with an alphanumeric display 2906 and a last-operation indicating-LED 2907. The layout used in the larger unit permits logical association of groups of switches and pedals in a wide variety of contexts. In either the smaller or larger arrangement, the more remote controllers can be put on progressively higher risers to create a staircase layout. These arrangements permit for an arbitrary logical hierarchy of page and sub-page recall control and arbitrary assignment of which buttons may be used to do this. In some cases it may be desirable to have an additional summary display showing the selected page and sub-page status in one location at a glance.

[0375] 3.3 Multi-Tier Proximate/Superimposed Keyboards

[0376] The proximate and superimposed keyboard elements described earlier can be combined to create a powerful enhanced keyboard controller. In an example implementation, an arrangement of three proximate keyboards such as shown in FIGS. 3A-C may be brought together in a common unit. This unit may also advantageously include one or more of any of sliders, knobs buttons, joysticks, touch-pads, strum-pads, impact sensors, etc. Further, it is noted that any of the keyboards here may be either of a standard variety or any of the more advanced keyboards described later (miniature, superimposed, multi-parameter keys, pressure-sensor array, etc.). It is also noted that this technique may be applied to other types of keyboards with applicable types of key geometry.

[0377] 3.4 One-Hand Enhanced-Drum-Roll Controllers

[0378] The invention provides for one-handed methods of performing drum-rolls with some advanced capabilities. The basis of the method involves the proximate location of two electronic impact sensors and/or touch pads oriented to be facing each other, but the method can also be used with acoustic drums. The arrangement can be small in scale, i.e., played with a single finger, or larger to be played with hands, beaters, mallets, or sticks. FIG. 30 shows an example large-scale arrangement of two impact sensors and/or touch pads 3000a, 3000b supported in the method's configuration by, for example, supporting beams 3003, 3004 connecting to a common suspending clamp 3005 on an instrument-stand beam 3006 on one side and joints 3007, 3008 the sensors and/or pads 3000a, 3000b on the other side; though, clearly, other mounting arrangements are possible. The sensors and/or pads 3000a, 3000b are separated from one another by a distance that permits a beater 3010, mallet, or stick to be held in one hand at the far end 3011 and rapidly rocked back and forth between the two sensors and/or pads so that the beater head 3012 impacts the sensors and/or pads. The beater may also be held at its center of mass or geometry 3013 and vibrated so that both the beater head 3012 and end tip 3014 of the far end impacts the sensors and/or pads; in this technique the player may orient the beater motion so as to simultaneously impact one impact sensor and/or pad with the beater head 3012 and impact the other impact sensor and/or pad with the beater end tip. In this playing technique it is advantageous to have provided for some regional differentiation of the impact sensors and/or pads; null/ contact pads, for example can do this. Another arrangement is that of two impact sensors, one for the center area 3001 of an impact pad 3000 and the other for the outer rim area 3002. With the ability to differentiate regions of impact, and even non-impact applied contact regions and pressure, the portion contacted by the end tip and head can be differentiated. Further enhancement can be obtained by using a beater endowed with sensors; these can provide contact localization information, as well as hand grip information, which may be used independently or in correlation with the information generated by the pads 3000a, 3000b. The resulting arrangement allows a performer with one hand to do a wide range of percussion and other control actions, leaving the other hand free for playing another instrument entity or expressing visual gestures during performance.

[0379] In a smaller scale implementation, one or more fingers can be used in place of a beater. This arrangement can be treated as an instrument element in itself to be used as part of other instrument entities.

[0380] Regardless of scale, it is noted that two such arrangements can be colinearly co-located but in 90-degree rotational offset. This creates a rectangular cavity for beats, fingers, etc. to be inserted and vibrated, and additional degrees of control. This can be generalized into arbitrary polygonal cross-sections (triangles, pentagons, hexagons, etc.).

[0381] 3.5 Video Hand Position and Gesture

[0382] A camera with appropriate real-time image processing may be used simultaneously or mutually exclusively as an instrument element as well as a video feed source for recording or performance. As such the camera may be treated as an instrument element mounted on an instrument entity, but can also be used as a self-contained instrument entity. For example, a camera could be aimed upwards and surrounded by illuminating lights. A performer can activate the camera and executing various positions and gestures recognized by the image processing capabilities.

[0383] 3.6 Video Stage Tracker

[0384] A camera may also be used to transform visual information observed from a stage into control signals. The relevant image processing and recognition capabilities may advantageously include identifying and tracking performer location and motions.

[0385] 4 Example Adapted Instruments

[0386] This section discusses example manners and methods the invention provides by which a number of traditional vibrating element instruments can be enhanced by incorporating various synergistic combinations of traditional components and the invention's instrument elements.

[0387] 4.1 Autoharp

[0388] A traditional autoharp incorporates a plurality of strings, tuned to selected notes in a chromatic scale, which are selectively damped by mechanical damping bars with
cut-outs in the damping material that allow only selected strings to sound. A player selects and activates a damper bar associated with a chord and strums a portion or all of the strings, and only the undamped strings, namely those associated with the voicing of the chord, sound. Although at times considered a lower folk or beginning instructional instrument, the basic arrangement of the autoharp can give rise to a powerfully flexible instrument.

[0389] In its simplest provision, the invention provides for an autoharp to be supplemented with sliders, switches and buttons for issuing control signals. In particular, a select group of buttons or contacts can be operated by, or in conjunction with, the mechanical damper bars. This group of buttons or contacts may be used to control at least one of the following: issued note control signals for sound, lighting, and/or special effects, note assignments to one or more strum-pads, and/or the amplification of individual strings. The individual strings of the autoharp may have one or more of the following: a common pickup for the entire group of strings, a plurality of smaller pickups associated with subgroups of strings, or a full plurality of individual pickups for each string. The pickups may be of electromagnetic, piezo, optical, etc. in their operation. In cases where a plurality of pickups is employed, signals from groups of strings or individual strings may be handled by multi-channel signal processing as described later (for example, treating the strings with differing degrees of equalization, chorus, reverb, pitch shift, dynamic filter sweeps, etc., and/or providing separate noise gates, compression, limiting, amplitude control, etc.). In cases where each string has its own pickup, the plucking of a particular string may further be used to trigger a synthesizer note, lighting, or special effect event, potentially using the amplitude of the pluck to set note velocity and potentially tracking the on-going string amplitude and even harmonic structure variations as provided for in the invention and described later. Strum-pads may be provide for use in conjunction with strumming the strings or in conjunction with operating the mechanical chord dampers. Controls may be provided for stored program recall of control signal assignments, strum-pad voicings, etc. as well as operational features such muting or sustaining of strum-pad notes, whether notes issued at the pressing of a chord damper bar are released when the damper bar is released or instead only when a new bar is activated, etc. These control features may also be controlled remotely, for example, with a foot controller, and/or implemented remotely in a separate signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120.

[0390] FIG. 31 shows an example of an enhanced autoharp implementation as provided for in the invention. A conventional autoharp 3100 with the usual arrangement of strings 3101 and damper-bar activating chord buttons 3102 may be fitted with a long strum-pad 3103 adjacent to the traditional strumming area, one or more shorter strum-pads 3104a, 3104b near the chord button area, a plurality of slider controls 3105 and control switches 3106, and control buttons 3107a for stored program recall 3107a, operational mode control 3107b, or other features 3107c.

[0391] As another part to the invention, the mechanical chord damper bar arrangement may be advantageously replaced with a 12-note keyboard or similar arrangement for selecting which chromatic notes are allowed to sound. String damping control may be done mechanically although this requires damper bars to normally damp selected strings and let those wanted strings sound only when a key or button is depressed (rather than damping only unwanted strings when a key or button is depressed). In this way more arbitrary chords can be selected, chords can be dynamically changed at a resolution down to one pitch at a time, etc. Alternatively, if a separate pickup can be provided for each string, mechanical string sounding control may be replaced with electronic amplitude control. In the simplest form, all strings of various octaves of the same note are gated on and off by the depression of the key on the keyboard associated with that note. If the key depression-depth or total pressure on the key is used as a volume control, the relative volume of all octaves of each pitch can be controlled independently from that of other pitches. If the key further has two-dimensional touch sensing, as with a multi-contact touch-pad on each key, balance between various—typically four—octaves can be continuously varied (for example left/right controls the balance between octaves 1 and 2 and in/out controls the balance between octaves 3 and 4, thus allowing arbitrary balance choices of the four octaves). The multi-parameter key control of the amplitude and mix of each sounded note is of particular value while the string sounds after the note is initiated. The keyboard, multi-parameter or not, can also be used to control similar aspects of note assignments and amplitudes of synthesizer notes initiated with each strum-pad.

[0392] FIG. 32 shows how the autoharp arrangement of FIG. 30 can be adjusted to replace the chord button array 3102 and associated strum-pads 3104a, 3104b with a keyboard 3202 and one or more strum-pads 3204 positioned over the keyboard.

[0393] 4.2 Harps, Koras, Zithers, Kotos, Mbiras

[0394] The enhancements of Harps, African Koras, Zithers, Japanese Kotos, African Mbiras, and other related instruments with a large array of hand-plucked vibrating elements are also provided for as part of the invention. As with the above autoharpers, pickups may be used for all vibrating elements, or, advantageously, sub-groups of elements, or—most advantageously—separately for each vibrating element. The pickups may be any of electromagnetic, piezo, optical, etc. in their operation. The invention also provides for the instrument to be supplemented with strum-pads, touch-pads, sliders, switches and buttons for issuing control signals and affecting internal operation and note-event handling modes.

[0395] In cases where a plurality of pickups are employed, signals from groups of vibrating elements or individual vibrating elements may be handled by multi-channel signal processing as described later (for example, treating the strings with differing degrees of equalization, chorus, reverb, pitch shift, dynamic filter sweeps, etc., and/or providing separate noise gates, compression, limiting, amplitude control, etc.). In cases where each vibrating element has its own pickup, the plucking of a particular vibrating element may further be used to trigger a synthesizer note, lighting, or special effect event, potentially using the amplitude of the pluck to set note velocity and potentially tracking the ongoing string amplitude and even harmonic structure variations as provided for in the invention and described later. Strum-pads may be provided for use in conjunction with plucking the vibrating elements.
Harp, Koras, Zithers, Mbiras, and other related instruments with a large array of hand-plucked vibrating elements often have only selected pitches available; accidentals and extreme octaves typically are not represented. Many of these instruments allow for accidentals during playing, for example harp tuning levers and Koto string bends, while others, such as the Mbira, do not; in almost all cases extraneous octaves are not supported at all (aside from execution of fundamental-muting string “harmonic chiming” to attain high octave pitches). With each vibrating element (or, less flexibly, groups of vibrating elements) provided a separate pickup and audio channel, pitch shifting can be used to electronically obtain pitches not provided for by the natural form of the instrument as well as large expressive pitch bends that may also not otherwise be possible.

FIG. 33 shows an example Koto implementation provided for in accordance with the invention. In general a Koto includes a number of strings 3301 (typically 13 to 22 in number), a sounding bridge 3302, and a movable truss bridge 3303 for each string. The Koto 3300 shown in FIG. 33 is of the Vietnamese variety, traditionally strung with sixteen metal strings; in general any traditional Koto (or Chinese Sheng) can be adapted as will be described and may have any traditional number of silk, nylon, metal, or other material strings. In this example the Koto has been fitted with geared string tuners split into two groups 3304a, 3304b to facilitate radical tuning changes and string replacement; other nominal string tuning mechanisms, including traditional friction pegs or slip knot systems, may also be used. Each string can be given its own pickup 3306.1-3306.n, at the bridge 3302; alternatively, or in addition (should the string be such that electromagnetic, optical, or other non-piezo pickups be applicable) at a different string location in one or more pickup housings 3305. Multi-channel signal handling as described earlier and later on can be used. The Koto can be fitted with a strum-pad 3310 and may also be provided with various additional sensors and controls as described earlier. Because of the unique pitch-bending arrangement of the Koto involving varying the tension of the string on the non-plucked side of the movable truss bridges 3303, it may also be advantageous to provide strain gauges on far bridge 3307 or via, for example, flexible attaching electrical cables on the truss bridges 3303 themselves.

FIG. 34 shows an example Mbira implementation provided for in accordance with the invention. Here a traditional Mbira 3400 with three sets of tynes 3401, 3402, 3403 secured by a bridging pressure bar 3404 is shown. Here the traditional bar bridge may be replaced with individually adjustable bridge elements 3406.1-3406.n which may include separate piezo pickups for each tye; alternatively electromagnetic or optical pickups may be provided under each tye. The Mbira may also be provided with one or more strum-pads 3407, 3408 which may be full length or partitioned into right and left segments 3407a, 3407b, 3408a, 3408b for use with the thumbs of both hands.

Any of these instruments may also be provided with vibrating element excitation employing the methods presented earlier in association with FIG. 24. In addition, as the timbre of these instruments is typically shaped by the sympathetic vibration of unplucked strings on the instrument, it may also be advantageous to excite, as a group or individually, a number of vibrating elements such as tynes or strings using the methods described earlier; these sympathetically vibrating electronic elements, which need not be mounted to the instrument, can then produce audio signals that can be used for ambient effects. Alternatively, a dedicated group of sympathetically vibrating elements can be mounted to the instrument and excited mechanically rather than electrically. If the sympathetic vibrating elements have individual pickups, some of the elements can be selectively turned off or attenuated so as to thin out or spectrally sculpt the ambient effect.

4.3 Single-Course Guitars and Variations

One of the most versatile instruments available for the range of timbre and expression is the electric guitar which is sadly not often used seriously in music composition due to its origins and significant role in popular music. (In fact, at this writing, even toy pianos are taken more seriously than the electric guitar!) Part of the reason for the immense range of timbre and expression is the fact that it is one of the few instruments where both hands can be in direct contact with the string. Another important reason is the range of timbres that can result from string pickups followed by a wide degree of signal processing methods that have been developed and can be applied. Although there continue to be developments in basic electric guitar themes, the invention provides for significant enhancements of the electric guitar as a powerful instrument entity.

An important first step is the provision of separate audio signal pickups for each string; these may be electromagnetic, piezo, optical, etc. This allows for multi-channel signal processing as will be described later (for example pitch shifting particular strings for big bass notes, enhanced processing for strings playing solo lines to stand out from strings playing background material, etc.). Strings may be given one or more dedicated or shared pickups at different points along the string’s length so as to capitalize on the different harmonic structure and dynamics offered by different pickup locations. A plurality of pickups dedicated to the same string or same group of strings can be selected or mixed, potentially in adjustable phase relationships, statically and/or varying in time, on the instrument and/or externally. Further, selected strings may be excited by electromagnetic, piezo, or other methods to give a continuously sounding bowed effect whose inter-note attack can be controlled by various fretting techniques. Additional strings arranged to serve as a harp element, bass notes as an arch-lute, or for sympathetic vibration may also be provided, as may tynes or other vibrating elements used in similar ways. Strum-pads, sensors, sliders, joysticks, buttons, touchpads, actuators, etc. may also be added to issue control signals to any of signal processing, lighting, synthesizer, or special effects. Similarly, video cameras can be used to generate control signals and/or for video image feeds in performance or recording.

FIG. 35 shows an example electric guitar implementation in accordance with the invention based on a Gibson model ES-335 guitar or other instruments of that style. The invention’s enhancements shown can be added on as modules, added collectively, or built-in. The core guitar 3500 features six strings 3501.1-3501.6, a bridge 3502 which may provide separate piezo pickups for each string, an adjacent hexaphonic pickup module 3503 which provides separate electromagnetic, optical, or other pickups for each
string, and additional individual string pickup module 3404 for the three lower pitched strings 3501.4-3501.6, two shared pickups of a two-coil humbucking design near the neck 3505a and near the bridge 3505b, shared pickup volume and tone controls 3506, and a shared pickup selector switch 3507. Individual strings may be electronically excited by means of any of a hexaphonic electromagnetic drive unit 3508, a hexaphonic pickup used as a drive unit (or designed as a drive unit) built into the forward shared pickup 3505a, or by mechanical excitation via the piezo elements in the bridge 3502. Individual string excitation, or even string activity in general, can be visually indicated by an LED (preferably high-brightness) array 3509 under the strings. Group string excitation may be realized by whichever of pickup 3505a or 3505b is not in use, an additional module under the strings, or by group mechanical excitation via the piezo elements in the bridge 3502. Individual string pickup gain normalizing adjustments for each hexaphonic pickup can be made available for a screwdriver adjustment 3511a, 3511b on an add-on box or built-in panel 3512, shown in the Figure as an add-on box with generalized interface connectors 3519 on its back downward side. The instrument may also be provided with an array of control switches 3513 and sliders 3514, individual string pickup selector switches 3516, a video camera 3517 aimed at the playing area but also useful for hand posture and gesture control, and an area 3518 for additional controls, touch-pads, string or tyne arrays, etc.

[0404] FIG. 5 shows an example electric guitar implementation in accordance with the invention based on a Gibson Explorer model guitar, the invention’s enhancements shown can be added on as modules, added collectively, or built-in. The core guitar 500 includes six strings 501.1-501.6, a locking-nut vibrato bridge 502a with string-tension “whammy bar”502b and fine tuners 502c, a hexaphonic electromagnetic or optical pickup module 503, a shared pickup 505a near the neck and another 505b near the bridge, a shared pickup volume control 506, shared pickup selection, mixing, phase, and coil-shunt switches 507. The instrument may also be fitted with a hexaphonic electromagnetic excitation module 508 with string drive indicated LEDs 509. Also provided for by the invention are controls for creating control signals: an array of switches 513, knobs 514a, one or more expression wheels 514b, one or more joysticks 514c, two side-by-side strum-pads 516a, 516b which can be operated as one long strum-pad, chord buttons 520 as described for the autoharp but here used without strings and rather in conjunction with the strum-pads, a touch-pad 522, two miniature keyboards 521a, 521b, a miniature harp/sympathetic string set 524 with group or individual pickups partitioned in string triads with separate bridges 523a, 523b, 523c and tuning heads 525, and a plurality of impact sensors. Internally the whammy bar may operate a discrete or continuous position sensor and the instrument may also include motion sensors (such as accelerometers) or position detectors (radio, ultrasonic, optical, etc.). The generalized interface connector area 519 in this instance is shown built into the instrument.

[0405] 4.4 Baroque and 12-String Guitars, Lutes, Taras, Setars, Saz, Oud, Mandolins, Mandolases

[0406] These instruments involve double-strings. In addition to the techniques and additional instrument elements, each double-string pair may share an individual pickup, or each string within in a double string pair may have its own pickup. At this writing the best mode for the latter appears to be piezo pickups at the bridge due to limitations in localizing magnetic fields for such close geometries but optical or other methods could be devised. With a separate signal for each string within a double string pair, either of the strings can be selectively disable, pitch-shifted, equalized, etc. along with other capabilities such as adjustable balance, stereo spatial output, opposing location modulation trajectories, etc. Further, as a combined double-string signal would confute audio-to-note information conversions, separation of the string signals for a given string pair enables control extraction such as conversion to MIDI note functions.

[0407] FIG. 36 shows an example of an adapted European arch-lute with a mix of single strings and double string pairs. The European arch-lute 3600 with various ranges of extended fretted and unfretted bass strings is a noble instrument which with amplification, signal processing, and multi-channel signal handling can contribute greatly to electronic music. FIG. 36 shows a close-up of the strings at the bridge 3620 for a fourteen string version of the lute with six extended-length unfretted bass strings: the two highest-pitched melody strings 3601, 3602 and the six extended-length unfretted bass strings 3609-3614 are single while the remaining courses 3603-3608 are double-string. Of the double-string strings the higher pitched ones are typically in unison while the lower pitched ones are paired in octaves. It is understood than many other string configurations, varying in how many strings and which are single or doubled, exist and can be adapted as described herein. In fact no electric lutes are known at this time, thus it is novel simply to include a group piezo pickup in the bridge 3620 for all the strings so as to bring the instrument into the world of amplification and signal processing. A next level refinement would be to provide separate group pickups for the extended bass strings and the rest of the strings so that special equalization or other effects can be applied to the bass notes in a manner differing from the other strings. A next level of refinement would be for the bridge 3620 to provide an individual pickup for each single string course or string-pair, while a final refinement provides a separate piezo pickup for every individual string on the instrument.

[0408] It is understood that various controls, strum-pads, etc. may also be added in the manner described for previous instrument examples. It is also understood that the methods described also apply to other double-string instruments such as 12-string guitars, Saz, Oud, Mandolins, etc. Many of these instruments may also benefit from an additional set of unfretted bass strings as incorporated in the traditional European arch-lute.

[0409] 4.5 Pedal Steel Guitars

[0410] The pedal steel guitar is a remarkable instrument in that the pitches of individual strings are changed as a group by a hand-held metal slide and relatively within the group by mechanical bridge arrangement, usually called a “changer,” which changes the tension on one or more selected strings in response to the action of a given foot-pedal or knee lever. The basic sound of the steel guitar is very attractive and it is possible to tastefully play Bach chorales and hymns on the instrument. Years of incremental development have lead to specific standard pedal and knee lever configurations that are widely accepted. Variations are sometimes difficult to impre-
ment because of mechanical limitations to provided adjustments. Because of the commitment involved in mechanically establishing an alternate pedal and lever configuration, immense experience and/or a computer-aided design tool may be required to make valuable accomplishments. By providing a separate pickup for each string, retuning can be done electronically, supplementing or replacing the traditional mechanical mechanisms. As with other adaptations of instruments described thus far, each string can also be processed separately or in groups as desired, allowing for mixes of timbres, and audio-to-control signal extractions can be used to control synthesizers, signal processing, lighting, and special effects. Further, the nearly fixed position of the picking hand and the freedom of some fingers in adapted playing techniques allow usage of miniature keyboards and strum-pads in the picking area as well as use of the wrist to control parameters. Information from the mechanical or electronics pedals and levers and the steel bar position can be used to control the pitches assigned to a strum-pad. The bar itself can have a control area built-in, detecting applied pressure, for example.

[0411] FIG. 37 shows an example pedal steel guitar adaptation as provided for by the invention. A traditional pedal steel instrument arrangement 3700 is used here. The bar 3702 may or may not be provided with internal sensors or controls. The position of the bar 3702 over the instrument 3700 may be sensed by various means (changes in round-trip string resistance, capacitive sensing, etc.) within the instrument 3700. The instrument may include a traditional mechanical changer 3740 with linkages to pedals 3741 and levers 3742 or may be fixed if all pitch bends are to be done electronically. With a mechanical changer, the pedals 3741 and levers 3742 may be fitted with sensors that measure and convert their displacement into control signals. Other control signals may be issued by a wrist operated expression wheel 3714x (which in practice works well for overall volume control), one or more pedals 3714b, some of which may be fitted with side-mounted spring-lever controls 3714c. The pedal rockers can be used for various control functions, but offer a way of bending pitches electronically and holding them without having to devote a foot or knee to that purpose. In contrast, the side-mount spring levers, as well as a spring loaded version of a rocker pedal, directly emulate the spring-return operation of a traditional pedal steel guitar’s pedals and levers. The pedals can also be used for the introduction or variation of signal processing on one or more selected strings and can be configured to make such effects while simultaneously changing pitch of selected string or strings. The adaptation also provides for a strum-pad 3716 and miniature keyboard 3721 in the picking area for use by idle fingers. Finally, a foot-controller foot-switch unit 3742 for use in selecting stored programs, controlling signal processing, issuing notes or chords, operating drum machines, etc. is also provided.

[0412] 4.6 Sitar

[0413] The Sitar is an extraordinary rich instrument that is well-suited for the particular structural details of classical Indian music. It includes a number of drone strings, only one or two of which can be fretted in any musical way, a single melody string, and an octave pair of unfretted high pitch strings, called the “chikori” (Western spellings vary) used for a variety of purposes including quite effective rhythmic accents, all sharing a common sloping bridge that cause the aforementioned strings to twang to a degree determined by the slope of the bridge. A set of sympathetic strings with their own sloping bridge, which in some techniques can be arpeggiated and/or used as a small harp to a limited extent, is also provided. The Sitar features a selected combination of both brass and steel string types which have important essential distinctions in timbres.

[0414] Uses of the Sitar in Western music tend to fall into two categories: one where only the melody string, along with any sympathetic string action, is used, and another where the sitar’s many drone strings force the tonality into the standard Indian tonal development system (rich and extraordinarily beautiful as it is). A Sitar-like sloping bridge has been successfully put on a guitar (the Jerry Jones “Coral Sitar” heard in many Motown-era popular recorded songs), but all that remains is the twang as the genius of the Sitar holistically has been omitted.

[0415] The invention provides for a powerfully rich adaptation of the Sitar by combining the techniques described thus far with the signal routing, processing, and synthesis techniques to be described later and, as with the previous examples, inherent aspects of the instrument.

[0416] FIG. 4 shows an adapted sitar as provided for in the invention. The core instrument is a standard Indian Sitar 400 with a standard melody string 401.2, any one of a number of possible stringings of drone strings—here two 401.3, 401.4, are used, and the chikori pair 401.5a, 401.5b all sharing the common sloped bridge 402a. Also part of the core instrument, but not showed explicitly in the Figure for the sake of clarity, are the sympathetic strings, typically eleven in number, with their own sloping bridge 402b and multi-length termination area 402 on the neck under the Sitar’s curved frets. Because of the curved frets and the flat bridge 402a, the drone strings 401.3, 401.4 will not sound accurately in pitch for nearly all the frets; further, the characteristic extensive bending of the melody string, often the interval of a major fourth or more, requires quite a bit of area on the sitar neck (namely the entire bottom half of the neck) and as a result the drone strings’ use in melody is essentially nil. However, it is possible to add an additional melody string 401.1 with its own lower bridge; this string would be pushed up to get the bending effects that the original melody string 401.2 is pulled down for. Both melody strings are provided with fine tuning adjustments such as the typical beads 430; these may also be used on drone strings and/or alternate tuning mechanisms may be substituted throughout the instrument. Also provided, though not essential, is an additional set of strings 424 that can be used as a harp in addition to the limited-access aforementioned sympathetic strings. In the Figure these are shown well-removed from the neck at the top of the instrument, but the assembly 424 could be brought forward and put in the position currently occupied by the keyboard 421. The keyboard 421 is also not essential but is easy to support electronically, employing the method associated with FIG. 8, in conjunction with the strum-pad 416a located on the plucking area of the neck and the strum-pad 416b located on the thumb-rest area of the neck; further, both the keyboard Harmonium and keyboard synthesizer are popular in Indian classical, modal, and Ghosal folk music. The strum-pads are provided because of the particular potential use in the Rag
(Raga, Raga) form both in laying out the scale of the Raga and melody expositional fragments which are repeatedly drawn upon.

[0417] Important to the adaptation is the pickup assembly 403 which provides a separate pickup for each melody string, each drone string, and either the chikori pair or its individual strings. The separate outputs allow for pitch shifting of individual strings; in particular, the pitch shifted retunings of the drone strings and chikori can be made while playing. If the pickup is electromagnetic, the brass strings cannot be used. There is the opportunity here for alternative stringing systems, particularly if pitch shifting of individual strings is used to create larger pitch-shifts, but the character of the brass strings is beautiful and can be captured. One method is to use an optical pickup for the pickup assembly 403. Another more radical approach is to replace the sloping bridge 402 with a standard bridge arrangement fitted with individual piezo pickups and to create the twanging using the off-bridge sitar plate discussed in association with FIG. 21.

[0418] The additional melody string can be tuned in unison or in an interval to the original melody string; because the have separate audio channels they can be processed differently or be located at different positions in the stereo sound field. Further, the additional melody string, strum-pads, and addition string assembly serve to expand an important orchestral aspect of seasoned Sitar technique, namely a constant variety of timbres and effects with attention constantly shifting among them. Finally, the electronic pitch shift retuning capabilities allow for hitherto impossible tonality shifts within the Sitar environment, while the electronic pitch shift pitch-bend capabilities allow the drone strings to obtain pitch bending and the melody strings to be harmonized in a pitch-modulated manner.

[0419] It is also possible to carry simplified versions of the Sitar tonality into more Western instrument formats. FIG. 38 shows an example flat-necked instrument 3800 with a five string section emulating a sitar string arrangement and several additional strings used for bass or other accompaniment. The sitar emulation section involves strings 3801.1-3801.5 sharing a common bridge 3802a providing a separate piezo pickup for each of the strings. The first four of these strings terminate their vibrations at the nut 3802c and are tuned with neck tuners 3851, while string 3801.5 acts as a one-string fretted chikori and terminates its vibration at one of the mid-neck frets. The best terminating fret may depend on the chosen tuning and thus terminating holes for this string might be provided at several different frets, for example from the 4th fret to the 12th. String 3801.5 requires a different tuning arrangement and in order to accommodate a selection of termination points the tuner 3802 may be located on the body, perhaps with the tuning head in a protective cut-out area of the body. Another important item is that string 3801.4 is brass while the others are steel, creating the Sitar sonority. The additional strings, shown in FIG. 38 as six in number 3801.6-3801.1, can serve as bass strings or harp strings and may be terminated on a rapid return bridge (such as the Hipshot Trilogy product) to facilitate flexible use during performance, particularly because of the width of the fretted neck; alternatively these strings may be unfretted as on the European arch-lute. These strings are most likely best served by steel strings and each string may be given its own pickup either at the rapidly retunable bridge assembly 3802b or with a body-mounted multi-channel pickup 3805.

[0420] Finally, in lieu of a sloped bridge or the arrangement of FIG. 8, it is also possible to create a synthetic and/or enhance the actual sympathetic/buzz/twang aspect of these instruments with signal processing techniques. A precisely-set, short audio delay (for example 3 msee, 6 msee, or 12 msee for various octaves of the note E in A440 tuning) with high positive feedback acts as a resonator that easily distorts when excited by an audio input at its resonant frequency. This resolutes in a swelling and diminishing twanging similar to that created by the sloping bridge. This sort of effect can be found in one of the example presets of the Boss SE-70 stereo processor. The effect can be considerably enhanced by following this resonator with a low-speed sweeping flanger and a low-speed sweeping chorus, each with their own moderate amount of positive feedback, and made more emotionally powerful by low-speed auto-panning location modulation. FIG. 39 shows an example multiple-pitch sympathetic/buzz/twang resonator feeding an input signal 3900 into banks of short audio delays 3901.1-3901.n with high resonances tuned to each selected pitch, each followed by a dedicated low-speed sweeping flanger with moderate resonance 3902.1-3902.n, a dedicated low-speed sweeping chorus with moderate resonance 3903.1-3903.n, and a low-speed auto-panner 3904.1-3904.n. All auto-panner outputs are summed by a stereo mixer 3905a, 3905b to create a stereo output 3906a, 3906b. It is important that all the sweep oscillators be slightly detuned to minimize repetitive discernible patterns. The number of individual resonant pitches supported would involve every note in the scale and perhaps an octave of some selected notes such as the tonic and fifth; this could range from 5 to 16 pitches. It is understood that variations, simplifications, and elaborations of this example arrangement are possible.

[0421] 4.7 Pipas

[0422] Like the Indian Sitar, the Chinese Pipa features a mix of string types, here involving steel, silk, and composites of these. The Pipa (and to some extent its Japanese colleague, the Biwa) also has a rich ancient tradition yet contemporary appeal. Despite being far less known, it is capable of a great range of sonic techniques, with a high number of formal playing techniques as compared to many other instruments. Included in the extensive technique suite are a number of body taps and impacts made on the large front surface of the instrument.

[0423] As with the above example adaptations, the invention provides for adaptations of the Pipa that involve instrument elements of the invention set to capture and complement the characteristics of this rich and deep instrument. Again, piezo bridge pickups are felt to be the best mode for capturing the subtle acoustic nuances of the different string types, and a separate pickup for each string permits the usual multi-channel signal processing possibilities and control signal extraction for controlling synthesizers, signal processing, lighting, and special effects. Body taps and impacts can be directed towards impact sensors, and the usual possible collection of extra strings, keyboards, strum-pads, touch-pads, sliders, switches, buttons, sensors, etc. may be added to the large open area for instrument augmentations. In particular, strum-pads and a bank of harp strings are espe-
pecially applicable due to the common use of pentatonic scale sweeps and repeated short melodic figures during development. Also especially useful for incorporation into Western sonic structures would be the addition of a bank of bass strings and the use of signal processing as the Pipa tonal range, though fascinating, arrives somewhat unfocused on undeveloped Western ears unfamiliar with the instrument repertory.

**[0424]** FIG. 40 shows an example adapted Chinese Pipa as provided for by the invention featuring various impact sensor arrays 4003a, 4003b, 4003c, a keyboard 4004, slider array 4007, switch array 4008, touch-pad 4009, strum-pad 4010, and separate piezo pickups for each string 4001.1-4001.4 at the bridge 4002.

**[0425]** FIG. 41 shows another example adapted Chinese Pipa as provided for by the invention featuring impact sensors arrays 4003a, 4003c, strum-pad 4010, an unfretted harp string array, involving a terminating body tuning bridge 4110a and body bridge 4110b, and an unfretted bass string array involving body bridge 4111a and head tuning bridge 4111b with tuners 4113. The two string arrays may have individual string or group pickups located either in the body bridges 4111a, 4111b and/or on the body at an interior portion of the string vibration 4114, 4115.

**[0426]** It is understood that many other combinations of instrument elements are possible.

**[0427]** 4.8 Erhus, Dilruba, Esraj, Sarangi, Kamamcheh

**[0428]** Each of these bowed instruments has its own rich tradition and special tonal qualities. Many of these instruments are used to accompany vocals or even to replace a singer due to the vocal quality of the instrument.

**[0429]** The invention provides for adaptation of these instruments involving element elements of the invention set to capture and complement the characteristics of the traditional instrument and its musical traditions. In particular, in addition to the vocal quality of the sounds, bowing is a more conspicuous part of the sound as opposed to Western bowed instruments which encourage burying the perception of bowing logistics in favor of overall smoother tones.

**[0430]** Again separate pickups may be used for each string: electromagnetic, piezo, and/or optical as appropriate for the type of string material, mounting arrangements, and other engineering considerations. A separate pickup for each string permits the usual multi-channel signal processing possibilities and control signal extraction for controlling synthesizers, signal processing, lighting, and special effects. Those instruments with sympathetic strings, such as the Esraj, Dilruba, and Sarangi, may also include pickups for those strings as described in previous example instrument adaptations.

**[0431]** Because each string has its audio channel picked up intimately with the string, it is possible to diminish some effects of the body resonance and replace it with electronically created resonances. In particular, vocal sounds are known to appear to the ear as vocal in nature due to the relative center frequencies of a pair of predominant resonances as illustrated in FIG. 17. Through electronic synthesis of these resonances the vocal character of the instrument can be changed and, in fact, varied over time if one would dare to make the vocal bowed instrument literally sing.

**[0432]** Further, because of the somewhat different role of bowing, more attention can be paid to collecting control information from the bow. However, the bow sensor techniques described can also be used to great advantage in Western bowed instruments. FIG. 42 shows a bow fitted with sensors to gather information from the bow, bow hairs, and bow motion. The bow 4200 fitted with bow hair 4201 as usual, may include a bow-hair tension sensor 4202, a free finger pressure-sensor and/or null/contact touch-pad (or pressure-sensor array) 4203, a handle grip 4204 pressure-sensor 4205, and an internal accelerometer 4206 to determine bow direction and acceleration. These control parameters can be transmitted to the instrument by attached electrical or fibre cable, wireless optical, wireless radio, or other means. As a simple example, the free finger controls the choice of resonant vowel formants for the instrument while the hand grip pressure 4205 or pressure on the free finger control 4203 may be used to control the sympathetic string amplitude or a signal processing parameter. The bow tension and accelerometer measurements can be used to control emphasis signal processing or darkening lowpass filtering.

**[0433]** 4.9 Flutes and Recorders

**[0434]** Reed instrument layouts have been used in wind controller products by Akia and Yahama. However, flute-like (embouchure air hole) and recorder-like (fingers normally down) instruments have to date not be used as models or methods for electronic instrument controllers.

**[0435]** It is noted that some types of Western flutes have at least some open holes, many folk and non-Western flutes have only open holes, and some flutes and recorders have at least one hole that is open but is operated by a lever key. In the discussion below, the flute example is considered to be purely closed hole and key operated while the recorder example is considered to be purely open hole without levered keys; the thus illustrated techniques can be freely applied to other hole and lever arrangements of a particular instrument variant. FIG. 43 shows adaptations of a Western (closed-hole) flute and an (open hole) recorder layouts with pressure-sensors, or small pressure-sensor array touch-pads, replacing sites of the keys, together with air turbulence measurements, and air pressure average measurements as provided for in the invention. In either instrument adaptation, the instrument may be maintained as a sounding instrument or used as a model for an all electric controller. In a sounding version, an attached or internal transducer may be used to provide both an audio signal for processing and a means for note event control extraction (for example, using pitch-to-MIDI technologies such as those of, or superseding, the Roland CP-40).

**[0436]** In the example flute and example recorder shown in FIG. 43, the body area around the flute embouchure wind opening 4301 and recorder wind opening 4351 may experience air pressure changes and turbulence which may be measured with sensors and signal processing as described earlier; if the sensors and wiring to them are mounted securely in low profile the instrument behavior and sound will not be noticeably affected. Alternatively, in non-sounding versions, more intrusive internal sensing of air turbulence and/or air pressure may be employed.

**[0437]** In a sounding adaptation of the closed hole flute 4300, the area of the keys which contact the fingers 4302 can
be covered with simple switches, a pressure-sensor, or a pressure-sensor array. Alternatively, in a non-sounding controller adaptation of the closed hole flute 4300, the area of the keys which contact the fingers 4302 can be replaced by simple switches, a pressure-sensor, or a pressure-sensor array. In the case of the open hole recorder, simple switches, a pressure-sensor, or a pressure-sensor array can be put around the perimeter of any of each single-hole 4353, each double-hole 4354, and the thumb-hole 4355. Because of special playing techniques associated with the double-holes (i.e., “half-covering”) and thumb-hole (thumb tip flip or other “half-covering” methods), these areas may be handled with more specialized switch and/or sensor arrangements.

0438 For the most part such hole-positioned and key-positioned sensors may be used to assist in issuing note events but ranges of additional technique can be developed for more sophisticated control. A less technique-oriented approach would be to put simple switches, a pressure-sensor, or a pressure-sensor array in an area 4306, 4356 where a thumb is otherwise only used for supporting the instrument.

0439 As with the other instrument examples, it may also be advantageous to place additional instrument elements such as strum-pads, touch-pads, sliders, switches, buttons, other sensors, etc., on the body of the instrument.

0440 4.10 Gongs, Bells, Cymbals, Chime Bars, Other Metallaphones, and Acoustic Drum Heads

0441 Gongs, bells, cymbals, chime bars, xylophones, and other metallaphones, as well as the stretched heads of acoustic drums, can be problematic to amplify because they typically undergo significant displacement motion when struck yet their sound may alter significantly if this motion is restrained and/or if a surface transducer is attached to them. It is noted that there are many types of musically useful non-stereotypical gongs with widely varying timbres, including for example the non-crashing, pitched Indonesian gongs with close-set overtones which beat at low frequencies creating a complex tremolo effect that sounds in many of these instruments very similar to pitch vibrato.

0442 The invention provides for quality audio signal capture from these types of instruments because of their musical usefulness, the rich possibilities for signal processing their sounds, and the visual appeal of their playing in a performance situation. FIG. 44 shows how an optical pickup may be created for a suspended gong; this technique may also be used for many other types of metallaphones and acoustic drum heads. In the example, a gong 4400 is supported by small ropes 4401a through holes 4401b or other means. Etched into, polished into, sprayed onto, adhered onto, etc. the gong 4400 is a reflective or refractive area 4404 which may be unstructured or may include a reflective pattern or refractive properties. One or more, typically two, light sources 4402a, 4402b, typically coherent and/or modulated, direct light beams 4403a, 4403b to the reflective or refractive area 4404. The materials, light sources, and geometry are arranged so that the return light path 4405 is modulated in amplitude and/or intensity when the gong vibrates at audio frequencies. Reflective or refractive light 4405 from the gong is directed at one or more light detectors 4406 which use the resulting light amplitude or intensity modulation to create an audio signal. Highpass filters are used to remove subsonic signals resulting from the swaying of the gong. FIG. 45 shows an example metal bar which can be mounted so that extremes of impact displacement are relatively confined. In this arrangement the bar 4450 is suspended by small ropes 4451a through holes 4451b or other means. The vibration of the bar may be captured in a number of ways; illustrated are a similar optical sensor 4452, and electromagnetic pickup 4453 should the bar 4450 be ferromagnetic or have a ferromagnetic plating or attachment near the pickup, and a capacitive plate 4454 which can be used to measure the varying capacitance between the plate 4454 and the bar 4450 via wires 4455a, 4455b connected to the plate 4454 and a conducting support rope 4451a or other means. Similar methods may be employed for acoustic drum heads. Not shown is the case where a bar or syne is tightly secured on one end; in this case not only may the bar be amplified by similar methods but also by a piezo sensor in the support as in the case of the Mbira discussed earlier.

0443 It is noted that these pickup strategies all pick up localized vibrations from the metallaphone. As with instrument strings, the produced timbres will vary widely with the selected pickup area. It is therefore provided for in the invention that multiple pickup areas may be used, permitting multi-channel signal processing to be applied to a single gong in a way like that described earlier for instrument strings.

0444 FIG. 45 shows example gong arrays as part of a one-hand or two-hand percussion instrument stand 4500. The top tier of gongs 4501.1-4501n in this example are shaped gongs such as the Indonesian gongs described earlier. The middle tier of gongs 4502.1-4502n in this example are flat gong plates such as those found in Chinese percussion. Also shown in this example instrument are two sets of acoustic drums 4603 configured for one-hand rolls as described earlier for electronic pads; the vibration of the heads of these drums are captured as per the described methods for gongs and bars.

0445 5 Alternative Audio and Control Signal Sources

0446 Historically new instruments have been created through incorporation of not only newly developed technologies but also newly discovered phenomena. In this section recently available understanding of largely unrecognized or unutilized processes are adapted by the invention for use in generation audio and/or control signals.

0447 5.1 Chemical Oscillations, Patterns, Waves, and Rhythms

0448 The Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction [Tyson] and many similar “non-equilibrium” chemical reactions exhibit oscillatory and animated pattern-forming wave propagation and mathematical chaos effects which can be visually and electrically monitored [Gray, Scott]. These behaviors are the result of nonlinear dynamics governing the evolving reaction concentrations varying within the mixture over time [Nicolis]. Varying types of electrodes can be used to measure component reactants independently. If multiple electrodes are used, differing but correlated waveforms are produced simultaneously, useful for both control and spatial timbre formation methods described later on. To some extent these reaction processes may also be controlled [Kuoff, Nagy-Ungvarai et. al.] via electric fields, reactant modulation, etc.—means that in fact can be controlled directly or indirectly by electrical signals. Chemical indicators may be used
to visually enhance the observable contrast of pattern animation [Tyson; Orban et. al.]. The resulting animated patterns, which range from swirling spirals to complex tidal forms—remnants of 1960’s animated hallucinogenic iconography—can be captured by video camera. The character of the patterns have visual and intuitive appeal and familiarity because they readily occur in biology, geology, and other parts of nature [Nicolis, Baras]. Populations of these chemical systems can be coupled by various means and as thus are observed to have rhythmic and turbulent behaviors [Kuramoto]. These various dynamical properties of nonequilibrium chemical reactions can be adapted to create a new exciting class of instrument entities and performing environments which are described herein.

[0449] 5.1.1 Chemical Oscillators as Sound Sources

[0450] In their simplest form, these chemical reactions act largely as simple oscillators [Tyson; Gray, Scott]. The oscillations are the result of nonlinear dynamics governing the evolving reactant concentrations varying within the mixture over time and typically are in the form of slowly evolving limit cycles [Field, Noyes; Gray, Scott]. Each reactant-monitoring electrode then produces an oscillatory signal for the duration of the oscillatory concentration variation of that reactant.

[0451] In practice most oscillations occur at slow rates, for example with a period of 40-60 seconds, and have a short life time, for example under a hundred cycles, unless reactants are refreshed. The design of wider ranges of chemical oscillators has been investigated [Epstein; Epstein] and in that it is conjectured that chemical oscillations may drive insect wing vibrations it may be possible to design triggered chemical oscillators that oscillate at audio rates with various oscillatory durations. Such chemical reactions, when electrically monitored, can be used directly as sound sources in the same manner as an electromagnetically monitored or piezo-mechanically monitored guitar string.

[0452] Less speculatively, recorded measurements of known slow short-lived oscillatory chemical reactions [Gray, Scott] may be captured and processed as “audio samples” which can be pitch-shifted and spliced for arbitrary duration with conventional audio sampling technology. Further, mathematical models of these oscillatory behaviors [Field, Noyes] can be numerically simulated and altered so as to change rate, duration, and other attributes [Wang, Nicolis] as per model-based audio synthesis. Such numerical models then add a new non-auditory class of modeled elements to the well establish acoustically vibrating ones such as strings, pipes, tynes, membranes, etc., and as with the acoustic-based models, can be adapted and extended to create yet other new effects.

[0453] 5.1.2 Chemical Patterns as a Dynamic Controller

[0454] The inherent time scales of visual and electrically measurable pattern evolution in most of the well-know nonequilibrium chemical reactions, along with their potential for direct and indirect electrical controllability, makes these nonequilibrium chemical reactions interesting candidates for the generation of control signals. The invention provides for the spatial patterns of these non-equilibrium chemical reactions to be measured and converted into control signals and potentially, with any of several chemical processes, to control via control signals and/or video capture for display or recording. The invention provides that these measured control signals may be used to control any one or more of note events, signal processing, lighting, or special effects.

[0455] The invention provides for spatial patterns of these non-equilibrium chemical reactions to be measured electronically by specific types of electrodes [Gray, Scott] and/or via a video camera combined with image analysis, parameter extraction, and control signal assignment. If electrodes are used, these may be of various types, including those responsive to variations in specific families of ion concentrations [Gray, Scott] as well as those used to measure electric fields, potential differences, electrical resistance, etc. These electrodes may be distributed spatially in one, two, or three dimensions. FIG. 46 illustrates spatial arrays of electrodes which may be used for measurement, as well as control, in two-dimensional and three-dimensional configurations. In an example two-dimensional configuration, a shallow vessel 4610 has its bottom surface fitted with a two-dimensional array of electrodes 4611 selected from among the types cited earlier. These electrodes connect by wires 4612 to interface electronics 4613 that extracts the measurement information, from this extracts parameters (potentially under stored program control), and then assigns these parameters (potentially under stored program control) to outgoing control signals 4614. Some of the electrodes 4611 may be measurement only, some may be control only, and some may be dual-use. Any control capabilities and/or stored program recall may be controlled by incoming control signals 4615. In an example three-dimensional configuration, a volume vessel 4620 has its bottom surface fitted with a three-dimensional array of electrodes 4621 selected from among the types cited earlier. These electrodes connect by wires 4622 to interface electronics 4623 that extracts the measurement information, from this extracts parameters (potentially under stored program control), and then assigns these parameters (potentially under stored program control) to outgoing control signals 4624. Some of the electrodes 4621 may be measurement only, some may be control only, and some may be dual-use. Any control capabilities and/or stored program recall may be controlled by incoming control signals 4625. Also illustrated in the three-dimensional example are an example reactant intake tube 4632 and example reactant outtake tube 4634 through which new reactants 4631 may be introduced and old reactants 4633 may be extracted; this arrangement can be used to vary the relative concentrations of chemicals in the vessel or maintain balance through reactant refreshing. The exchange rates and relative concentrations levels can be electrically controlled by conventional chemistry instrumentation means and thus the invention provides for these to be potentially controlled by incoming control signals. It is understood that multiple intakes and outtakes such as 4632, 4634 may be utilized, and that the intakes and outtakes may have interior spatial distribution structures within the vessel 4620. It is also understood that these methods would also be applicable for one-dimensional or two-dimensional arrangements and other vessel shapes such as dishes, tubes, etc.

[0456] It is also possible to measure the evolving chemical patterns with a video camera, particularly when differentiating visual indicator compounds [Tyson; Orban et. al.] are introduced into the mixture. FIG. 47 shows an arrangement where evolving chemical patterns 4700 in the dish 4610 of FIG. 46 are illuminated with light sources 4701 and visually monitored by an overhead camera 4702; here the light
sources and camera are supported by arbitrary stand methods 4703. The invention provides in particular for the video camera 4702 to be combined with simple to complex real-time image processing operations such as position threshold detection, edge detection location, pattern detection, pattern area measurement, pattern rate of change, etc. to derive a multitude of parameters which may be mapped into control signals. Because visual chemical indicators can be used to identify localized concentrations levels of specific chemicals, the aforementioned pattern recognition techniques may in some configurations conceptually be used in place of the potentially more costly chemical-measurement electrode arrays and supporting electronics.

[0457] The invention provides for the aforementioned arrangements to be used an interactive chemical performance environment. Outgoing control signals generated by the spatial chemical patterns may be used to control any one or more of note events, time modulation, lighting, and special effects. Incoming control signals provided by or extracted from audio signals, electronic instrument elements, real-time sequencers, actuators, video cameras, or body position indicators (gestures, dance, stage position) can be used to control the evolution and influence the shapes of the chemical patterns. Video of the patterns may be displayed on monitors or projected, via video projector, onto the stage area behind, above, or on one or more performers. The projected video image may be actual or processed by video signal processing (for example, changing color maps, contrast, polarization quantization, contrast, etc.) which in turn may be controlled by control signals generated in real-time by the performers. In this manner, one or more performers may interactively perform with music, sound, and visual effect with a non-equilibrium chemical reaction environment.

[0458] It is also possible to numerically or electronically simulate the chemical dynamics on a computer, generating similar types of control signals, visual output, and interactive control capabilities. This methodology is discussed in more detail. Because numerical and electronic simulation can simulate the process beyond physical limitations, in principal a broader range of interactive dynamics would be made possible by this method. However, the excitement and charm of interacting with a live chemical process is difficult to entirely replace with a computer program.

[0459] 5.2 Photoacoustic Sources

[0460] Photoacoustic phenomena is a relatively new area of study. Although most of the gathered knowledge and work in progress is largely oriented to probably inapplicable areas relating to, for example, non-destructive testing, there are a few phenomena, such as light stimulated acoustic emissions and the modulation of light through vibrating transparent or translucent materials that can be developed for musical purposes [Lishers, Murphy et. al.; Bicanic, Dane]. The invention provides for the incorporation of these, particularly in that light can be used as part of performance and visually recorded material.

[0461] FIG. 48 illustrates example optical measurements of photoacoustic phenomena in applicable materials 4900, 4910 which may be converted to electrical signals, and an example electro-acoustic measurement of photo-induced acoustic phenomena in applicable materials 4920. Example photoacoustic materials 4900, 4910, 4920 may be in gas, crystal, liquid crystal, plastic, elastic, fluidic or other forms.

[0462] For material 4900 which emits light in response to acoustic vibration, a light sensor 4901 may be used to recover the light emission event. For material 4910 which modulates light in response to acoustic vibration, a light sensor 4901 may be used to recover light provided by a light source 4902 which is directed through the material 4910. For material 4920 which emits acoustic vibration in response to light, an electro-acoustic sensor 4921 may be used to sense acoustic vibration emitted in response to one or more appropriately positioned light sources 4902a, 4902b.

[0463] In the above, it is noted that ultra-sonic vibration, even up to a few hundred Khz, is still potentially useful as these signals may be pitch-shifted or heterodyned down to audio ranges.

[0464] 5.3 Electronic/numerical System and Relational Simulation

[0465] Electronic and/or numerical algorithm methods may be used to implement mathematical dynamical models including mechanical vibration, fluid mechanics, stellar evolution, biological processes, etc. as well as abstract non-equilibrium, fractal, and chaos process models. Such models are already in place in the synthesis of musical sound vibration processes modeling conventional musical instruments, for example, in model-based sound synthesis as used in the Yamaha VL1.

[0466] Because numerical and electronic simulation can generalize the process beyond physical limitations, in principal a broader range of interactive dynamics and real-time measurements of them would be possible as compared to that which could be obtained in the real-world under realistic conditions. Further, electronically or numerically modeled processes may be time-scaled so as to produce audio frequencies or more slowly evolving control signals. The invention provides for the use of such electronic and/or numerical algorithm methods so as to implement mathematical dynamical models of adapted real-world or abstract processes. Incoming control signals can be used to select and/or affect the structure and/or parameters of the modeled dynamics and/or relations, and the modeled dynamics and/or relations may be used to create any one or more slowly varying outgoing control signals, visual image signals, or direct audio signals.

[0467] Examples of abstract processes may include interactive navigation through a fractal structure, the fractional integration of an audio frequency square wave as it evolves into triangle and parabolic waveforms, etc. Examples of real-world models rich in semiotic value for performance may include adaptations of interactive control of galactic interaction dynamics, language models, etc. as well as the use of literary plots, classical mythologies, etc. which have been used by composers for centuries (i.e., Monteverdi’s Orfeo, Strauss’ Electra, Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex, etc.)

[0468] 5.4 Environmental

[0469] Earlier instrument elements and instrument entities associated with environmental aspects of stages, rooms, and the outdoors were described. Examples of this include the tracking of the position and/or motion of performers, the tracking of artificial fog cloud migration, room internal and outdoor meteorology, and audience motion activity. As indicated in those discussions, these may be used to the
extent artistically applicable, to generate control signals for the control of note events, signal processing, lighting, and special effects.

[0470] 6 Generalized Instrument Interfaces

[0471] Referring to FIG. 1, it is recalled that the invention provides for both instrument entities 100 and signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120 to be fitted with compatible electrical interfaces, termed generalized instrument interfaces or (more concisely, generalized interfaces) 110, which can exchange any of the following:

[0472] incoming electrical power (111)

[0473] outgoing control signals from switches, controls, keyboards, sensors, etc., typically in the form of MIDI messages but which may also include contact closure or other formats (112)

[0474] control signals to lights, pyrotechnics, or other special effect elements within and/or attached to the instruments, said signals being either in the form of MIDI messages, contact closure, or other formats (113)

[0475] outgoing audio signals from individual audio-frequency elements or groups of audio-frequency elements within the instruments (114)

[0476] incoming excitation signals directed to individual audio-frequency elements or groups of audio-frequency elements within the instruments (115)

[0477] outgoing video signals (such as NTSC, PAL, SECAM) or image signals sent from the instrument (116)

[0478] incoming video signals (such as NTSC, PAL, SECAM) or image signals sent to the instrument for purposes such as display or as part of a visually controlled instrument (117).

[0479] The interfaces may be realized by any one or more of connectors, cables, fibers, radio links, wireless optical links, etc., individually, in combinations, or in or sequences of these.

[0480] In most envisioned realizations this interface would be involve one or more connectors fitted with driving and/or receiving electronics, and the connectors on instrument entities 100 and signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120 would be connected by a plurality of wires in either balanced or unbalanced transmission mode. Alternatively one or more coax cables, fiber optic cables, radio links, wireless optical links, etc. may be used to replace part or all of the plurality of wires. Any of these approaches may use any of a variety of multiplexing techniques (frequency-modulated and/or phase-modulated, and/or amplitude-modulated carrier, wavelength-division, time-division, carrier-less constellation synthesis (such as CAP), statistical, etc.) individually or in combination to reduce the number of partitioned physical signal channels (wires, fibers, radio channels, wavelengths, etc.).

[0481] When these generalized interfaces are realized via one or more physical cables (electrical, optical, etc.), some realizations may use a single connector for fully spanning generalized applications while other realizations may consist of an ensemble of connectors in a functional split so as to handle particular organization, expansion, and/or evolutionary needs.

[0482] FIG. 49 shows how generalized interfaces can be built in whole or via separable parts which may be used selectively as needed or appropriate. In a single connector all-purpose approach, a single cable 4901 carries all the signals allowed for in the generalized interface up to a predefined number of maximum instances. Referring to FIG. 1, all instrument entities 100 and signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120 would provide mating connectors to that of 4902. In one implementation, the cable 4901 and connector 4902 provide a relatively large number of separate interconnecting wires, for example twenty to thirty.

[0483] Alternatively, in a future preferred arrangement employing then low-cost standard signal multiplexing and/or directional multiplexing techniques, this cable 4901 could be a simple one or two fiber optic or coax cables potentially supplemented with two to three power conductors; alternatively, if any coax cables are used to carry signals they can also be used to simultaneously carry power on the same conductors. Further, if each instrument is able to provide its own power by means of wall plugs and/or batteries, the aforementioned implementations need not include any power carrying capabilities and associated conductors. In this arrangement it will be further possible to use radio and/or optical wireless channels to carry the signals among instrument entities 100 and signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 120. In this arrangement then, a common multiplexed incoming and outgoing signal, potentially itself directionally multiplexed on the same channel, can be carried interchangeably by optical fiber, coax cable, wireless radio, or wireless optical transmission mediums.

[0484] Alternatively, it is possible to functionally partition the generalized interface into standardized component interfaces which may be served by separate connectors. A multi-connector “Hydra” cable can be used to provide selected groups of two or more of these standardized connectors, including a “fully-populated” Hydra cable with all the defined connectors. If only one connector of the several defined ones is needed, then a single connector cable may be used if desired; for this reason, it may be desirable to assign connectors to the functional partitions which are standardly available on mass-produced single connector cables. FIG. 49 shows an example of this arrangement. A fully-populated Hydra cable 4911 may include the following partition and assigned connectors:

[0485] Two “single-channel” group audio outputs (unbalanced, dedicated ground) 4912; for example, a TRS male plug.

[0486] Ten or twelve multi-channel audio outputs (unbalanced, dedicated ground) and audio power 4913; for example a 13-pin DIN male or HDB 15-pin VGA male (with 14 pins actually populated and connector shells interconnected).

[0487] One video out channel and one video in channel (unbalanced, dedicated ground) and incoming video power 4914; 6-pin DIN male.

[0488] One balanced MIDI out channel and incoming MIDI power (on non-MIDI pins) 4915, 5-pin DIN male.
balanced MIDI in channel and incoming controlled element power (on non-MIDI pins) 4916; 5-pin DIN male.

Six excitation drive channels (unbalanced, dedicated ground) 4917: 8-pin DIN connector (only six pins need if the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120 creates the relatively high-power drive signals, while eight pins allow provision of power to the instrument entity 100 for internal high-power signal generation).

Further, any connectors not served by a given Hydra cable and/or expansions to support additional channel-carrying needs may be supported with additional cables:

It is understood that the aforementioned as explained and illustrated in FIG. 49 are merely examples; other arrangements are possible.

7 Signal Routing, Processing, and Synthesis

The general principals for the architecture of the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120 as provided for by the invention include all or a significant number of the following:

flexible multi-channel handling of audio, control, and video signals

a hierarchically modular control and control signal routing structure

course to very fine-grain control signal routing (for example, in the context of MIDI, routing at the MIDI port level, routing the MIDI channel level, and routing at the individual note number and continuous controller number levels)

the incorporation of mixing in audio routing and message merging and polyadic operations in control signal routing

control signal extraction from audio and/or video

audio signal, control signal, and potentially video signal processing

audio signal, control signal, and potentially video signal synthesis

real-time control signal/event replay

all under extensive real-time control.

Audio Signal Routing

Audio signal routing is provided for in the invention by both switching and mixing functions. Switching functions may be realized as stored program cross-bar switches. Mixing functions may be provided in the form of possible multiple-input multiple-output mixing matrices and an additional final mixing stage may include some dedicated signal processing functions. Mixing functions provided for in the invention are advantageously controlled in real-time by control signals.

Functional examples of the functionality provided for in said multiple-input, multiple output mixing matrices is that of the Sound Sculpture model Switchblade MIDI-controlled mixer (but empowered with a significantly larger number than two MIDI continuous controller inputs) or the Peavey PM-8128 (but provide with additional inputs and outputs). Functional examples of the functionality provided for in said final mixing is that of the Yamaha DMP MIDI-controlled mixer models, particularly the DMP 9-16 (but with additional presets). In the invention, the mixing and switching functions are preferably an integrated component within a larger-scale hardware and software construct rather than an off-the-shelf module.

General Audio Switching and Mixing

Referring to FIGS. 1-2, input signals directed to audio routing and mixing may include the audio outputs from the instrument entities 100, outputs from audio signal processing elements 125, and audio signal synthesis elements 129a. Still referring to FIGS. 1-2, output signals directed from audio routing and mixing may include audio inputs to exciter elements within instrument entities 100, audio signal processing 125, control signal extraction 128a, and the overall audio outputs to amplification and/or recording facilities.

Multi-Channel Audio Signal Handling

The invention provides for extensive support for and exploitation of multi-channel audio signals from instruments with multiple vibrating elements.

Multi-channel transducers have been used in multiple-vibrating-element musical instruments; these uses appear to be confined to guitar synthesizer interfaces (as with the Boss GP-10), individual adjustment of each vibrating element mix level (as with the Gibson Chet Atkins guitar), and creation of panned stereo mixes (Biax pickup, Passaic synthesizer interface, Turner string pan-pot guitar, Van Halen-endorsed guitar with right/left switches for each string). These similar approaches may be generalized by a common diagram. FIG. 50 shows multiple vibrational elements with multi-channel transducers applied directly to stereo or multi-channel mix-down. Each of a plurality of vibrating elements 5001.1-5001.n are coupled by appropriate but separable means to each of a plurality of transducers 5002.1-5002.n, each producing electrical signals which are applied to either single channel or stereo mixing circuitry. In the case of the Gibson Chet Atkins electric-acoustic guitar, the mix is monaural and as such is equivalent to delivery only through output A 5004a, with no implementation of output B 5004b. In the case of the Biax pickup, the "pan" position in the stereo field is hard-set to either output A 5004a or output B 5004b. In the case of the Turner guitars, the "pan" position in the stereo field is set between output A 5004a or output B 5004b via adjustable potentiometers.

Specifically the invention provides for bringing the signals from multi-channel transducers 5002.1-5002.n to individual signal processing stages 5005.1-5005.n before mixing, allowing far more extensive capabilities to be created. FIG. 51 shows multiple vibrational elements with multi-channel transducers and individual signal processing prior to mixing. FIG. 51 highlights the functional signal processing distinction from existing commercial products generalized by FIG. 50.

This relatively simple conceptual (though potentially hardware and/or software intensive) change makes a number of extraordinary things possible:
Conventional pitch-shifting signal processing can be used on each string signal to create:

“generalized pedal steel guitars” (augmenting or replacing mechanical pedal tuning changers with pedal, lever, spring-wheel, optical, or other electronic controls determining pitch shift amount)

instantly retunable guitars (augmenting or replacing mechanical tuning changers such as the Hip-shot “Triology”)

A true electronic simulation of so-called “multi-course” instruments (such as a 12-string guitar, mandolin, lute, etc.) where individual elements making up the “multi-course” are simulated using pitch shifting to create either octaves or slightly mis-tuned unisons

multi-key, multi-modal Indian sitars; here drone and sympathetic strings can be electronically retuned while playing, allowing a more flexible and robust mix between Eastern (fixed tonality) and Western (modulating tonality) musical forms.

multi-key, multi-modal African mbiras, African koras, Japanese kotos etc.; here fixed pitch vibrating elements (strings, strings) can be electronically retuned while playing, allowing a more flexible and robust mix between Eastern (fixed tonality) and Western (modulating tonality) musical forms.

Spatial-spectral animated instruments where individual vibrating element sounds may be location modulated within a stereophonic or other spatial sound field (using low-frequency sweep chorusing, continuous auto-panning, etc.).

separate distortion circuits for each vibrating element, for example, to create: powerful guitar chord sounds previously obtained only by multiple instruments or multi-track recording

simulated sitar-bridge effects (using the methods to be described in conjunction with FIG. 39)

Finely frequency-equalized instruments where different frequency equalizations are applied to each vibrating element.

mixed timbre instruments where different signal processing methods are applied to each vibrating element.

(More recently, a functionally limited—although very technologically progressive—version of the signal processing approach illustrated in FIG. 52 has since appeared in the Roland VG-1 COSM guitar emulation product.)

FIG. 52 shows addition of a control signal extraction element to the arrangement of FIG. 51. As shown in FIG. 52, the invention provides for signal outputs from the multi-channel transducer(s) to be fed in parallel to a control signal extractor 5010, so as to simultaneously issue control signals 5011 to any one or more of music synthesizers, signal processors, lighting, special effects, etc. The invention therein provides for an operating mode of control signal extraction where each individual vibrating element to have associated with it one or more individual control signals. The resulting system, then, can assign a given vibrating element to individual signal processing, individual synthesizer voice, or both in combination. This permits a basic conventional instrument structure (such as a guitar, violin, steel guitar, koto, or mbira) and essentially conventional playing techniques to control an unprecedented rich range of sounds. (Even more recently, Roland has since announced a cable fan-out product allowing their VG-I multi-channel signal processor to operate simultaneously with their GP-10 and related guitar to MIDI interface products.)

Further enhancements are also possible. For example,

in practice it may be desirable to have a different number of signal processors than vibrating elements; for example:

in generalized steel guitars, only a few strings at a time may actually be candidates for pitch shifting

in spatial-spectral (panning, chorusing, etc.) animation, the actual number of animation channels need not match the number of vibrating elements

in a highly functional system, several signal processors may be used in parallel for one or more vibrating elements.

FIG. 53 shows partial mix-downs of vibrating element signals fed to a number of signal processors 5005.1-5005.n and straight-through paths 5007.1-5007.m en route to subsequent mix-down. The (pre-signal processing) input mixer 5006 is used to route and/or mix various multi-channel transducer signals to a structured and controllable multi-channel mix. Several variations of this arrangement are suggested by FIG. 53:

there can be zero, one or more straight paths 5007.1-5007.m

there are a total of at least three signal processors 5005.1-5005.n and/or straight paths 5007.1-5007.m involved

there is a minimum of one signal processor (or else the two mixers 5003 and 5006 functionally collapse into one, functionally resulting in the arrangement of FIG. 50)

although the interconnection details for connecting the synthesizer interface are shown, the synthesizer interface need not be included.

FIG. 54 shows another arrangement wherein a switching matrix 5008 is used in place of the input mixer 5006 to select which individual vibrating element 5001.1-5001.n signal is assigned to which signal processor 5005.1-5005.k. This arrangement is particularly relevant to the generalized retuning of certain vibrational elements, as in adapted pedal steel guitar and adapted sitar described earlier.

The invention also provides for several signal processors to be pooled and used in various parallel, series, or other topological interconnections serving one or more vibrating elements. FIG. 55 shows a more flexible example method for providing signal processors with vibrating elements' signals and other signal processor outputs via switch matrix, and additional partial mix-downs by replacing said switch matrix 5008 with an input mixer 5006.
[0539] The invention provides for any of the above systems to be integrated together into a common system sharing a common configuration preset storage and recall facility. FIG. 56 shows configuration control of signal processors, mixers, any switch matrix, and synthesizer interfaces via logic circuitry and/or microprocessing. As illustrated in FIG. 56, this is simply a matter of putting all or some combination of the mixers (5003 and/or 5006), switch matrices 5008, signal processors 5005.1-5005.k, and/or synthesizer interfaces, as relevant, under the control of logic circuitry and/or microprocessors 5009 which can provide such preset storage and recall functions.

[0540] By combining the multi-channel signal handling with excitation, not only can individual vibratory elements be assigned to various signal processing and synthesizer controlling roles, but also individual vibratory elements can now be assigned feedback modes where selected vibratory elements can sustain vibration as if they were bowed, in an electric-guitar feedback arrangement, etc. Further, through use of additional switching, signal processing can be added to the feedback loop as discussed earlier, but on an individual vibratory element basis. Finally, since feedback arrangements tend to emphasize higher harmonics of vibration, and the dynamics of the relative levels of the harmonic mix can be varied dramatically by touching elements or varying feedback characteristics (via signal processing in the excitation feedback loop), the invention provides for control signal extraction to be expanded to respond to details of the overtone content as discussed later.

[0541] FIG. 57 shows a very general combined environment for multi-channel signal processing, mixing, excitation, and program control of overall configuration. In FIG. 57 the general combined environment incorporates a plurality of separate feedback loops for each vibratory element, each loop featuring a loop signal processor 5021.1-5021.n (which here could be as simple as a level control) which may be controlled by control signals as provided for in the invention. Many possible variations of this approach which may omit or simplify any of the elements shown in FIG. 57 can be realized; for example the signal processors 5005.1-5005.k and 5021.1-5021.n may be pooled together in their association with mixers 5006 and/or switches 5008 with said mixers 5006 and/or switches 5008 sending signals to the excitation drive amplifiers 5022.1-5022.n.

[0542] 7.2 Audio Signal Processing

[0543] Many of the audio signal processing elements cited as 125 (FIG. 1), 2211 (FIGS. 25-26), 5005.1-5005.k (FIGS. 51-57), and elsewhere in this document can be adequately realized by any number of the standard multifunction MIDI-controlled signal processing modules such as the Roland model RSP-550, Boss model SE-70, Ensoniq model DP/4, ART model SGE Mach-II, Digitech model GSP21, etc. In the invention, these signal processing functions are preferably an integrated component within a larger-scale hardware and software construct rather than an off-the-shelf module. The invention provides not only for the incorporation of these into the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120 (FIGS. 1-2) in the ways described below but also for additional audio signal processing methods which are not commercially available and which are described below.

[0544] 7.2.1 Spatially Distributed Timbre Construction

[0545] Because of the extensive binaural capabilities of human hearing, stereo and other multi-channel sound fields can be used to create a number of musically useful timbral construction ranging from the subtle to the powerful and the beautiful to the bombastic.

[0546] Examples of this, commonly found, are stereo-output chorus, stereo-output flangers, stereo-output reverb, stereo-output echo and/or reverb, etc., but the spatial construction of timbres may be carried far beyond these simple and now commonplace effects. The following discussion explains some example techniques; the role and value of these techniques are developed further in subsequent material following that below.

[0547] 7.2.1.1 Cross-Channel Modulated Delay

[0548] The invention provides for methods to enhance, and to more significantly increase the depth of, a stereo signal set source whose components have similar but slightly different timbres, particularly if the timbres are time-varying. Examples of such stereo signal set sources include the stereo outputs of traditional choruses, flangers, reverbs, etc., a pair of signal distortion elements with different characteristics, two harmonized synthesizer voices or pitch-shifter outputs, the separate outputs of a single two-oscillator synthesizer voice, etc. FIG. 58 shows a stereo-input, stereo output configuration of two monaural flange and/or chorus elements wherein the unaltered signal of each input channel is combined with a delay-modulated signal from the opposite channel. Each input 5801, 5802 is presented to a dedicated delay-modulation element 5809, 5810 and a dedicated output channel summer 5831, 5832. Internally each delay-modulation element 5809, 5810 consists of a variable delay implemented in this example by changing the clock speed of a clocked delay line 5803, 5804 by means of a variable clock oscillator 5805, 5806. The speed of the clocking oscillator is controlled by a variable low-speed modulating “sweep” oscillator 5807, 5808. Since the sweep oscillator’s output is periodic, it is possible to implement the clocked delay line 5803, 5804 not only by changing the sample rate but by loading fixed-rate samples into a ring buffer and reading out of the ring buffer at a rate set by the variable clock 5805, 5806. Other implementations of delay-modulation elements 5809, 5810 are also possible as known to those familiar with the art. The outputs 5821, 5822, respectively, of each delay-modulation element 5809, 5810 respectively, are directed to the summing elements 5832, 5833, respectively associated with the opposite unaltered input channel 5802, 5801, respectively, producing stereo outputs 5832, 5831. The delayed signals 5821, 5822, may be summed at the summing elements 5832, 5833 in additive, subtractive or other phase-shifted or phase-dispersed relationships. In a preferred implementation the two sweep oscillators 5807, 5808 operate at slightly different sweep frequencies and are free-running (unsynchronized) if possible.

[0549] (It is noted that a similar, restricted version of this has since been incorporated as one of the effector modes, namely “cross-over chorus”, of the Korg model X5DR synthesizer module. In the Korg implementation, however, the two sweep oscillators 5807, 5808 have been replaced by a single sweep oscillator with two phase-locked quadrature, i.e., 90-degree phase difference, outputs.)
[0550] It is noted the above arrangement may naturally be extended beyond stereo to accommodate additional input and/or output channels. The most general implementation would have N inputs, M outputs, N-1 variable speed swept delays, and M summers with N inputs summed with adjustable gains and/or phase relationships; simplifications of course are possible. One example application would include M-speaker (i.e., M=4 for quadrophonic) amplification. Another example application with M=2 for stereo and N=2 similar signal sources would build an enhanced version of the sonic effect.

[0551] In the above it is noted that when pluralities of elements (for example, spatializer and distortion elements) are cited, the elements in the plurality need not be identical in their type and/or parameterized settings. Further, various parameters of each of the elements (modulation speed, modulation depths, relative amplitudes in audio mixes, etc.) may be advantageously controlled in real-time by control signals for expression (from instrument entities, foot controllers, etc.), further correlation with the signal source (for example, using envelope extraction control signals) or further levels of animated enhancement (employing additional sweep oscillators, envelope generators, etc.).

[0552] 7.2.1.2 Multi-Level Stereo Chorused Distortion of Monaural Sources

[0553] The invention provides for creating a similar-signal stereo signal set from two distortion sources and presenting it to cross-channel modulated delay to synergistically transform a relatively spectrally dull signal, particularly a time varying one, into a very rich powerful sound. FIG. 59 illustrates a combination of a spatialized effect, two distortion elements, and a stereo (N=2, M=2) cross-channel modulated delay. In this example arrangement, the input signal 5900, which may be from a group pickup as shown, individual vibrating element pickup, audio signal synthesis element, microphone, etc., is applied to a stereo-output spatializing effect 5901 such as a stereo output chorus, flanger, etc. The resulting stereo signals 5902, 5903 are applied to distortion elements 5904, 5905. Fluctuations in the waveshape of the applied stereo signals 5902, 5903 cause significant dynamic timbral shifts from the distortion elements 5904, 5905, such fluctuations in the applied stereo signal waveshape may originate from the original signal 5900, from any one or more of amplitude animation, phase animation, delay accumulation, dynamic waveshaping processes, etc. in the spatializer 5901, or both in combination. The distortion elements 5904, 5905 produce a rich similar-signal stereo signal set 5906, 5907 which is then presented to a N=2, M=2 cross-channel modulated delay, resulting in stereo output signals 5909a, 5909b.

[0554] For a single input channel 5900, the invention provides for the expansion of such an arrangement to include additional processes to build an enhanced version of the sonic effect. For example, an N-output version of the spatializer 5901 (which may, for example, be implemented internally by two or more simpler spatializers in parallel, hierarchical, or other interconnection topologies) can be used in conjunction with N distortion elements in an N-input (N+2) M-output cross-channel modulated delay replacing 5908.

[0555] For multi-channel signal sources, the invention provides for each signal to be handled by a dedicated spatializer and several possible subsequent processing arrangements. As one example, assuming K input channels, selected outputs of each of the K spatializers may be mixed and presented to N (N being two or more) distortion elements which in turn are presented to an N input, M output cross-channel modulated delay replacing 5908. In another example, no pre-distortion mixing is used but rather each spatializer is provided with its own collection of two or more distortion elements; the collection of all outputs of these, which are of number J not equal to N, may be matrix-mixed to form N mixed outputs which are applied to an N input, M output cross-channel modulated delay replacing 5908. In another example, no pre-distortion mixing is used but rather each spatializer is provided with its own collection of two or more distortion elements; the collection of all outputs of these, which are of number N, may be directly applied to an N input, M output cross-channel modulated delay replacing 5908. Other arrangements similar in form and spirit are clearly possible.

[0556] In the above it is noted that when pluralities of elements (for example, spatializer and distortion elements) are cited, the elements in the plurality need not be identical in their type and/or parameterized settings. Further, various parameters of each of the elements (modulation speed, modulation depths, relative amplitudes in audio mixes, distortion parameters, etc.) may be advantageously controlled in real-time by control signals for expression (from instrument entities, foot controllers, etc.), further correlation with the signal source (for example, using envelope extraction control signals) or further levels of animated enhancement (employing additional sweep oscillators, envelope generators, etc.).

[0557] 7.2.1.3 Location Modulation

[0558] Location modulation has been commercially available in the form of “auto-panning” where an audio source is periodically panned back and forth between two stereo outputs. The invention provides for limiting periodic auto-panning of monaural sources sounding in isolation to be typically most effective when the degree of panning is limited and the modulation rate is low (as extreme settings of modulation depth and speed are typically not as widely musically useful). Under these conditions in a stereo sound field a signal source takes on an animated character but yet is not so blatantly spectrally modified as it is in chorus and flanging effects. The invention also provides for wider ranges of depth and speed to be used in the context of multi-channel auto-panning, discussed next, and layered signal processing discussed below and already touched upon in the discussion associated with FIG. 39.

[0559] The invention provides for multi-channel versions of auto-panning. In layered signal processing, such as that discussed in the context of FIG. 39, auto-panning contributions work best within the invention if modulation sweep oscillators operate at different (typically only slightly different) modulation speeds. In the context of multi-channel signals provided by individual vibrating elements of an instrument entity 100, this unsynchronized configuration of modulation sweep oscillators can create inhomogeneous “bunching” effects when many modulation sweep oscillators take on identical or nearly-identical values in extreme ranges of the modulation sweep.

[0560] The invention provides for a much more homogeneous method for multi-channel periodic-sweep auto-pan-
ning, namely that of arranging the signal pan images in a phase-staggered constellation swept by a single modulating sweep oscillator. A simple example is that of stereo cross-panning where two input signals pan between stereo speakers in synchronized complementary directions. Another example is that of staggering the phases of a multiple phase output modulating sweep oscillator in some preassigned arrangement, such as offset from each other by a common phase-offset value. This may be used to pan the sounds from each individual vibrating element so that the individual panned sound images follow one another between two speakers. Similar methods can be used if there are more outputs (for example, quadraphonic, hexaphonic, octaphonic etc. speaker installations aligned in a plane or in 3 dimensions); here N input, M output mixers can be controlled by one or more single or multiple-phase output modulating sweep oscillators.

[00561] Control-signal invoked transient “one-shot” panning effects may also be obtained from commercial mixer products that feature a fade-time transient between pre-programmed amplitude settings (such as the Yamaha DMP series and Sound Sculpture Switchblade series). The invention provides for such transient effects to be used as a compositional element in music or a metaphorical or semiotic element in audio and/or audio-visual aspects of performance. In particular limited-duration panning trajectories of arbitrary nature, each affiliated with one of several individual sound sources, may be made to simultaneously and/or sequentially follow a predefined relative dynamical pattern. This can be used as a contrapuntal element in melody or abstract musical forms. It can also be used to create plot events in a composition or performance, such as in a musical composition, dance composition, or play concerning or involving the spatial interaction of bird sounds.

[00562] 7.2.1.4 Other Spatially Distributed Timbre Methods

[00563] Several other aspects of the invention to be presented below in other contexts also may be used to create spatially-distributed timbral realizations; their use as general audio signal processing elements 129a in this fashion is provided for as part of the invention.

[00564] One aspect of the invention which may be used for spatially-distributed timbral realizations is the two-input or multiple-input versions of the octave cross-product chain described later on in the context of audio signal synthesis waveshaping. As described there, this technique results in a number of parallel signal outputs with widely differing spectral contents and spectral animation features, and the animation features slow to a halt when all fundamental and overtone frequencies of the two input signals are brought into fixed integer and small integer-ratio multiplicative relationships. The aforementioned characteristics of the multiple outputs lend themselves to spatially-distributed timbral realizations since mixing of the outputs can partition the frequency content and animation features differently between final mix-down outputs. The invention provides for this method to be used as a signal processing technique. In one example usage, a pitch-shifter, sweep variable delay, etc. is used to construct a derivative frequency and/or phase shifted signal (the characteristics of which may be controlled by control signals for expression) from an original signal. The original and derivative signals are then fed into the octave cross-product chain to produce often spectacular spatially-distributed timbral realizations.

[00565] Another aspect of the invention which may be used for spatially-distributed timbral realizations is multi-channel waveshaping where a signal source is provided to a plurality of waveshapers each of which may be controlled by control signals. Each waveshaper output may then have differing frequency content and animation features which thus lend themselves to spatially-distributed timbral realizations in a multi-channel (stereo, quadraphonic, etc.) partition or mix-down. Of particular interest is the use of hysteric waveshaping, described later, which creates a wide range of spectral differences as the input waveform and/or hysteresis parameters change over time.

[00566] Another aspect of the invention which may be used for spatially-distributed timbral realizations is the use of later described layered audio signal processing methods. The invention does this by providing for each audio signal processing layer to be allocated a different proportion to each final mix-down output channel. These allocated mix proportions may be varied over time by control signals.

[00567] 7.2.2 Multi-Channel Audio Signal Handling

[00568] The invention provides for flexible homogeneous and inhomogeneous signal processing of multi-channel audio sources. Such multi-channel audio sources may for example include, referring to FIGS. 1-2, a multiple vibrating element instrument entity 100, multiple instances of audio signal synthesis elements 129a with single or multiple output-channels audio signal synthesis elements.

[00569] Several signal processing methods involving multi-channel signal sources have already been discussed thus far, particularly those in the previous few sub-sections. The invention further explicitly provides for dedicated, shared, or combined arrangements for audio signal processing elements within the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities 100 as shown in FIGS. 53-57. In particular, each signal from a multi-channel source may be handled differently with at least some of these signals processed by one or more audio signal processing elements 129a of identical, similar, or differing function. Conceptually, the most flexible of these are embodiments where input mixing 5006 is used to share the inputs and outputs of a pooled collection of signal processors as in FIGS. 55-57. The audio signal processing elements 129a may be any one or more of conventional signal processing functions provided by commercial products (chorus, flange, reverb, distortion, delay, filtering, equalization, etc., individually or in combination) as well as any one or more of the invention’s novel audio signal processing methods described thus far and below.

[00570] 7.2.3 Bass Note Derivation

[00571] The invention provides for the derivation of bass notes from signal sources. This is particularly relevant in the invention where signals from selected vibrating elements are used to create bass notes. The created bass notes may be heard in parallel with the original pitch of the signal (each pitch may be subject to different signal processing) or in replacement of it. In many cases this completely eliminates the need for bass accompaniment in a performance situation at the potential expense of melodic freedom of the bass line.

[00572] The invention provides for at least three methods of bass note derivation which may be used individually or in combination.
One of these methods is the use of control signal extraction to derive note events to run a bass note audio synthesis element (for example, a conventional audio synthesizer module transposed down one or more octaves or other large interval). If the bass interval is not always to be fixed, pre-programmed note transpositions reflecting desired harmony and/or player-controlled changes in pitch-shift interval may be used individually or in combination. This audio synthesizer method allows a wide range of sounds to be used but can be limited in how the bass note expression can be controlled from the original signal source. One solution to this provided for by the invention is the use of overtone parameter tracking in the control signal extraction; these additional parameters may be used to shape the synthesized sound through varying parameters in the synthesis process and/or by varying subsequence signal processing parameters.

Another method is through the use of conventional pitch shifters. If the bass interval is not always to be fixed, so-called “intelligent-harmony” pitch shifters (such as the Digitech model IP-33B) and or player-controlled changes in pitch-shift interval may be used individually or in combination. The use of pitch-shifting allows for nuances of the original signal source to be carried through but may suffer from delayed response, glitch, phasing, “Darth Vader,” or other undesirable or limiting artifacts.

Yet another method, should the bass interval always be related to the source pitch by octaves, the invention provides for an adaptation of the novel octave divide method used in the Boss OC-2 “Octaver” pedal. Although this technology does have glitching and monophonic limitations as described below, it works very well in responding to amplitude envelope attributes of the signal source. As is evident from the publicly available published service note schematic and usage of the device, each octave signal is created by frequency dividing the original signal (for example by means of a toggle flip-flop), scaling its amplitude by the instantaneous amplitude of the source signal (for example, through use of an envelope follower and a gain-control method), and combining this with a bit of the original signal to create a richer resulting overtone result. The unit suffers from the fact that harmonically rich signals often confuse the frequency dividers resulting in a very glitchy bass signal. Further, the method is monophonic; the playing of two notes at once processes only one bass signal, and usually an unusually unstable one. The invention provides for the glitch-free adaptation of the OC-2 technology to multiple vibrating element instruments by dedicating a specific low-pass filter and an allocated (or allocatable) OC-2 divider or divider chain to each selected vibrating element. In particular, the incoming individual vibrating element signal is low-pass filtered to greatly attenuate frequencies above the maximal fundamental frequency to be recognized by the arrangement (this maximal value may, in some circumstance be high enough to support unfretted string “chime” harmonics and the like). The combination of applying each instance OC-2 technology to a single vibrating element together with a highly emphasized fundamental frequency eliminates the glitching and monophonic limitations. The invention provides for a plurality of the described OC-2/filter arrangements, numbering for example three for a guitar, to be allocated to specific vibrating elements (fixed by design, selectable via stored program control, etc.). Further, the invention provides for the use of this technology should bass notes need to be non-octave in relation to the original signal: the nearest octave note can be generated by the OC-2/filter approach and an allocated pitch shifter may be used to make relatively smaller pitch changes, recognizing that smaller shift intervals tend to have less artifacts.

The invention provides for the layering of multiple audio signal processing paths driven from one or more shared sources and partitioned or mixed down to two or more output channels. Because this may be viewed as a superposition of several signal processing paths, this will be referred to as “layered audio signal processing.” One example of this has already been presented in the discussion relating to FIG. 39; here each layer is responsible for emulating a separate sympathetic string effect. As each layer is in the FIG. 39 example essentially identical, the layers may be called “homogeneous.” Some examples of homogeneous signal processing have since been devised, for example the “PentaChorus” preset of the Roland RSP-550 signal processing module. In contrast to homogeneous layered signal processing, FIG. 60 illustrates separable examples of inhomogeneous layered signal processing. The examples of FIG. 60 may be used as shown, with selected omissions, or as an archetype for similar constructions as provided for in the invention. In one example a group pickup signal 6001 is applied to a distortion element 6011 and a compression element 6013. Each of the output’s signals 6014, 6005 as well as the original signal are provided to separate spatializers 6012-6015 (for example, chorus, flange, reverb, etc.) which are then mixed down into a stereo signal 6021a, 6021b by an output mixer 6020. The invention provides for the substitution of any of the elements 6011, 6013, 6012-6015 with other types of audio signal processing elements as well as inclusion of additional layers. As expansion of the example, individual vibrating element signals from vibrating elements sharing the aforementioned group pickup can also be used to create additional layers. For example, an individual bass string signal 6002 (for example, the 5th and or 6th string of a guitar) may, in parallel, be processed by a pitch-shifter, OC-2/filter, etc. 6016 to create a bass note pitch signal 6006 which, in turn, may be presented to a separate spatializer 6017. Further, another individual string signal 6003 can be processed in a similar fashion but replacing the pitch-shifter with an emphasis effect for emphasizing a particular melody or note in a chord.

Because of the larger number of sonic sources that can be statically distributed in the sound field, the invention provides for the use of location modulation with a wider range of permissible modulation rates and modulation depths as extremal location modulation behavior is only part of the overall spatial sonic structure.

The invention also provides for the use of layered audio signal processing in the creation of spatially-distributed timbral realizations. One example of this would be providing a dedicated stereo chorus to each of the six individual string signals of a guitar as well as a seventh stereo chorus to the group pickup signal, setting each chorus sweep rate slightly differently and summing the seven stereo outputs into a single stereo mix; this is in fact an example adaptation of the principals illustrated in FIG. 60. Another example is that of the cross-product octave chain to be described later.
[0580] The invention provides for the use of waveshaping techniques, particularly those which can be varied in real-time by control signals and/or hysteric waveshaping techniques, as signal processing elements. The invention also provides for general for the separate and/or coordinated control of parameters involved at each audio signal processing layer by means of general control signals.

[0581] 7.2.5 Envelope-Controlled Time and Pitch Modulation

[0582] The invention provides for the modulation of the delay time of a variable delay line by a control signal corresponding to the amplitude envelope of the delayed signal or an associated signal. This causes a tape-recorder speed instability effect correlated to the transient character of the reference signal amplitude envelope; more precisely the pitch changes with the time derivative of the amplitude envelope. The invention also provides for the substitution of a variable pitch shifter controlled by the time derivative of the same control signal; this arrangement produces roughly the same effect. In either implementation the control signal may be first warped by an emphasis non-linearity, control signal delay, and/or other processing functions. The result can be used in soloing as a climactic effect or in moderation for a transient enhancement. The invention also provides for envelope control of pitch-shifting without time-differentiating the control signal.

[0583] 7.2.6 Resonant Distorting Delays

[0584] The invention provides for the sitar-like sympathetic/buzz emulation utilizing short high-resonant delays as described in association with FIG. 39 to be used as a more general signal processing element. This is particularly useful if parameters of the configuration, such as degrees of resonance, degrees of clipping, and modulation depths, can be varied in real-time by control signals.

[0585] 7.2.7 Hysteresis Waveshaping and Distortion

[0586] Hysteresis occurs to some extent in overdriven tube amplifier output transformers due to the natural hysteric properties of the materials used to make the transformer core. Hysteresis effects in waveform distortion can create valuable amplitude-variying effects. The invention provides for generalized models of hysteresis to be used as a waveshaping technique, and as such a signal processing technique, with parameters of the hysteresis action variable in real-time via control signals.

[0587] Traditional hysteresis curves for transformers, gears, pseudo-elastic deformation, etc. are well known (see for example [Visitin]). FIG. 61 illustrates an example of a generalized hysteresis model construction as provided for by the invention. The input/output graph shows example symmetric curves that are linear 6102, superlinear 6103, and sub-linear 6104 along with the time/amplitude oscillograph of an applied waveform 6110. Other types of symmetric or non-symmetric non-linearities may also be used. A time-derivative operation on the applied signal waveform 6110 followed by sign detection reveals whether the applied signal waveform is at any instant increasing or decreasing. As an example, the applied signal waveform 6110 would be applied to one non-linear warping function such as 6103, 6104 when increasing and the other when decreasing, resulting in the waveform made of segments 6113, 6114 rather than the waveform 6112 that would have been created by the linear curve 6102. In order to allow the applied input signal to vary in amplitude and still maintain continuity of the waveform, the invention provides for the warping non-linearities to be themselves adaptively scaled or otherwise altered based on amplitude information from the current and previous direction reversals, moving average of waveform area or waveform power, etc. The invention provides for aspects of the hysteresis process, such as curve shapes and degrees of dependency on waveform history, to be varied in real-time by control parameters.

[0588] Hysteric waveshaping can be of use in layered audio signal processing and spatially-distributed timbral realizations which have been described above.

[0589] 7.3 Audio Signal Synthesis

[0590] Referring to FIGS. 1-2, the invention provides for the inclusion of audio signal processing elements 125 with the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity 120. These may include conventional MIDI synthesizers, analog synthesis elements, or other technologies particular to the invention such as cross-product octave chains, hysteric waveshaping, vowel sound synthesis, etc. The invention provides for as many parameters as possible to be variable in real-time by means of standardized control signal formats. The invention also provides for the synthesis of vibrating element feedback sounds controlled by control signals and pitch sampling as may be adapted from the Boss DF-2 “Distortion/Feedback” product.

[0591] 7.3.1 Spatially Distributed Timbre Construction

[0592] It is possible to create spatially distributed timbre realizations as part of the audio synthesis process as well as by subsequent signal processing (cross-channel modulated delay, multi-layer chorused stereo distortion, phased multi-signal constellation location modulation, etc.) as described earlier. The invention provides for spatially distributed timbre realizations within synthesis by a variety of methods. One method, found in many commercial synthesizer modules (such as the Korg M3-R, Korg X5DR, and Kawai K4-r, for example), is for the synthesizer voices themselves to involve multiple parallel oscillators and/or sample-players delivered in the stereo or other multi output form. This sub-section discusses two other methods provided for by the invention.

[0593] 7.3.1.1 Cross-Product Octave Chain

[0594] The many times aforementioned cross-product octave chain involves two or more octave divider chains whose corresponding outputs are multiplied together, with all resulting outputs summed together by a multiple output mix-down mixer. The cross-product technique results in a number of parallel signal outputs with widely differing spectral contents and spectral animation features, and the animation features slow to a halt when all fundamental and overtone frequencies of the two input signals are brought into fixed integer and small integer-ratio multiplicative relationships. The aforementioned characteristics of the multiple outputs lend themselves to spatially-distributed timbral realizations since mixing of the outputs can partition the frequency content and animation features differently between the final mix-down outputs. The invention provides for the incorporation of cross-product octave chains in audio single synthesis.
FIG. 62 shows an example implementation of a cross-product octave chain particularly suited to low cost implementation with logic chips or simple DSP program loops. Two input signals $6201a, 6201b$ are applied to optional comparators $6202$ which convert the applied signals into two-value waveforms. These are applied to a chain of octave dropping elements $6203$ which here can be implemented in isolation as a chain of toggle flip-flops and in aggregate as a binary counter. The depth of the chain can include many levels with three to six a useful number of levels. Each of the resulting output signals at corresponding levels are multiplied together by multipliers $6204$. Signal analysis of the truth table for various logical operations show that for applied square waves an EXCLUSIVE-OR operation acts exactly as a unity-gain multiplication (while an AND function acts as a unity-gain multiplication added to half-amplitude versions of the two applied square waves), so the multipliers $6204$ may be realized by EXCLUSIVE-OR operations. This amounts to less than $1US worth of chips in hardware and a small amount of code in software. All outputs are provided to an output mixer $6205$ which produces at least stereo outputs $6206a, 6206b$ as well as potentially other mix-down outputs $6207.1-6207.7$ and which in a preferred embodiment may be adjusted in real-time by control signals.

The invention provides for alternate implementations, for example omitting the comparators $6202$, implementing the octave drop functions $6203$ with pitch shifters or OC-2/filer technology, and/or implementing the multipliers $6204$ with VCAs or 4-quadrant multiplier operations. The invention also provides for expansions to include more than two octave chains.

In the context of audio signal synthesis, the applied signals $6201a, 6201b$ may be generated by two oscillators within a single synthesizer voice; these oscillators may be relatively tuned in unison, octaves, or near-consonant intervals for basic operation, and one of the oscillators may be continuously swept through a range of pitches to create huge audio displays of pleasing spectral complexity.

Multi-Channel Waveshaping

The invention also provides for spatially distributed timbre realizations through use of parallel or complementary modulations of a plurality of waveshaping operations by control signals. The outputs of the plurality of waveshapers are then mixed into a stereo or multi-channel output mix.

7.4 Control Signal Routing

The invention provides for extensive control capabilities and as such requires sophisticated control routing, processing, and stored program organization. The capabilities for this provided by the invention are described in the following sub-sections. To illustrate essential capabilities the discussion below is stated in terms of commonly appreciated MIDI messages and conventions, but the invention provides for these same capabilities to apply to other signal formats in digital, analog, contact closure, entirely software, etc. or any combination.

7.4.1 General Control Signal Switching and Merging

Referring to FIGS. 1-2, input signals directed to control routing and merging include the control outputs from the instrument entities $100$ (including foot controllers), control signal extraction elements $128a$, control signal processing elements $123$, and control signal synthesis elements $129b$. Still referring to FIGS. 1-2, output signals directed from control routing and merging include control inputs to instrument entities $100$, all elements within the signal routing, processing, and synthesis entity $120$ (probably excluding the power supply $121$), as well as any external lighting and/or special effects control systems.

Using MIDI messages and conventions as a model, control signals may be carried through cables and subsystems in combinations of multiplexed formats (the sixteen MIDI channels plus the variety of message types) and space-division formats (multiple MIDI cables). In the MIDI context the invention provides for control signal routing at the MIDI port (i.e., MIDI cable) level, the MIDI channel level, and the message index (MIDI note numbers, MIDI Continuous Controller numbers, etc.) level. This same hierarchy of routing capabilities would also apply to non-MIDI control signal equivalents. The invention also provides for the processing of control signals at any of these levels.

The MidiTemp MIDI processor products are by far the most comprehensive commercial products known at this writing; they provide full-capability port level and channel level routing but only very limited capabilities at the message index level. Further, the invention provides for control switching and merging functions to preferably be an integrated component within a larger-scale hardware and software construct rather than an off-the-shelf module.

To aid in using control signals throughout the system, the invention also provides for visual indicators of control message value, such LED bar-graphs which may be accessed through control signal routing.

7.4.2 Multi-Channel Control Signal and Stored Program Handling and Organization

The invention provides for a flexible control and configuration hierarchy for signal routing, processing, and synthesis entities.

FIG. 63 illustrates an example flexible control and configuration hierarchy for control signal and stored program handling and organization. In the Figure, all “program” entities (with the potential exception of the configuration program $6310$) are stored programs which can be recalled up and swapped under the command of control signals (such as MIDI Program Change commands). Each stored program can in turn case the recall and/or swapping of other stored programs in accordance with those arrowed lines between pairs of programs as shown in FIG. 63.

Referring to FIG. 63, input control signals $6300.1-6300.n$ from instrument entities, foot controllers, etc. are applied to a control signal routing and control signal processing environment $6301$. The control signal routing and control signal processing environment $6301$ may internally be decomposed into separate control signal routing and control signal processing elements or instead be integrated together in a common realization (as is common on many MIDI signal routing and handling products). The control signal routing and control signal processing environment $6301$ then distributes output control signals $6302.1-6302.n$ throughout the rest of the system, specifically all classes of elements depicted in FIG. 63, potentially including control
aspects of itself. Among the elements receiving control signals is a configuration program 6310 which potentially provides simply a background environment defining specific ports, safeguards, and any common control distribution frameworks (point to point, broadcast, daisy-chain) should this be necessary. A variety of configuration programs 6310 may be made available for varying operational modes (for example stand-alone operation, ganged operation with one or more other signal routing, processing and synthesis entities, backup modes, diagnostic modes, etc. A more significant receptor of the output control signals 6302.1-6302.m is the master program 6320. This stored program can change the configuration of the control signal routing and control signal processing environment 6301 as well as the choice of any of the subsystem stored control programs 6331-6337 affiliated with sequencing, audio, lighting, etc. These control programs in turn may change the configuration of the control signal routing and control signal processing environment 6301 (specifically 6331, 6332, 6334, 6335 are shown with this capability in FIG. 63) as well as the choice of any of the stored programs in the clusters of specific subsystem elements represented by 6342-6347 as well as the potentially external lighting subsystem element cluster 6348; specifically these stored program command paths are as indicated by the arrows in FIG. 63. Further, the sequencer control program calls up and potentially immediately initiates real-time control signal sequences 6341 some of which may also change the configuration of the control signal routing and control signal processing environment 6301 as indicated by the arrowed line in FIG. 63.

[0611] It is understood that FIG. 63 serves as an illustrative example and that the invention provides for other organizational structures of this flavor and spirit.

[0612] 7.5 Control Signal Processing

[0613] The invention provides for control signal processing to be included so as to add extensive valuable control capabilities. For convenience these control signal processing operations are described in terms of MIDI; the invention provides for these capabilities in other control signal formats as well.

[0614] Monodic Operations:

[0615] intelligent harmony (note by note remapping, individually or in ranges of arbitrary size)

[0616] note-number to MIDI Continuous Controller values

[0617] note-velocity to MIDI Continuous Controller values

[0618] MIDI Continuous Controller values to note number messages

[0619] MIDI Continuous Controller value transformed by fixed scaling and offset values

[0620] MIDI Continuous Controller values (0-127) remapped to arbitrary mappings by point, by line segment, or by fitted curve segment

[0621] MIDI Continuous Controller complementary value transformation (i.e., if received value is “x”, transmitted value is “127-x”) message delay

[0622] message value threshold tests resulting in the issuances of new messages message value threshold tests resulting in selected routing choices for the received message.

[0623] Polyadic Operations:

[0624] multiplication of MIDI Continuous Controller values

[0625] scaling and offset of MIDI Continuous Controller values controlled by other MIDI Continuous Controller values

[0626] MIDI Continuous Controller to Note number and Note velocity

[0627] sequence detection in a received series of MIDI messages, potentially within a default time window, resulting in a new issued message.

[0628] 7.6 Control Signal Extraction

[0629] The invention provides for the extraction and derivation of control signals from audio and video signals as described below.

[0630] 7.6.1 Audio Signal to MIDI Note Event

[0631] The invention provides for the conversion of received audio signals into note events as is standardly done in products such as the Roland GP-10, GM-70, and CP-40. The invention also provides for more advanced extractions and derivations as explained below.

[0632] 7.6.1.1 Envelope Tracking to MIDI

[0633] The above conversions of received audio signals into note events as is standardly done in products such as the Roland GP-10, GM-70, and CP-40 have been limited to channel allocation, note number and note velocity. The invention provides for the real-time extraction of amplitude envelope information and its conversion to control signals. For example, the amplitude envelope may be used to control a signal processor or signal path location. Because the amplitude envelope falls off in a typically exponential way over time while most control structures expect linear variation, the invention provides for one or more possible warpings of the envelope signal, such as logarithm or piece-wise linear constructs. Further, the invention also provides for high-pass, band-pass emphasis/notching, and low-pass filtering prior to parameter extraction so as to limit unwanted influence of audio signal transients at the initial execution of a vibrating element or audio synthesized note.

[0634] 7.6.1.2 Control Signal Extract from Vibrating Element Overtones

[0635] The use of pitch-detecting interfaces for converting the pitched vibrations of individual vibrating elements into control signals for use with synthesizers or other musically-oriented signal processing has been in use for many years, particularly since shortly after the invention of the MIDI standard for electronic instrument control. However, such pitch-detecting interfaces have derived only the fundamental frequency and overall amplitude of the pitched vibrations of individual vibrating elements of an instrument. The use of filter banks for determining the energy in course frequency bands for the purposes of controlling musically-oriented signal processing (i.e., the so-called vocoder) is also known. However, the practice of determining the scale-
accurate pitches and amplitudes of individual overtones for the purposes of controlling synthesizers or other musically-oriented signal processing is currently not known.

[0636] Current synthesizer interfaces (such the Boss GP-10 for guitars and the Zeta products for violins) typically only respond to the fundamental vibrating pitch and the overall amplitude. Further, amplitude responses in these current synthesizer interfaces typically only respond to the amplitude at the initial attack of a note and the event where the amplitude of the sustained vibration falls below a certain threshold.

[0637] The invention provides for an expansion of traditional synthesizer control interfaces for vibrating elements so as to respond to the pitches and amplitudes of higher-order overtone vibrations and issue control signals based on these. By expanding the response of traditional synthesizer interfaces for vibrating elements to include continuous time response to fundamental and overtone amplitudes as well as pitches, far more expressive control over synthesized sound via tracking of vibrating elements can be obtained. For example, plucking or bowing a string in varying locations can be used to control signal processing parameters.

[0638] Traditionally, synthesizer interfaces for vibrating elements capture pitch (based on fundamental frequency of vibration) and amplitude, initially when a vibrating element is excited and in some cases as pitch and/or even amplitude changes dynamically. However, this can be expanded to include responses to various higher-order (non-fundamental) harmonics or other modes of vibration. It is important to note that such a feature can add tremendous control over conventional synthesizer sound production in general situations where vibrating elements are used to control the synthesis of the sound; this is true somewhat in guitars, but much more so in wind and bowed instruments. In using a vibrating element feedback excitation arrangement for guitars, for example, this type of control signal extraction may be especially expressive as the feedback process can create widely-varying harmonic content when hands touch vibrating elements in feedback excitation or by varying the excitation feedback characteristics (via signal processing within the feedback loop). Because of the dynamic overtone characteristics of exciting vibrating elements in feedback loops, it is of interest to expand traditional synthesizer interfaces for vibrating elements to respond to the pitches and amplitudes of these higher-order overtone vibrations. The significant synergistic value of the combination of vibrating element excitation and overtone tracking control signal extraction are also recognized as part of the invention.

[0639] There are various ways to accomplish such overtone tracking. In general, it is much easier for instruments whose elements vibrate at fixed pitches with a known overtone series. In these instruments, the overtone frequencies of a given vibrating element are also known in advance. FIG. 64 shows an example method for the generation of control signals from fundamental and overtone information in a signal from a vibrating element of fixed known pitch. If the pitch of a fixed and known, the signal from each vibrating element can be filtered by a a suite of band-pass filters 6402-1-6402-2n, each separately tuned to the known frequency of an individual mode of vibration for that particular element. The output of each filter can be fed to a dedicated amplitude follower 6403-1-6403-2n. Each amplitude follower output can be used to create a separate parameter which can be assigned to an outgoing control signal 6405 via parameter mapping operation 6404.

[0640] The invention provides for the combining and/or processing of fundamental and overtone information in creating yet other derived control signals. FIG. 65 shows combining and/or processing of fundamental and overtone information obtained from a vibrating element signal prior to parameter assignment to control signals. As shown in FIG. 65, the outputs of groups of amplitude detectors associated with a given vibrating element can be combined and/or processed 6406 before mapping to final parameters prior to control signal assignment. For example, different weighted sums can be used to control the amplitude of a synthesized signal (say a uniform averaging, or sum-of-squares averaging) than would be used to control the cut-off frequency of a subtractive filter (here, weighting the higher modes of vibration more strongly would make the synthesis mimic the vibrating element’s harmonic balance; weighting the lower more strongly would make the synthesis complement the vibrating element’s harmonic balance, etc.).

[0641] In the case where the vibrating elements do not vibrate at a fixed pitch but still obey a known overtone relationship, a slightly more involved version of the same mechanism can also be used. Note that such an implementation is hardly limited to feedback systems and could be used in general guitar and violin synthesizer interfaces for new depths of performance control. In addition, because variation in overtone series dynamics is an essential factor in singing and in percussion instruments, such a technology opens important new doors for synthesizer overtone-nuance tracking for voice and percussion instruments. In singing in particular, the relative amplitudes of the first three harmonics (largely the first two, actually) determine the choice of sung vowel; as a result, this technology allows synthesizers to track the formants of vowel production in the human voice.

[0642] FIG. 66 shows an example implementation of an adaptive method for tracking overtones for a variable-pitch vibrating element with known overtone series. The method is largely the same as the fixed-pitch case, but with some added steps. The additional steps employed are to first use a traditional pitch detector 6407 (as used with conventional MIDI guitar/violin/voice interfaces) to determine the fundamental pitch, then use this pitch information plus an overtone series model of the vibrating element 6400 to position the frequencies of the individual band-pass filters 6402-1-6402-2n and amplitude followers 6403-1-6403-2n.

[0643] In a preferred implementation of this approach, the detected pitch information provided by the pitch detector 6407 is fed to a model-based overtone series calculator 608. The model-based overtone series calculator 155 generates the control signals required to individually center each of the plurality of band-pass filters 6402-1-6402-2n. The model-based overtone series calculator 6408 is also used to generate overtone frequency information for use in any combining or processing of the extracted overtone amplitude information and in the parameter mapping 6404 to final output control signals.

[0644] 7.6.2 Pluck Direction to MIDI

[0645] The invention provides for the extraction of plucking direction (as on an instrument string) of arbitrary vibrat-
ing element and creating a control signal from it. Core technologies for detecting pluck direction typically include separate analysis of the signals from a 2-coil humbuck pickup and have been implemented in products by Bixas and Passaic. Passaic also implemented a method for deriving a control parameter from where a string was plucked between the bridge and the neck. The invention provides for these extraction functions to be included in the available control extraction capabilities.

[0646] 7.6.3 Video Motion and Feature Extraction

[0647] The invention provides for the extraction of parameters from provided video signals as described earlier and creating control signals from them. Methods for implementing this have been described earlier, including simple timing tests and video frame grabs analyzed by dedicated systems or personal computer software. The invention also provides for implementations using emerging motion tracking and image decomposition methodologies under development for widespread adoption in digital video compression standards such as MPEG-4 (see for example [Hara; Bormans].

[0648] 7.6.4 Control Signal Pattern Recognition

[0649] The invention provides for the recognition of control signal patterns. Since the result is yet another control signal, this has been treated earlier in the context of control signal processing.

[0650] 7.7 Dynamic Control Signal Synthesis

[0651] The invention provides for the synthesis of dynamic control signals such as low-frequency sweep oscillators, particularly those whose parameters may be controlled in real-time by other control signals. Since an envelope generator trigger is also a control signal, the generation of control signal envelopes and slews are also included in this category and are provided for by the invention.

[0652] 7.7.1 MIDI-Controlled Low-Frequency Control Oscillators Ensembles

[0653] Low-frequency sweep oscillators, or LFOs, have roles throughout the invention and have been discussed earlier. In some types of functions implemented by specific elements, such as chorus and flangers, the LFO may be hard associated with the element. The invention provides for this as well as the remote positioning of the LFO function outside the element in the case where several elements may be coordinated with the same LFO. In other types of functions, such as location modulation, it may be best to control existing elements such as mixers with control signals from external LFOs.

[0654] The invention provides for a plurality of control signal LFOs to be available. The LFOs may be part of a comprehensive system or a separate module which can be manufactured and sold for other uses; such a product would be naturally served by at least MIDI output and input, but may also include at least one analog input and/or output. The LFOs provided for by the invention include multiple phase output capabilities as well as selections of a variety of waveforms, frequency settings, amplitude settings and offset settings, all of which may be varied in real-time by yet other control signals. Further, the invention provides for these parameters to be available under selectable stored program control which may be chosen by control signals. Finally, the invention provides for global effects across groups of LFOs, such as timing slew of parameter changes, global scaling, global offsets, etc. These may also include more complex organizations such as may be require for two-dimensional and three-dimensional location modulation and the custom construction or sampling of LFO waveforms.

[0655] FIG. 67 illustrates an example approach wherein a plurality of LFOs with features as prescribed by the invention may be implemented. Program data for M different stored programs may be stored in M data structures 6700.1-6700.M; these may include specific LFO parameters 6701.11-6701.M.N for N LFOs. The data structures may also include global information 6702.1-6702.M pertaining to groups of LFOs. A received control signal and/or panel control may be used to designate the selected program 6703 which is recalled and implemented 6704 as a set of default values subject to real-time change by other control signals. The LFO data vector structure for each LFO includes a source of select information 6711 for choosing whether a given output operates as an independent LFO or as a slave to another LFO specified here (and in so doing becomes a multiple phase output for the chosen source oscillator). Another part 6712 of the LFO data vector provides a frequency setting if the LFO is independent and a phase setting if slaved; should integer-ratio phase-locking be implemented, this part of the data structure may be reorganized to include relative frequency and phase settings with respect to the selected master LFO. Another part 6713 of the LFO data vector provides selected waveform information, including reference to any user sampled LFO waveforms. Another two parts 6714, 6715 of the LFO data vector provide respectively amplitude scaling and offset settings. Additional information, such as the outgoing MIDI channel and MIDI Continuous Controller number to be used and what incoming MIDI Continuous Controller messages on what MIDI channel are used to control the aforementioned LFO settings. The global part of the data 6731, 6732 provides global information for specific settings of global amplitude, offset, parameter, time slew, etc., pertaining to specific groups of LFOs. The selected information is presented to the LFO engine for execution. The LFO engine in the example implements an independent LFO by dividing 6751 a system clock signal 6741 by a number determined by the frequency setting 6712. The divided clock signal runs a counter 6752 (here a 128 step counter is illustrated, although higher resolution may be desired). Should the LFO be instead designated, via the information 6711, to be slave to another LFO, the counter of that master LFO is accessed 6753 and the phase offset information 6712 is used to create a phase offset value which is provided together with the accessed counter value to an modular adder 6755 which produces the resulting phase-shifted version of the master LFO count value. The resulting counting sequence produced by this section 6750 is used as the address for a waveform lookup table 6756 and/or algorithm; the resulting generated periodic signal is then scaled 6757 according to 6714 and offset in amplitude 6758 by information 6715. The resulting waveforms can be post-processed to provide global amplitude and offset features, or, alternative, mathematical transformations 6731 may be provided on the information 6714, 6715 before executing it in the LFO engine in elements 6757, 6758.
The invention provides for slew limiters, ramp generators, and envelope generators whose trigger and various parameters may be varied in real-time by control signals. Slew limiters limit the rate of change of a control signal to a maximal range which may be set as a parameter and advantageously varied by control signals. Ramp generators are simplified envelope generators triggered by control signals which ramp between two or more discrete values or the entire control signal range and do so according selected types of dynamics (linear over time, exponential over time, etc.); the parameters here may be set and advantageously varied by control signals. Envelope generators offer more complex transient waveforms, typically including at least attack, decay, sustain, and release; more complex envelope features including more breakpoints, delays, and segment curve shapes may also be provided. The parameters here may be set and advantageously varied by control signals.

The invention provides for extensive control of lighting via control signals. Some aspects of lighting as provided for by the invention are described in the subsections below.

The invention provides for a wide range of types of lighting to be controlled via control signals. Some example types of lighting provided for by the invention are described in the subsections below.

The invention provides for traditional fixed lighting arrangements as shown in FIG. 68. These may include any one or more of overhead lights 6802, far-throw lights 6807, foot lights 6803, floor lights aimed upward or at angles 6804, backlights 6806 behind equipment and risers 6805 and backdrops 6801.

The invention provides for movable lighting controlled in real-time via control signals. Such lighting can be implemented by attaching lights to motorized pan/tilt heads as used for video cameras.

The invention provides for lighting on instrument entities which may be operated via control signals. FIG. 69 shows examples of lighting for a guitar 6900 from the bridge 6901, neck 6902, above 6904 and below 6903 the picking area, all aimed at illumination effects for the hands. Also shown are lights aimed at the audience in the pickup areas 6905, 6906 and fret areas 6907, any of which may be aggregate as in 6905, 6906 or split out separately for each string as in 6907.

The invention provides for light sculptures under control of control signals. FIG. 70 shows rotating speaker emulation light sculptures. In one implementation a rotating reflective beacon 7011 reflects gathered light from a bulb 7012 and projects it on to a translucent covering 7013 attached to, in this case, a pyramid frame. An alternate arrangement where the translucent outer structure 7023 itself rotates is also shown about a fixed light bulb 7022 whose cable 7026 fits through the bearings 7024, 7025 of a rotating turntable 7021, 7024 driven by geared 7027, 7028 motor arrangement. The mechanism just described is exploded for explanation and in fact may be readily collapsed by standard means so as to permit two rotating pyramids 7031, 7032 to be stacked in transparent cubes 7033, 7034. The motor speed and direction can be controlled by control signals and arranged to operate in synchronization with rotating speaker simulations in audio signal processing elements.

FIG. 71 shows light pyramids 7100 made of similar elements 7101-7106, typically without reflectors or directional bulbs, which may be arranged in arrays 7108. Also shown are light column arrays suggestive of organ pipes 7118 or instrument strings 7119. These light columns may be built with standard lamps and reflectors 7112, 7114, 7115, colored gels 7111 and light transmitting and scattering rods 7110.

Also provided for by the invention are controlled ionize gas turbulence sculptures; these may be used with or without associated video cameras.

The invention provides for lights to be used in scene change modes or modulated by control signals according to:

- animation sequences and subsequence events
- instrument activity
- timbre qualities.

Special instrument lighting effects include:

- audience shock events
- animation sequences
- string activity, note following, orchestration following.

Referring to FIGS. 1-2, input signals directed to video routing include the video outputs from the instrument entities 100, video signal processing elements 127, video signal synthesis elements 129a, and external video feeds from, for example, miscellaneous stage cameras, VCRs, etc. Still referring to FIGS. 1-2, output signals directed from video routing include video inputs to instrument entities 100, video signal processing 127, control signal extraction 128a, and overall video outputs to one or more of any displays, projectors, and/or recording facilities.

Video signal processing as provided for by the invention would include overlays, wipes, fades, blends, solarizations, geometric warping, etc., as much as possible under the control of control signals. Interesting effects provided for by the invention include the switching, wiping, blending, fading, warping, etc. of various video signals for display in performance and/or recording under the control of instrument tone and amplitude envelope signals.
7.8.5 Video Display

FIG. 72 shows how the invention provides for video projection to be used to shine down 7201 on the stage 7200, shine horizontally 7202 on to performers or backdrops. The invention also provides for video projectors to be shined on the audience. The invention also provides for movable cameras controlled in real-time via control signals using motorized pan/tilt heads as well as motorized zoom/ focus lenses.

7.8.6 Video Signal Synthesis

The invention provides for video signal synthesis would include real-time generation of text message screens, text overlays, vector and raster graphic drawings, vector and raster graphic overlays, and animations affiliated with numerical dynamics simulation. The invention also provides for pre-stored video frames, playback of video clips, and playback of prestored vector and raster graphics animations. The invention provides for these to be controlled by standardized control signals, such as MIDI, and as such would typically involve both stored program control and parameterized control. These functions may be realized with a conventional personal computer fitted with video card and MIDI interface as well as by dedicated hardware.

8 Example Envisioned Applications

A few example envisioned applications of the invention are now provided.

8.1 Add-On Modules for Existing Instruments

This gives rise to a whole new marketplace for new instruments, instrument retrofit kits, and music signal processor units which can interact with external amplifiers, signal processing, and MIDI synthesizer units.

8.2 Creation of Enhanced Electronic Vibrating Element Instruments

With the first technique described within this patent, the more traditional acoustically-excited “controlled feedback” effects can easily be obtained, via electromagnetic excitation, with standard parts. Specialization of the parts can provide additional features. The technique can also be applied to any instrument where sound is produce by vibrating ferromagnetic material, e.g., African mbiras, violins, xylophones, etc.

With the second technique described in this patent, conventional signal processing can be used on each string to create “generalized pedal steel guitars,” multimodal Indian sitars (where drone and sympathetic strings can be electronically retuned while playing), spatially animated string sounds within a stereophonic or spatial sound field, and mixed timbre instruments where different signal processing methods are applied to each string. The technique can also be applied to any instrument where vibration of individual sound-producing elements can be electronically captured by isolated transducers (electromagnetic, optical, Hall-effect, etc.), such as nylon-stringed instruments, marimbas, African mbiras, violins, etc.

By combining these two new techniques with appropriate signal processing, a very powerful environment for multi-stringed electronic instruments can be created. Individual strings can be singled out for feedback operation while others operate without feedback, and all strings can be electronically pitch-shifted as needed in a performance. The results allow a performer a greater degree of polyphonic control, using mechanical (neck, frets, fingers, picks, movable tailpieces, pedal tuning changers, etc.) or electronic means for both string excitation and pitch control, with individual string outputs available for synthesizer interfaces.

Any to all of the above can be built into an individual instrument. Alternatively, an instrument interface can be created and most signal processing can be remotely located from the instrument, connecting to it via this interface. If this interface is standardized across multiple instruments, then common signal processing equipment environment can be used across a wide variety of instruments (metal-stringed and nylon-stringed guitars, basses, violins, steel guitars, sitars, mbiras, etc.). This gives rise to a whole new marketplace for new instruments, instrument retrofit kits, and music signal processor units which can interact with external amplifiers, signal processing, and MIDI synthesizer units.

9. Envelope-Controlled Dynamic Layering of Audio Signal Processing and Synthesis

Embodiments of the invention provide for the layering of multiple audio channels of signal processing and synthesized music sound sources as described earlier. In addition, such embodiments further provide for the layering to be dynamically controlled in detail by the envelope of one or more music signals as will be discussed in this section.

To begin, representative examples of controllable layered audio signal processing and audio signal synthesis environments will be described. Then audio signal envelope parameter control aspects of the invention will be explained. Systems level aspects of the invention, its stored program control, programming, and interfacing with existing electronic music equipment are then considered.

9.1 Controllable Layered Audio Signal Processing Environments

In its simplest form, the layering of the output signals from a plurality of signal processors acting on a single audio input signal is depicted using the block diagram of FIG. 73a. This figure shows an exemplary simple layered signal processing configuration applied to single audio input signal 7300. The single audio input signal 7300 may originate from a single-channel instrument, a selected channel from a multi-channel instrument such as those described in previous discussions, a vocal signal source, or another source. Each signal processor 7310.1-7310.5 has at least one audio output 7320.1-7320.5, respectively. It is understood that the audio output paths 7320.1-7320.5 depicted for each signal processor may comprise a single monaural channel, a pair of stereo channels, or a more complex configuration.

The outputs of the various signal processors may be subsequently processed in a number of ways. FIG. 73a depicts one possible subsequent step of directing these outputs to a common mixer. The depicted common mixer function 7340 may have fixed or stored program settings, but more advantageously is operable in real-time, allowing the control of for example gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real time in response to real-time control signals. Should the common mixer function 7340 be operable in real-time, similar functionality may be obtained by alterna-
tively implementing the comparable real-time control of gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters responsive to real-time control signals within the signal processors 7310.1-7310.N themselves. For either type of mixing function, a common mixer would typically produce a plurality of output signals 7350 (i.e., at least stereo), although the illustrated embodiment provides for a monaural output as well.

[0704] The arrangement of FIG. 73a may be readily extended to multichannel signal sources 7301.1-7301.N as shown in FIG. 73b. This figure shows an example of simple layered signal processing applied to the plurality of output signals of a multichannel instrument or other multichannel signal source wherein the number of signal processors need not be the same type or number for each of the incoming audio input signals. In this exemplary arrangement, there is no “sharing” of signal processors among the channels as each channel has a dedicated plurality of signal processors devoted exclusively to it. The input signal 7301.1 of Audio Channel 1 is applied to signal processors 7311.1.1-7311.1.N, etc., up to the input signal 7301.M of Audio Channel M is applied to signal processors 7311.M.1-7311.M.N, the one or more output signals 7321.1.1-7321.1.N, etc., up to 7321.M.1-7321.M.N, each of the signal processors 7311.1.1-7311.1.N, etc., up to 7311.M.1-7311.M.N, may be applied to a common mixer 7341. As described for the case of FIG. 73a, either the common mixer function 7341 or the signal processors (7311.1.1-7311.1.N, etc., up to 7311.M.1-7311.M.N) allow for the control of for example gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real time in response to real-time control signals. The common mixer would typically produce a plurality of output signals 7351 (i.e., at least stereo), although the illustrated embodiment additionally provides for a monaural output as well.

[0705] FIG. 73c shows an example of simple heterogeneous layered signal processing for a multichannel instrument or other multichannel signal source where signal processors are shared by a plurality of inputs. The sharing is accomplished using mixing operations (7362.1-7362.5) applied to two or more audio input channels (7302.1-7302.6) to produce a pre-mixed input signal (7372.1-7372.5) applied to a corresponding signal processor (7312.1-7312.5).

[0706] In this specifically depicted example, the multichannel signal source may be a guitar with a hexaphonic pickup providing a separate electrical audio signal 7302.1-7302.6 for each string, and there are five input mixing operations used. This example is most appropriate if the multichannel signals 7302.1-7302.6 have already been equalized to produce a useful sound quality (noting that bridge-area piezo and electromagnetic pickups typically require equalization to produce a useful sound quality). The first input mixing operation 7362.1 provides a pre-mixed signal 7322 corresponding to the mix of the signals 7302.1 and 7302.2 of the first three highest-pitched strings and is directed to a signal processor 7312.1 applicable for creating timbres appropriate for melody (for example, emphasis or distortion), ambience, or other orchestration function.

[0707] The second input mixing operation 7362.2 provides a pre-mix signal 7372.2 of all even-number strings, complementary to the fourth input mixing operation 7362.4 which provides a pre-mix signal 7372.4 of all odd-number strings. These two mixes can be used to provide spatial effects to showcase arpeggations, for example. The third input mixing operation 7362.3 provides the pre-mix signal 7372.3 of all six strings as would typically be found on the standard output of a conventional electric guitar, subsequently applied to signal processor signal 7312.3. The fifth input mixing operation signal 7362.5 provides a pre-mix signal 7372.5 of the two lowest-pitched strings and is directed to a signal processor signal 7312.5 applicable for creating timbres appropriate for bass (for example, a pitch shifter), ambience, or other orchestration function. Each of the signal processors of output mix channels in this example are shown with stereo outputs which are directed to a common output mixing function 7342 yielding a plurality of output signals 7352 (i.e., at least stereo). Again, either the common output function 7342 or the signal processors 7312.1-7312.5 may allow for the control of for example gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real time in response to real-time control signals.

[0708] FIG. 73d shows an exemplary generalized environment supporting a more general form of such layered signal processing for a multi-channel instrument or other multichannel signal source. Here the input mixing operations (applied to input signals 7303.1-7303.N to produce pre-mixed signals) are not fixed but are rather implemented with a multiple-input multiple output “matrix” mixer 7363. The matrix mixer 7363 may advantageously operate under stored program control, and may be additionally advantageously operated under real-time control. This configuration is most appropriate if the multichannel signals 7303.1-7303.N have already been equalized to produce a useful sound quality (noting that bridge-area piezo and electromagnetic pickups typically require equalization to produce useful sound quality.)

[0709] The premixed signals produced by the matrix mixer 7363 may then be directed to a plurality of signal processors 7313.1-7313.M which produce signals which may be applied to the output mixer 7343. If desired, the matrix mixer 7363 may also provide one or more unprocessed signal paths 7383 to output mixer 7343. The output mixer in turn provides a plurality of output signals 7353 (i.e., at least stereo). Again, either the common output function 7343 or the signal processors 7313.1-7313.M may allow for the control of for example gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real time in response to real-time control signals.

[0710] FIG. 73e shows a further elaboration of the arrangement of FIG. 73d suitable for a multi-section cascade. Input mixing operations are shown being applied to input signals 7304.1-7304.N by input matrix mixer 7364 to produce pre-mixed signals directed to a plurality of signal processors 7314.1-7314.M which produce signals which may be applied to the output mixer 7344. If desired, the matrix mixer 7364 may also provide one or more unprocessed signal paths 7384 to the output mixer 7344. The output mixer 7344 in turn provides a plurality of output signals 7354 which may then be directed to a second plurality of signal processors (not shown). In this fashion, output mixer 7344 would serve the role of the input matrix mixer 7364 for such a second plurality of signal processors which in turn produce signals applied to a second (not shown) output mixer. As such, output mixer 7344 too may additionally provide one or more unprocessed signal paths 7384b to such a second output mixer. In this fashion, a cascade of an arbitrary number of stages can be crafted.
9.2 Controllable Layered Audio Signal Synthesis Environments

Using the above examples of controllable layered signal processing environments as a reference, attention is now directed to comparable configurations to that FIGS. 73a-73d but which utilize synthesis modules receiving control signals such as MIDI and which produce one or more audio signals responsive to these control signals. For simplicity the discussion and diagrams to follow depict the control signals as MIDI, although one skilled in the art will appreciate these control signals may have formats other than MIDI. Accordingly, the input mixers and input mixing matrix of FIGS. 73c-73d will be replaced with a MIDI channel merging matrix. Additionally, the discussion and diagrams to follow depict single outputs from each synthesis module, but it is understood that one or more of the synthesis modules may have multiple-channel outputs (for example, stereo).

FIG. 74a shows an exemplary simple layered sound synthesis driven by a single channel MIDI source. The depicted common mixer function 7440 may have fixed or stored program settings, but more advantageously is operable in real-time, allowing the control of, for example, gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real-time in response to real-time control signals. Should the common mixer function 7440 not be operable in real-time, similar functionality may be obtained by alternatively implementing the comparable real-time control of gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters responsive to real-time control signals within the synthesis modules 7410.1-7410.4 themselves. For either type of mixing function, a common mixer would typically produce a plurality of output signals 7450 (i.e., at least stereo), although embodiments provide for a monaural output as well.

FIG. 74b shows an example of simple layered sound synthesis driven by a MIDI multiple channel source. In this exemplary arrangement, there is no “sharing” of synthesis modules among the various input channels as each channel is provided with a dedicated plurality of synthesis modules. The MIDI input signal 7401.1 of Channel 1 is applied to synthesis modules 7411.1-7411.1.N, etc., up to the input signal 7401.M of Channel M is applied to synthesis modules 7411.M-7411.M.N, respectively. Each synthesis module creates one or more audio output signals. The one or more audio output signals 7421.1-7421.1.N, etc., up to 7421.M-7421.M.N of each of the synthesis modules 7411.1-7411.1.N, etc., up to 7411.M-7411.M.N may be applied to a common audio mixer 7441. As described for the case of FIG. 74a, this embodiment provides that either the common audio mixer function 7441 or the synthesis modules 7411.1-7411.1.N, etc., up to 7411.M-7411.M.N allow for the control of, for example, gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real-time in response to real-time control signals. The common audio mixer would typically produce a plurality of output signals 7451 (i.e., at least stereo), although embodiments additionally provide for a monaural output as well.

FIG. 74c shows an illustrative example of simple layered sound synthesis driven by a MIDI multichannel source involving sharing of the sound synthesis elements via MIDI channel merging operations performed prior to application to the inputs of the synthesis modules. In this Figure, the merging operation (7462.1-7462.5) is applied to two or more MIDI input channels (7402.1-7402.6) to produce a pre-merged input signal (7472.1-7472.5) applied to a corresponding synthesis module (7412.1-7412.5).

In the specifically depicted example, the MIDI multichannel signal source may be a guitar with a hexaphonic pickup providing a separate electrical audio signal for each string, which are then converted to MIDI signals 7402.1-7402.6. Five input merging operations are employed in this example, which parallels the audio signal processing example of FIG. 74d. The first input merging operation 7462.1 provides a pre-mixed signal 7472.1 corresponding to the mix of the MIDI signals 7402.1 and 7402.2 corresponding to the first two highest-pitched strings; it is directed to a synthesis module 7412.1 creating sounds applicable for creating timbres appropriate for melody (for example, emphasis or distortion), ambience, or other orchestration function.

The second input merging operation 7462.2 provides a merged signal 7472.2 corresponding to all even-number strings, complementary to the fourth input merging operation 7462.4 which provides a merged signal 7472.4 corresponding to all odd-number strings. These two mixes can be used to provide spatial effects to showcase arpeggiations, for example. The third input merge operation 7462.3 provides a merged signal 7472.3 corresponding to all six strings of a conventional electric guitar, and is subsequently applied to synthesis module 7412.3. The fifth input merging operation signal 7462.5 provides a merged signal 7472.5 corresponding to the two lowest-pitched strings and is directed to a synthesis module signal 7412.5 creating sounds applicable for creating timbres appropriate for bass, ambience, or other orchestration function.

Each of the synthesis modules 7412.1-7412.5 in this Figure are shown with outputs which are directed to a common audio output mixing function 7442 yielding a plurality of output signals 7452 (i.e., at least stereo). Although each of the outputs of the individual synthesis modules are shown as a single path, this embodiment readily provides for these outputs to be stereo or multichannel output formats. Again, either the common audio output mixer function 7442 or the synthesis modules 7412.1-7412.5 may internally allow for the control of for example gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real-time in response to real-time control signals.

FIG. 74d shows an exemplary generalized environment supporting simple layered sound synthesis driven by a MIDI multiple channel source, here involving sharing of individual sound synthesis elements via channel input merging via a MIDI channel merging matrix. In this Figure, the input merging operations (applied to input signals 7403.1-7403.N to produce pre-mixed signals) are not fixed but are rather implemented with a multiple-input multiple output “matrix” merger 7463, wherein the various MIDI signals are routed and merged as needed for the current setting. The matrix merger 7463 may advantageously operate under stored program control, and may be additionally advantageously operated under real-time control.

The merged signals produced by the matrix merger 7363 may then be directed to a plurality of synthesis modules 7414.1-7414.M which produce signals which may be applied to the audio output mixer 7443. The audio output
mixture in turn provides a plurality of output signals 7453 (i.e., at least stereo). Again, either the audio output mixer function 7443 or the synthesis modules 7414.1-7414.4 may allow for the control of for example gain, pan, send, and/or other parameters in real time in response to real-time control signals.

[0721] 9.5 Envelope-Driven Controllers for the Controllable Layered Audio Environments

[0722] The above discussions illustrate representative examples of controllable layered audio signal processing and audio signal synthesis environments to which audio signal envelope parameter control aspects of the invention, to be discussed next, are applied. First, a characterization of some exemplary audio signal envelopes is presented. Then some basic principles comprised by these aspects of the invention are illustrated using a table-based level detection exemplary embodiment. The basic principles of this example are then extended to apply to considerably more general control capabilities. User interface editing and stored program control environments are then considered, followed by approaches for further adaptations that permit including rate magnitude detection and the use of state machines in the control chain.

[0723] 9.3.1 Characterization of Example Audio Signal Envelopes

[0724] To begin, the dynamically-changing envelope of an audio signal is again considered with regard to degrees, directions of change, and rates of change. As is well-known among those skilled in the art, the envelope of an audio signal is a non-negative time-varying quantity, which may be also viewed as a signal, that captures or approximates an instantaneous measure of amplitude (or in some situations, energy) of the audio signal. As is well-known among those skilled in the art, in many situations these become implementation details and often may readily be reduced to a small collection of engineering choices whose variation over a reasonable range of moderate values has little effect. The cut-off frequency is related to the time constant of the low-pass filter rise time, and thus the low-pass filter is set with too low a cut-off frequency, the envelope of audio signals with fast rise times will not be readily measurable. If the cut-off frequency is too high, low-frequency audio signal components will “leak” into the envelope measurement. More sophisticated approaches may use adaptive techniques, including criterion-driven selection from among a plurality of parallel filtering outputs, adaptive filtering, etc., which may include information from measurements of the energies of the lowest frequencies present in the audio signal. In the case of an invention provided for any of these as well as other types of envelope measurement of an applied audio signal.

[0726] Envelope measurement implementation matters aside, FIG. 75a is a graph showing examples of instantaneous time-varying velocity and amplitude response points for the onset “attack” portion of a given incoming audio signal. The two exemplary portions of audio signal envelopes depicted 7510, 7520 may be that of a single channel instrument, a vocal signal source, or may be that of any one of the channels of a multichannel instrument signal, such as a hexaphonic electric guitar, quadraphonic electric bass, stereo synthesizers, etc. Each audio signal envelope is shown rising from an initial value of zero 7500 through a sequence of exemplary thresholds 7501, 7502, through 7507. Audio signal envelope 7510 is shown rising rapidly with a steep attack, while the audio signal envelope 7520 is shown rising more gradually with a relatively shallower attack.

[0727] The two audio signal envelope examples of FIG. 75a are shown changing linearly with time against a logarithmic amplitude scale. In these situations, the rate of change of the envelope may be qualitatively measured from the slope of the linear envelope portions. FIG. 75b shows the extension of this to the measurement of the more general types of attack portions of an incoming instrument or vocal audio signal. In the situation illustrated, the instantaneous slope of the attack curve changes over time from the slope of a steep attack 7531 through a varying range involving increasingly more shallow attack slopes 7532, 7533, 7530. Aspects of the invention provide for the variation of the rate of change of attack envelope to be measured. This may be accomplished using any number of well known techniques including moving averages, numerical differentiation, and other operations made on sampled values of envelope amplitude as well as analog electronic approaches.

[0728] FIG. 76a shows a longer duration view of envelope 7610 of an exemplary instrument or vocal signal, wherein the time index of the envelope has been partitioned into four distinct sections, each corresponding to a distinct classically defined portion of the envelope. One skilled in the art appreciates that this represents a classical idealized model and numerous variations are possible and well recognized. In this model, the fall extent of the attack portion 7611 of the envelope is shown rising from an initial nonzero value 7600, then crossing a range of envelope amplitude values including several intermediate envelope amplitude thresholds, for example 7601, 7602, 7603, and reaching a peak value 7604 at the conclusion of the attack portion. One skilled in the art understands that this description is made in gross terms as the attack portion of the envelope may include minor fluctuations and in many natural cases will only approach the peak level asymptotically.

[0729] Next, the classically defined “decay” portion 7612 of envelope 7610 occurs, comprising ideally a decrease in envelope amplitude, often monotonic, from peak value 7604 to sustain value 7603. One skilled in the art additionally understands that this behavior is described in gross terms as the decay portion of the envelope may include minor fluctuations and in many natural cases will only approach the sustain value 7603 asymptotically. Next, the classically defined “sustain” portion 7616 of the envelope occurs, comprising ideally a time interval of relatively stable envelope amplitude in the neighborhood of sustain value 7603. One skilled in the art additionally understands this behavior is described in gross terms as the sustain portion of the envelope may include (at least minor) amplitude fluctuations.
Finally, the classically defined “release” portion 7617 of envelope 7610 occurs, comprising ideally a decrease in envelope amplitude, often monotonically, from sustant value 7603 to the initial zero value 7600. One skilled in the art additionally understands that this behavior is described in gross terms as the release portion of the envelope may include minor fluctuations and in many natural cases will only approach the initial zero value 7600 asymptotically.

One skilled in the art appreciates the classical idealized model of FIG. 76a admits numerous possible and well recognized variations, typically comprising further segmentations of one or more of the aforementioned portions. To expand on one exemplary case, variations in the sustain portion 7616 will be considered in further detail. It is understood that similar treatments may be applied to the other classical portions of the amplitude of an envelope of an audio signal.

FIG. 76b shows an exemplary instrument or vocal audio signal which has one or more “swells” in the sustain portion of the audio signal, as may be the case for mechanically bowed, wind, or electromechanically/electromagnetically excited vibrating elements. In this figure, attack portion 7621, decay portion 7622, and release portion 7627 correspond to the attack portion 7611, decay portion 7612, and release portion 7617 of FIG. 76a, but the sustain portion 7626 comprises a held portion 7623 followed by a first rising and falling swell portion 7624 (“swell 1”) and second rising and falling swell portion 7625 (“swell 2”). Such an envelope may be created by a wind instrument, bowed string instrument, a vibrating element driven by a sympathetic vibration, a vibrating element driven by a drive transducer, etc.

In the example of FIG. 76b, the maximum amplitude during swells 7624, 7625 are at most the peak level attained in the attack portion 7621 of the envelope. In contrast to this, FIG. 76c shows a variation of an exemplary instrument or vocal audio signal where the peak of the attack portion 7631 of the audio signal envelope is considerably lower in amplitude than the peaks of subsequent amplitude swells 7634, 7635 in the sustain portion 7626 of the audio signal envelope. This situation may readily arise for audio signals produced by instruments comprising mechanically bowed, wind-driven, sympathetic, or electromechanically/electromagnetically excited vibrating elements.

Having provided an exemplary gallery of the types, constitute portions, and associated attributes of illustrative instrument or vocal audio signal envelopes, attention will now be directed to using active measurements of these attributes over time in the creation of sophisticated control of rich layered audio signal processing and/or audio synthesis environments. The key attributes that will be used comprise one or more of:

Time-varying envelope amplitude

magnitude

crossing of thresholds

Time-varying rate-of-change of envelope amplitude

size of the instantaneous rate-of-change (i.e., instantaneous time-varying velocity)
distinct intervals defined by amplitude levels indexed as “0” through 8. The amplitude level indexed as “0” denotes what is taken as zero amplitude but as such may include provisions for noise, noise-gating, and related concepts. The amplitude level indexed as 8 denotes the maximum recognized value of instrument or vocal audio signal envelope amplitude. Each of the remaining seven intermediate amplitude levels (indexed as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) correspond to fixed and/or adjustable envelope amplitude thresholds of arbitrary consecutively increasing values between that of level “0” and level 8. These intermediate remaining amplitude levels may be set according to a logarithmic reference scale (i.e., spaced exponentially), according to another functional scale, or may be set arbitrarily according to the application, instrument, and/or application by the designer and/or user of the system. The choice of seven intermediate amplitude levels between level “0” and level 8 is arbitrary and may be larger, fewer, or adjustable in number.

[0751] The illustrative table of FIG. 77a shows illustrative variational behaviors of seven control signals as the applied input audio signal amplitudes vary within each of the eight distinct intervals “0”-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8. In this example each of the control signals follow a monotonic variation that fits one of the following cases throughout the interval:

[0752] “off” (or a minimum) where the control signal is maintained at an “off” (or minimum) value throughout the interval;

[0753] “max” where the control signal is maintained at maximum value throughout the interval;

[0754] “ramp ↑” where the control signal follows a monotonically increasing interpolation between the endpoints of the preceding interval and the subsequent interval (more precisely, increasing monotonically within the interval as the audio signal envelope increases within the interval);

[0755] “ramp ↓” where the control signal follows a monotonically decreasing interpolation between the endpoints of the preceding interval and the subsequent interval (more precisely decreasing monotonically within the interval as the audio signal envelope increases within the interval).

[0756] The illustrative table of FIG. 77a comprises three sections distributed from left to right. The first section is a column indicating what range of values the audio signal envelope amplitude occupies at a given moment, again the eight distinct intervals “0”-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8. The second section is a group of columns indicating how each of the seven signal processor control signals respond as the envelope amplitude increases from one interval to the next interval and the control signal’s behavior within each of the intervals. The third section and rightmost section of the table will be discussed shortly.

[0757] Referring to the second section of the table of FIG. 77a, the behavior of each of the signal processor control signals is specified as follows. The control signals could be used for a variety of purposes by the signal processors, but for this example it is sufficient to think of them as controlling the output level:

[0758] The entries in the 2nd column of the table of FIG. 77a (i.e., the first column of the second section), indicate that for this example the control signal sent to signal processor 1 is always at its maximum value, i.e., always on.

[0759] The entries in the 3rd column of the table of FIG. 77a (i.e., the second column of the second section), indicate that for this example the control signal sent to signal processor 2 is off for the first two intervals, then ramps up to its maximum value over the next two intervals, and then remains at its maximum value.

[0760] The entries in the 4th column of the table of FIG. 77a (i.e., the 3rd column of the second section), indicate that for this example the control signal sent to signal processor 3 is off for the first three intervals, then ramps up to its maximum value over the next four intervals, and then remains at its maximum value over the last interval.

[0761] The entries in the 5th column of the table of FIG. 77a (i.e., the 4th column of the second section), indicate that for this example the control signal sent to signal processor 4 is off for the first five intervals, then ramps up to its maximum value over sixth interval, and then remains at its maximum value over the last two intervals.

[0762] The entries in the 6th column of the table of FIG. 77a (i.e., the 5th column of the second section), indicate that for this example the control signal sent to signal processor 5 ramps up from the “off” value to its maximum value over the first seven intervals, and then remains at its maximum value over the last interval.

[0763] The entries in the 7th column of the table of FIG. 77a (i.e., the 6th column of the second section), indicate that for this example the control signal sent to signal processor 6 ramps downward from the maximum value to its “off” value over the first seven intervals, and then remains at its “off” value over the last interval.

[0764] The entries in the 8th column of the table of FIG. 77a (i.e., the 7th column of the second section), indicate that for this example the control signal sent to signal processor 7 is off for the first interval, then ramps up to its maximum value over the next three intervals, remains at its maximum value over the next interval, ramps down to its “off” value over the subsequent two intervals, and then remains at its “off” value throughout the last interval.

[0765] These behaviors are summarized verbally in the leftmost two sections of the table of FIG. 77b and summarized graphically in the left half of FIG. 77c. The right-side portions of FIGS. 77b and 77c will be discussed shortly.

[0766] This example illustrates a few noteworthy capabilities of value and utility to the invention:

[0767] 1. Signal processor control signals may be set to fixed values unchanged over one interval (as with the max entries for signal processor control signals 3, 5, 6, 7 and the off entries for signal processor control signal 6), more than one interval (as with the max entries for signal processor control signals 1, 2, 4 and the off entries for signal processor control signals 2, 3, 4, 7), or across all intervals (as with signal processor control signal 1);

[0768] 2. Ramps can start and complete at arbitrary intervals, and thus may span one interval or span
across two or more intervals. Slopes of connecting interpolations are made according to the endpoints of consecutive ramp entries in the table;

[0769] 3. Ramps may operate in either direction (increasing, as for signal processor control signals 2, 3, 4, 5; decreasing, as for signal processor control signal 6), or both directions (increasing and decreasing, as for signal processor control signal 7);

[0770] 4. Ramps may be paired in opposite directions to create rough and exact cross-fade effects, for example signal processor control signals 5 and 6 roughly cross-fade over the six intervals interior intervals 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6.

[0771] Although the control signals are depicted as ranging over minimum to maximum values for the sake of illustration, it is understood that other non-extremal values of control signals may be specified.

[0772] The signal processors themselves are again arbitrary, but for the ease of illustration an exemplary selection may comprise the following arrangement:

[0773] Signal processor 1 may be a light slow-sweeping chorus;

[0774] Signal processor 2 may be a deep rich chorus, and may be preceded by a compressor;

[0775] Signal processor 3 may be a distortion or delayed-attack effect followed by a chorus;

[0776] Signal processor 4 may be a repeated echo, an expander, or an ‘exciter’ effect to embolden the sound at higher envelope amplitudes;

[0777] Signal processor 5 may be a pitch shift, transposing as a first example an octave up or as a second example a fifth up;

[0778] Signal processor 6 may be a pitch shift, transposing as a first example an octave down or as a second example a third up;

[0779] Signal processor 7 may be a reverberation, light tremolo or vibrato to produce ambience.

[0780] Thus, striking a guitar string or vibrating tine increasingly harder, or bowing and bowing increasingly harder, singing louder, etc., would (in this example) produce a varying and more complex composite mixed layered signal processed sound. The specific choice of signal processors varies the possibilities. Additionally, other signal processor parameters, such as sweep speed, sweep depth, resonance, reverberation time, filter frequencies, echo input signal volume, pitch shift offset, etc. may be controlled in alternative to or along with output volume to broadly widen the range of composite effects.

[0781] The entries in the table can apply universally to the envelope signal under all conditions, or may be selectively applied under specific conditions. A simple example of an arrangement with conditional behavior is one in which the increasing envelope is subject to one behavior while the decreasing envelope is subject to a different behavior. Distinguishing between increasing and decreasing variation of the envelope in real-time is readily accomplished by comparing consecutive values of the envelope according to various criteria (pure difference, difference of the logs of the values, testing for lying within or outside a “gray” margin, etc.) as well as numerical or analog differentiation, etc., as is well known to one skilled in the art.

[0782] The third rightmost portion of the table of FIG. 77a illustrates an exemplary alternative behavior for the decreasing portions of the audio signal envelope. In isolation, its behavior is verbally summarized in the third rightmost portion of the table of FIG. 77b and graphically summarized in the rightmost portion of FIG. 77c. Additionally, some noteworthy example cross-fade behaviors are comprised within:

[0783] a. Signal processor control signals 5 and 6 exactly cross-fade over the six intervals interior intervals 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6;

[0784] b. Signal processor control signals 7 and 3 exactly cross-fade over the intervals 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8;

[0785] c. If the entries for signal processor control signal 6 in intervals 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7 were changed to off, then the modified signal processor control signal 6 and signal processor control signal 7 would exactly cross-fade over the intervals “0”-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4. When viewed collectively with signal processor control signal 3, a sequential exact cross-fade (of signal processor 3 to signal processor 7, and then signal processor 7 to signal processor 6) is obtained as the envelope decreases from interval 7-8 to interval “0”-1.

[0786] When the two exemplary behaviors of the two sides of the tables of FIGS. 77a and 77b are combined, the result can be graphically portrayed as shown in FIG. 77c. As can be seen from close inspection of the tables of FIGS. 77a, 77b, and 77c, slight asymmetries have been introduced between the generated control signal behaviors for increasing (“ascending behavior”) and decreasing (“descending behavior”) portions of the instrument or vocal audio signal envelope. This allows for adjustments of affairs to obtain more desirable effects for fast attack intervals, long decay intervals, swells, etc.

[0787] However, there is no need to have such degrees of near-symmetry between the ascending and descending behaviors. In contrast, extremes may be introduced for controlled, startling, sensationalist, or bombastic affect. Further, as to this, care was taken in the above example to minimize “jump effects” in the control signals in the asymmetric aspects should the envelope direction reversal occur at or near one of the regions of comparative asymmetry. Again, the jump effects resulting in envelope direction reversal in regions of significant asymmetry may be useful for controlled, startling, sensationalist, or bombastic affect. Alternatively, controlled temporal ramping or selective envelope amplitude driven interpolations or other techniques may be introduced to smooth or remove jump effects. The parameters and mechanisms for such controlled temporal ramping, selective envelope amplitude driven interpolations, or other techniques of smoothing or removing jump effects may be provided automatically for the ease of the user or may themselves be selectable by the user and stored along with the identified table or their alternate implementations under stored program control.

[0788] Although the example in this section comprises two behavioral tables which are selected according to
whether the envelope amplitude is increasing or decreasing, more than two tables and/or additional or alternative selection criteria may be employed. As one example, foot-switches or other user-operable devices may be used to select variations in generated control signal behavior for emphasis or de-emphasis of a musical note or phrase. As another example, a state machine may be used to select variations in generated control signal behavior such that the state machine is driven by various types of information derived from the audio signal envelope such as level threshold crossings, rate-of-change (instantaneous time-varying velocity) threshold crossings, rate-of-change sign (i.e., increasing or decreasing envelope amplitude), footswitches or other user-operable devices, etc. These options, capabilities, and their implementations will be described in more detail below. Various table-based implementation have been described, and attention is now directed to more flexible data structures and operation under recalled stored program control.

[0789] 9.3.3 Alternate Data Structures for More General Control Capabilities

[0790] This section provides an exemplary extension of the concepts of FIGS. 71A-77C employing open-format data structures in place of the fixed-structure table of the previous section. This alternative implementation adds slightly to the system complexity but can readily support a wider, more flexible, and more open-ended range of control possibilities.

[0791] To begin, the case of supporting an ascending behavior and a descending behavior of a given control parameter will be assumed for convenient illustrative purposes. FIG. 78 shows an exemplary open-format data structure 7800 comprising a parameter specification 7810, an ascending behavior string 7820 of arbitrary length, and a descending behavior string 7830 of arbitrary length. The parameter specification 7810 may comprise internal control signals (for example, which may be directed to any audio signal processors and audio synthesis elements included in an integrated larger system), export control signals (for example, to be transferred to external systems via MIDI protocol or similar technique), or a combination thereof (where a generated internal control signal is also affiliated with a co-generated export control signal).

[0792] Examples of internal control signal types of parameter 7810 include output level, input level, effect level or effect/dry balance, pan (of mono or stereo signals), spread (stereo or multichannel signals only), sweep speed, sweep depth, reverbation time, filter frequencies, echo input signal volume, pitch shift offset, and other signal processing control parameters. Examples of internal control signal types which may be directed to any audio synthesis elements included in an integrated larger system include output level, vibrato, note velocity, general modulation, pan (of mono or stereo signals), spread (stereo or multichannel signals only), sweep speed, sweep depth, filter frequency, filter resonance, sample playback cross-fade, envelope generator parameters, envelope modulation depth, pitch bend, note pitch, etc. Examples of export control signals include MIDI messages such as Continuous Controller values, Pitch Bend values, Note On/Off velocity, Note On/Off pitch, System Exclusive, etc.

[0793] Parameter specification 7810 is shown followed by an ascending behavior string 7820 of arbitrary length and a descending behavior string 7830 of arbitrary length. The ascending behavior string 7820 and descending behavior string 7830 may be, for example, internally comprised of one or more instances of value data (comprising an envelope value and a corresponding control signal value) and potentially interpolating curve specification data 7823.

[0794] The illustrated example depicts a possible implementation wherein pairs of a corresponding envelope value 7821 and control signal value 7822 are co-specified and are (optionally) followed immediately with interpolating curve specification 7823. The envelope value 7821 may take on any value between a minimum envelope value and a maximum envelope value. The control signal value 7822 may take on any value between a minimum control signal value and a maximum control signal value. The minimum envelope value and minimum control signal value need not be the same, the maximum envelope value and maximum control signal value need not be the same, and the number of value steps between minimum and maximum values need not be the same for the possible envelope value data 7821 and control signal data 7822. Should an implementation permit more than one type of interpolating curve, the interpolating curve specification data 7823 may provide for a choice of interpolating curves that may include linear, logarithmic, exponential, trigonometric, polynomial, combinations of these, or other functions.

[0795] The example illustrated in FIG. 78 allows for a separate interpolating curve to be specified (via interpolating curve specification data 7823) between each pair of envelope value data 7821 and control signal value data 7822. However, numerous other implementations are possible. For example, should an implementation permit only one overall type of interpolation curve (for example, linear interpolations between values) for all parameters, no interpolating curve specification data 7823 need be included. Should an implementation permit only one type of interpolation curve (for example, linear interpolations between values) for the entire behavior of a given parameter, but allow the curve to be separately specified for each parameter, only one instance of interpolating curve specification data 7823 need be included for the ascending behavior string. For an implementation allowing for a separate interpolating curve to be specified (via interpolating curve specification data 7823) between each pair of envelope value data 7821 and control signal value data 7822, should a plurality of consecutive interpolating curves be selected to be identical, interpolating curve specification data 7823 need only be introduced between envelope value data 7821 and control signal data 7822 if and where: the interpolating curve type changes.

[0796] The data structure 7800 in the example of FIG. 78 is shown comprising two behavior strings 7820, 7830 along with the parameter specification 7810. In this Figure, one of these strings is associated with ascending envelope control behavior 7820 and one is associated with descending envelope control behavior 7830. Herein we design provide for each of these strings to have differing numbers of entries 7821, 7822, 7823, differing sequencing of entries 7821, 7822, 7823, etc. For example, one of the behavior strings may comprise only two envelope value data 7821 and control signal data 7822 pairs and one interpolating curve specification data 7823, while the second behavior strings may comprise a large number of envelope value data 7821 and
control signal data 7822 pairs and a large number of interpolating curve specification data 7823 elements.

[0797] Various embodiments provide for a different ways of specifying a fixed control signal value such as the case associated with control signal 1 in the example of FIGS. 77a-77c. One approach is to specify the fixed control signal value alone in a special data structure. Another approach is to specify the fixed control signal value along with the minimum envelope value and again with the maximum envelope value, with or without an interpolating curve specification data 7823 entry. Another approach is to specify the fixed control signal value along with a special “constant” interpolating curve type as the interpolating curve specification data 7823 entry. One skilled in the art will appreciate that other approaches may also be used.

[0798] Although the example of this section comprises two behavior strings which are selected according to whether the envelope amplitude is increasing or decreasing, more than two behavior strings and/or additional or alternative selection criteria may be employed. As one example, footswitches or other user-operable devices may be used to select variations in generated control signal behavior for emphasis or de-emphasis of a musical note or phrase. As another example, a state machine may be used to select variations in generated control signal behavior such that the state machine is driven by various information derived from the audio signal envelope such as level threshold crossings, rate-of-change (instantaneous time-varying velocity) threshold crossings, rate-of-change sign (i.e., increasing or decreasing envelope amplitude), footswitches or other user-operable devices, etc.

[0799] 9.3.4 User Interface Editing and Stored Program Control Environments

[0800] In Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3, tables or other more flexible data structures were illustrated and which contain entries for specifying how values and variations of an audio signal envelope can be used to create one or more control signals. From these entries behaviors such as that illustrated in FIG. 77c can be determined, as well as other behaviors of greater or lesser complexity. It was also shown how replacing one set of entries with another will result in a change in behavior, or even overall form, of the control signals. Thus an environment for storing a plurality of sets of table or data structure entries can be used to create a library of possible behaviors which can be recalled from storage using well-known techniques.

[0801] For example, foot switches, user activated controls, received MIDI program changes, etc. can be used to recall sets of entries from storage for active usage. This section discusses exemplary user interface editing and stored program control environments for creating, recalling, invoking variation, and editing the entries and sets of entries comprising the tables or other data structures such as those presented in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3.

[0802] As an example for discussion, FIG. 79 illustrates a user interface editing and stored program control environment compatible with the data structures of FIG. 77a, FIG. 78, or other implementations. The exemplary arrangement comprises user interface 7901 which, among other functions, is in communication with one or more libraries 7902 which comprise a pluralities of entries and/or sets of entries used to populate general tables or other data structures such as those presented in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3.

[0803] User interface 7901 is also in communication with editors for use in populating and modifying the entries and/or sets of entries stored in the one or more libraries 7902. In the exemplary arrangement two types of editors are shown, a micro-level editor 7904 for populating and editing individual entries within a set of entries and a macro-level editor 7903 for creating, naming, indexing, and editing of sets of entries. This illustrative editor partition is exemplary only as other editing arrangements may be readily employed as is clear to one skilled in the art. Not explicitly shown are any editing buffers, cache, etc. that may be involved in the various steps of record creation and modification.

[0804] In the example of FIG. 79, each of the one or more libraries 7902 and one or more editors 7903, 7904 may be in communication with one or more records in memory 7930. In FIG. 79, library 7902 editors 7903, 1904 are shown in direct communication with a particular record 7920.N from among the collection of records, including another record 7920.M, in memory 7930. These records, although shown in the figure as being in the form of list vectors, may alternatively be in the form of linked lists, arrays, or other structures and formats as may be advantageous in an implementation.

[0805] A selection mechanism 7940 selects a particular record, such as 7920.N or 7920.M, from memory 7930 and directs its entries to operation 7913 such as those presented in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3 which implement the conversion of the audio signal 7900 envelope to one or more control signals 7919. The selection may be made using a variety of techniques including stored program control 7950 or direct control by foot switches, user activated controls, etc. If stored program control 7950 is employed, it in turn may be controlled by foot switches, user activated controls, received MIDI program changes, etc.

[0806] The tables and data structures presented in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3 provided for at least a second portion comprising alternate or substitute sets of entries for use in providing distinguished behaviors for ascending and descending envelope amplitudes, footswitch controlled variations, state machine controlled variations, etc. These alternate or substitute sets of entries are depicted as the rightmost portions of the tables shown in FIGS. 77a, 77b, the data structures of FIG. 78, and the rightmost portions of the graphical depiction of FIG. 77c.

[0807] Embodiments of the invention provide for numerous ways of supporting this capability. In one approach, the alternate or substitute sets of entries depicted as the rightmost portions of the tables of FIGS. 77a, 77b, and 78 are explicitly included in the overall record depicted in the figures and stored as such within each record 7920.N, 7920.M, etc. In another approach, each record 7920.N, 7920.M, etc. comprises only one behavior and the recall of two (or more) individual records 7920.N, 7920.M, etc. are required, one (7920.N) storing ascending envelope behavior and another (7920.M) storing descending envelope behavior, etc. Alternatively the recall of two or more individual records such as 7920.N, 7920.M, etc. may be used to provide support for other types of active behavior modification such as footswitch controlled variations, state machine controlled variations, etc.
In the latter approach (wherein each record such as 7920.N, 7920.M stores only one behavior and a change in behavior requires reference to another record), should the recall of records be fast enough, an implementation made be made wherein all behaviors are peers and can be recalled by either high-level user recall or low-level variational need driven by ascending/descending envelope amplitude detection, footswitch controlled variations, state machine controlled variations, etc. In such an implementation, all variations introduce their control at the selection stage 7940 either directly or via stored program control 7950. In many situations this may in some implementations benefit form or require some type of generalized treatment to minimize “jump effects” in control signals when behaviors are changed during active use.

In situations where the recall of records is not fast enough to make the aforementioned implementation approach possible or affordable, either the plurality of individual records are individually recalled and cached in the operation element 7913 or a composite record comprising two or more behaviors (as shown in FIGS. 77a and 78) is recalled for use by the operation element 7913. In such an implementation, all variations introduce their control at the operation element 7913.

With creation, editing, storage, recall, and variation handling of entries and sets of entries thus established, attention is now directed to additional aspects and details of the invention that can leverage, interact with, or exploit these entry storage and recall capabilities.

9.3.5 Incorporation of Rate Magnitude Detections

As previously described, in many cases it is advantageous to change the control signal generation behavior as to whether the envelope amplitude is ascending or descending. Detection of ascending/descending conditions of envelope amplitude in real-time form is readily accomplished by comparing consecutive values of the envelope amplitude according to various criteria (pure difference, difference of the logs of the values, testing for lying within or outside a “grace” margin, etc.) as well as numerical or analog differentiation, etc., as is well known to one skilled in the art. In principle, this is simply the real-time detection of the positive or negative sign of the time difference, time derivative, slope, or instantaneous time-varying velocity of the envelope amplitude. However, it is in many circumstances also advantageous to exploit not only the sign but also the magnitude of time difference, time derivative, slope, or instantaneous time-varying velocity of the envelope amplitude. For simplification of the subsequent discussion, the detection of this magnitude will be termed “rate detection” and the quantity itself will be termed “rate magnitude” of the envelope amplitude. Using this terminology, ascending/descending conditions of envelope amplitude may be determined by the “rate sign” (where a positive rate sign indicates ascending envelope amplitude and a negative rate sign indicates descending envelope amplitude).

FIG. 80 shows the incorporation of rate magnitude detections 8012 along with level detections 8011 on the envelope signal 8000 in controlling the operation 8013 creating control signal(s) 8019 for layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments. As discussed earlier and to follow, other implementations may direct rate magnitude detections to record selection functions 7940, stored program control 7950, and/or state machines (as will be considered in Section 9.3.6 in conjunction with FIG. 81.) The latter may be used in some implementations and applications to select an alternate behavior during an interval of time when the value of the rate magnitude of the envelope amplitude lies within a specified range of values (i.e., more general conditions than simply whether the rate sign is positive or negative). For example, a rapid release portion of the envelope (for example resulting from guitar string muting or bowed-instrument pizzicato) may be used to generate different control signal behaviors than that for a more elongated release portion. Similarly, a slow attack envelope (for example resulting from initially light bowing on a bowed-instrument or slow variation of a volume control on an electric guitar) may be used to generate different control signal behaviors than that for a more rapid attack portion.

In many situations, use of rate detections for the control of state machines in the control chain is potentially more useful than direct control of the operation element 8019; this and related topics will be discussed in the next section.

9.3.6 Incorporation of State Machines in the Control Chain

Thus far, except for occasional references to state machines, all control signal generation has been created according to recalled stored functions acting on instantaneous values of envelope amplitude and rate measurements. In many cases, value can be added by also incorporating memory as to previous values of envelope amplitude and/or rate measurements. The most general and flexible manner in which such previous value memory can be included in the generation of control signals is through use of one or more state machines.

Each state machine may comprise a plurality of states and permissible transitions between them. State transitions are invoked when predefined events occur, such as the crossing of thresholds by envelope amplitude and/or rate measurements. Embodiments of the invention also provide for state transitions to be driven by timers so that once entering a particular state and remaining there past a specified period of time a transition is made to a new state.

As is well known to one skilled in the art, a state machine driven by outside stimulus can be realized by a memory retaining the value of the previous state, combining the condition of being in that state with outside stimulus via combinational logic, and directing the output of the combinational logic back to the memory to update the state upon a change in the output of the combinational logic. State transitions to be driven by timers may be handled in numerous formal ways, but for simplicity timers will be treated as an augmentation to the combinational logic mentioned earlier. The resulting arrangement comprising combinational logic augmented by interactions with timers may be formally considered a type of temporal logic, and thus for simplicity in subsequent discussion such an arrangement of combinational logic augmented by interactions with timers will be termed “temporal logic” (to distinguish from pure combinational logic absent of timers).

FIG. 81 illustrates an example of the incorporation of state machines, and in particular their incorporation into the control chain of arrangements such as that of FIG. 80.
In the exemplary implementation of FIG. 81, rate detections 8112 are taken together with level detections 8111 as inputs to combinational logic 8114 for controlling the state of a state machine. The state machine in this Figure comprises combinational logic 8114, state memory 8115 for retaining the state, state feedback 8116 from state memory 8115 directed back to combinational logic 8114, and state observation 8117 for transforming the current state held in state memory 8115 into stimulus controlling operation element 8113 generating the control signal(s) 8119.

[0820] Also shown are level detections stimulus directed from level detections 8111 to operation element 8113. The resulting control signal(s) 8119, as before, are then directed towards layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments. Although FIG. 81 shows combinational logic 8114 driven by both rate detection 8112 and level detection 8111 stimulus, it is understood that state machines may be driven by rate detection only or level detection only rather than both as in the configuration shown.

[0821] 9.3.7 Incorporation of Slew Limiters and/or Transient Generators

[0822] Alternative embodiments of the invention provide for the incorporation of slew limiters or transient generators in the generation of control signals. Each slew limiter may limit the rate of change of control signals generated by the arrangements of the kind discussed in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3, the limiting rate of change set according to a specified time constant. Each transient generator may generate at least one additional distinct control signal according to specified time constants and curve parameters.

[0823] Referring to FIG. 81, slew limiters and/or transient generators may be incorporated into operation element 8113 generating the control signal(s) 8119, or these components may be implemented in a parallel entity to the operation element 8113. The slew limiters and/or transient generators may be driven by stimulus from level detections 8111 and/or rate detections 8112 and generate control signals according to time constants and curve parameters stored in memory (for example in memory element 7930 of FIG. 79).

[0824] 9.4 System Structures for Envelope-Driven Control of Layered Audio Environments

[0825] With individual aspects and details having been established, attention is now directed to larger systems level issues. These issues include the interconnection of internal subsystems and the interconnection of the system with external layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments.

[0826] Various embodiments provide for internally contained and external layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments. As to the latter case, formalized and informally gathered ad hoc implementations of layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments may be realized. Other implementations include internal layered signal processing and/or layered synthesis environments to also provide outgoing control signals for external use.

[0827] 9.4.1 Subsystem Interconnection

[0828] FIG. 82a shows an exemplary configuration where an audio signal source 8200 drives a layered signal processing environment 8220 and a layered audio synthesis environment 8230 under the control of an envelope-driven controller 8210 of the type discussed in Section 9.3. The layered signal processing environment 8220 processes the audio signal source 8200 under the direction of the envelope-driven controller 8210, while the layered audio synthesis environment 8230 creates sounds according to an audio-to-note conversion element 8203, where the sound creation is influenced by the control signals created by the envelope-driven controller 8210. The audio output of the layered signal processing environment 8220 and layered audio synthesis environment 8230 may be handled separately or mixed via an audio mixer 8240.

[0829] Each of the elements 8203, 8210, 8220, 8230, 8240 may be integrated together to form a common system, may be partitioned across several smaller interconnected systems, or may be completely separated systems. In the case of a multichannel audio source, the arrangement of FIG. 82a may be replicated for each of the audio signals provided by the multichannel audio source. In the case of a stereo audio source, the layered signal processing environment 8220 may be such that it accepts and processes stereo audio inputs. Further, in the case of a stereo or multichannel audio source, the envelope-driven controller 8210 may be driven by one or more audio signals other than, or in addition to, the audio source 8200 and processed by the layered signal processing environment 8220 and audio-to-note conversion element 8203.

[0830] FIG. 82b shows an exemplary variation of FIG. 82a where the envelope-driven controller 8210 is driven by a signal processor 8250 producing a processed version 8251 of the audio source 8200, where a dedicated signal processor is used to create the pre-processed audio signal.

[0831] FIG. 82c shows an exemplary variation of FIG. 82b where the envelope-driven controller 8210 is driven by a processed version 8225 of the audio source 8200. In this embodiment the signal processor used to create the processed signal 8225 is provided by the layered signal processing environment 8220.

[0832] FIG. 82d shows a combination of the structures depicted in FIGS. 82a-82c. Specifically, FIG. 82d shows envelope-driven controller 8210 driven by audio signal 8200 source itself and additionally by a first processed version 8251 of the audio source 8200 produced by signal processor 8250. Envelope-driven controller 8210 is further driven by second processed signal 8225 provided by the layered signal processing environment 8220. If desired, the direct audio signal 8200 may be omitted as an input to envelope-driven controller 8210.

[0833] It was previously described that some signal transducer signals require equalization in order to provide an acceptable signal. FIG. 83a shows an exemplary variation on the configuration of FIG. 82a where an audio equalization stage 8302 is shared for both the layered signal processing environment 8320 and the envelope-driven controller 8310; such an arrangement would be replicated in part or in whole in a system supporting multichannel audio input signals. It is also to be understood that the audio equalization need not be classical linear equalization. Specifically, audio equalization stage 8302 may be implemented using a more sophisticated reconstructor modeling process such as that which is utilized in the Roland COSM technologies (Roland Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.).
FIG. 83b shows a variation on the exemplary configuration of FIG. 83a wherein separate equalization 8302a, 8302b, respectively, is provided for each of the layered signal processing environment 8320 and envelope-driven controller 8310. It is also to be understood that the audio equalization 8302a, 8302b need not be classical linear equalization. Specifically, the audio equalization stage 8302a, and if useful 8302b, may be implemented using a more sophisticated reconstructive modeling process such as that which is utilized in, for example, the Roland COSM technologies (Roland Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.).

9.4.2 Configurations Useful for Interfacing with Existing Electronic Music Equipment

Having described the general configurations above, each of which may be integrated together in a common system or separately using a plurality of interconnected systems, attention is now directed to implementations well adapted to applications and product opportunities where the envelope-driven controller is in a separate physical enclosure for interconnecting with existing commonly available electronic musical instruments and MIDI components.

FIG. 84a shows an exemplary embodiment of the invention where an envelope-driven controller 8410 and associated entities are partitioned into a separate physical module 8499 designed to work with MIDI interfaces of external equipment. For ease of discussion, this separate physical module 8499 will be termed an “envelope-driven controller module.”

The exemplary envelope-driven controller module 8499 may be designed to accept one or more forms of audio signal(s) 8400 which may include one or more types of conventional instrument audio (single, stereo, hexaphonic, hexaphonic plus composite signal, etc.) or vocal audio. Audio signal(s) 8400 may be applied to the envelope-driven controller module 8499 which in such configurations conveniently includes a signal loop-through 8401 so that the looped-through version 8400a of the audio signal(s) 8400 may be applied to external audio processing gear. Such external audio processing gear can include external audio signal processing gear 8420 and an audio-driven synthesis gear.

The audio-driven synthesis gear may comprise an audio-to-note conversion element 8403 and one or more synthesis modules 8430. It is noted that there are many available products that combine the audio-to-note conversion element 8403 and one or more synthesis modules 8430 into a common unit. For such arrangements, particularly those which involve hexaphonic audio signal instrument interfaces, fanout box products are available from manufacturers such as Roland (Roland Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.) to drive both audio synthesis and audio signal processing units from the same instrument cable. FIG. 84a shows such a fanout box 8402 providing fanout signals 8400a and 8400c from the loop-through signals 8400c making the audio signal 8400 available to the external audio processing gear.

Inside the exemplary envelope-driven controller module 8499 may be a stored program controller 8460 controlled by a user interface 8470 and perhaps incoming control signals (such as MIDI) via a control port 8480.

As shown in FIG. 84a, the envelope-driven controller module 8499 may further internally comprise a MIDI assignment stage 8411 that may provide a variety of MIDI assignment functions. These functions can include the assignment of channel numbers and MIDI message types, noting that alternatively such information may be included in the tables and data structures of the kind described in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3. Additionally, or alternatively, the MIDI assignment stage 8411 may selectively direct and/or broadcast MIDI messages to a plurality of MIDI outputs 8401.1-8490.1. These MIDI outputs 8401.1-8490.1 may be used to conveniently support cables to multiple pieces of external audio signal processing gear and an audio-driven synthesis gear.

Additionally, since the generated control signals may be real-time varying signals and classical MIDI is bandwidth-limited, the real-time varying control signals generated by the envelope-driven controller 8410 may be advantageously partitioned across several MIDI output ports to improve performance. If desired, the MIDI assignment stage 8411 may also be controlled by the stored program controller 8460.

FIG. 84b shows a variation of FIG. 84a where the loop-through function 8401 of FIG. 84a is augmented to include an internal fan-out function 8401a to replace the need for the cables and clutter typically associated with the fanout box 8402 of FIG. 84a.

While the invention has been described in detail with reference to disclosed embodiments, various modifications within the scope of the invention will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in this technological field. It is to be appreciated that features described with respect to one embodiment typically may be applied to other embodiments. Therefore, the invention properly is to be construed only with reference to the claims.
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What is claimed is:

1. A method for processing audio signals, comprising:
   - receiving an incoming audio signal;
   - producing an envelope signal responsive to said incoming audio signal; and
   - processing said envelope signal according to a parameterized transformation of said envelope signal to generate a plurality of control signals.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein said parameterized transformation is determined by a plurality of parameters, each defined by data.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein said parameterized transformation is determined by at least one parameter defined by data.

4. The method according to claim 3, said method further comprising:
   - storing said data in memory.

5. The method according to claim 3, said method further comprising:
   - retrieving said data from memory.

6. The method according to claim 5, said method further comprising:
   - initiating said retrieving responsive to an incoming MIDI signal.

7. The method according to claim 4, said method further comprising:
   - selecting said data responsive to an incoming MIDI signal.

8. The method according to claim 3, said method further comprising:
   - using a data entry editor to manipulate said data.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein said parameterized transformation comprises at least one interpolating curve.

10. The method according to claim 9, said method further comprising:
    - specifying said at least one interpolating curve from a plurality of possible interpolating curves.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein said specifying is responsive to an incoming MIDI signal.

12. The method according to claim 9, said method further comprising:
    - retrieving curve specification data from memory, said curve specification data defining said at least one interpolating curve.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein said retrieving is responsive to an incoming MIDI signal.

14. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
    - comparing values of said envelope signal relative to a magnitude of a threshold value; and
    - determining said parameterized transformation based upon said magnitude.

15. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
    - detecting a rate of change in value of said envelope signal; and
determining said parameterized transformation based upon said rate of change.

16. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
   detecting a relative increase or decrease in rate of change in value of said envelope signal; and
determining said parameterized transformation based upon said relative increase or decrease in rate of change in value of said envelope signal.

17. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
detecting magnitude of a rate of change in value of said envelope signal; and
determining said parameterized transformation based upon said magnitude.

18. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
   controlling a plurality of audio signal processors using said plurality of control signals.

19. The method according to claim 18, said method further comprising:
   communicating said incoming audio signal to each of said plurality of controllable audio signal processors.

20. The method according to claim 1, wherein each of said plurality of control signals is individually determined according to an associated attribute of said parameterized transformation.

21. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
   controlling a plurality of audio synthesis elements using said plurality of control signals.

22. The method according to claim 21, said method further comprising:
   communicating said incoming audio signal to each of said plurality of audio synthesis elements, wherein at least one of said plurality of audio synthesis elements creates an audio signal responsive to said incoming audio signal.

23. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
   controlling a plurality of audio signal processors using said plurality of control signals; and
   controlling a plurality of audio synthesis elements using said plurality of control signals.

24. The method according to claim 23, wherein said plurality of audio signal processors and said plurality of audio synthesis elements are controlled by the same plurality of said control signals.

25. The method according to claim 23, wherein said plurality of audio signal processors and said plurality of audio synthesis elements are controlled by a different plurality of said control signals.

26. The method according to claim 23, said method further comprising:
   communicating said incoming audio signal to at least one of said plurality of audio synthesis elements, wherein at least one of said plurality of audio synthesis elements creates an audio signal responsive to said incoming audio signal.

27. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
   receiving a plurality of incoming audio signals;
   producing a separate envelope signal responsive to each of said plurality of incoming audio signals; and
   processing each of said plurality of envelope signals according to a parameterized transformation of said plurality of envelope signals to generate a plurality of control signals for each of said plurality of envelope signals.

28. The method according to claim 27, wherein said processing of each of said plurality of envelope signals is performed by a single processor.

29. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
   responsively controlling said processing using a remote control signal provided by a user control device.

30. The method according to claim 29, wherein said user control device comprises a footswitch.

31. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
   controlling said processing responsive to a state of a state machine.

32. The method according to claim 31, said method further comprising:
   comparing values of said envelope signal relative to a magnitude of a threshold value; and
   determining said state of said state machine responsive to said magnitude.

33. The method according to claim 31, said method further comprising:
   detecting a rate of change in value of said envelope signal; and
   determining said state of said state machine responsive to said rate of change in value of said envelope signal.

34. The method according to claim 31, said method further comprising:
   detecting a relative increase or decrease in rate of change in value of said envelope signal; and
   determining said state of said state machine responsive to said relative increase or decrease in rate of change in value of said envelope signal.

35. The method according to claim 31, said method further comprising:
   detecting magnitude of a rate of change in value of said envelope signal; and
   determining a state of said state machine responsive to said magnitude.

36. The method according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of control signals are signals of MIDI format.

37. The method according to claim 36, said method further comprising:
   communicating said plurality of control signals to a corresponding plurality of MIDI output ports.

38. The method according to claim 1, said method further comprising:
initiating said processing responsive to a incoming MIDI signal.

39. A system for processing audio signals, comprising:
an envelope detector for producing an envelope signal responsive to an incoming audio signal; and
a processor for processing said envelope signal according to a parameterized transformation of said envelope signal, said processor responsive generating a plurality of control signals.

40. A system for processing audio signals, comprising:
means for receiving an incoming audio signal;
means for producing an envelope signal responsive to said incoming audio signal; and
means for processing said envelope signal according to a parameterized transformation of said envelope signal, said processing means responsive generating a plurality of control signals.

* * * * *